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Abstract
We continue the semiclassical analysis of the Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) volume operator that was
started in the companion paper [23]. In the first paper we prepared the technical tools, in particular the
use of complexifier coherent states that use squares of flux operators as the complexifier. In this paper,
the complexifier is chosen for the first time to involve squares of area operators.
Both cases use coherent states that depend on a graph. However, the basic difference between the
two choices of complexifier is that in the first case the set of surfaces involved is discrete, while, in
the second it is continuous. This raises the important question of whether the second set of states has
improved invariance properties with respect to relative orientation of the chosen graph in the set of
surfaces on which the complexifier depends. In this paper, we examine this question in detail, including
a semiclassical analysis.
The main result is that we obtain the correct semiclassical properties of the volume operator for i)
artificial rescaling of the coherent state label; and ii) particular orientations of the 4- and 6-valent graphs
that have measure zero in the group SO(3). Since such requirements are not present when analysing dual
cell complex states, we conclude that coherent states whose complexifiers are squares of area operators
are not an appropriate tool with which to analyse the semiclassical properties of the volume operator.
Moreover, if one intends to go further and sample over graphs in order to obtain embedding independence,
then the area complexifier coherent states should be ruled out altogether as semiclassical states.
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1 Introduction
The volume operator in Loop Quantum Gravity1 (LQG) plays a central role in the quantum dynamics of
the theory. Without it, it is not possible to define the Hamiltonian constraint operators [4], the Master
constraint operators [5], or the physical Hamiltonian operators [6]. The same applies to truncated models
of LQG such as Loop Quantum Cosmology (LQC) [7] which is believed to describe well the homogeneous
sector of the theory. In LQC the quantum evolution of operators that correspond to classically-singular
Dirac observables typically remains finite. This can be traced back to the techniques used to quantize
inverse powers of the local volume that enter into the expression for the triad, co-triad and other types of
coupling between geometry and geometry, or geometry and matter [4]. Specifically, such derived operators
arise as commutators between holonomy operators and powers of the volume operator.
In view of its importance, it is of considerable interest to verify whether the classical limit of the LQG
volume operator coincides with the classical volume. By this we mean that (i) the expectation value of the
volume operator with respect to suitable semiclassical states which are peaked at a given point in phase
space, coincides with the value of the classical volume at that phase space point, up to small corrections;
and (ii) its fluctuations are small.
It should be remarked that there are actually two versions of the volume operator that have been
discussed in the literature [8, 9]. These come from inequivalent regularisations of the products of operator-
valued distributions that appear at intermediate stages. However, only the operator in [9] survives the
consistency test of [10], namely, writing the volume in terms of triads which then are quantised using the
commutator mentioned above, gives the same operator up to ~-corrections as that obtained from direct
quantisation. This consistency check is important as otherwise we could not trust the triad and co-triad
quantisations that enter the quantum dynamics.
A semiclassical analysis of the volume operator has not yet been carried out, although, in principle,
suitable semiclassical (even coherent) states for LQG are available [11]. This is because the spectral decom-
position (projection-valued measure) of the volume operator cannot be computed exactly in closed form.
However, this is needed for exact, practical calculations. More precisely, the volume operator is the fourth
root of a positive operator, Q, whose matrix elements can be computed in closed form [12] but which cannot
be diagonalised analytically.
In more detail, the volume operator has a discrete (that is, pure-point) spectrum and it attains a block-
diagonal form where the blocks are labelled by the graphs and spin quantum numbers (labelling the edges of
the graph) of spin-network functions (SNWF) [13]. SNWF form a convenient basis of the LQG Hilbert space
[14] which carries a unitary representation of the spatial diffeomorphism group and the Poisson∗−algebra of
the elementary flux and holonomy variables [15]. The blocks turn out to be finite-dimensional matrices whose
matrix elements can be expressed in terms of polynomials of 6j symbols. Fortunately, these complicated
quantities can be avoided2 by using a telescopic summation technique [16] related to the Elliot-Biedenharn
identity [17], so that a manageable closed expression results. However, the size of these matrices grows
exponentially with increasing spin quantum numbers and, since the expression for coherent states is a
coherent superposition of SNWF’s with arbitrarily large spin quantum numbers, a numerical computation
of the expectation value using the numerical diagonalisation techniques, that are currently being developed
[18], is still a long way off.3
One way forward is to use the semiclassical perturbation theory developed in [19], and applied already
in [20, 21]. The basic idea is quite simple. In practical calculations one needs the expectation value of Qq
where q is a rational number in the range 0 < q ≤ 14 . In order to attain that, one has to introduce the
1See [1, 2] for recent books and [3] for recent reviews.
2Notice that Racah’s formula provides a closed expression for the 6j symbol but it also involves implicit sums and factorials
that involve large integers. These quickly becomes unmanageable, even numerically.
3The coherent superposition contains a damping factor that suppresses large spins, and thereby large matrices, so that the
complicated infinite series over spin quantum numbers can be truncated at finite values, making only negligible errors. However,
the computational effort required is currently too high, even for supercomputers; for example, see the estimates of computation
time reported in [18].
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‘perturbation operator’, X := Q<Q> − 1, where the expectation value < Q > of the positive operator Q
is exactly computable. Notice that X is bounded from below by −1. Then trivially < Qq >=< Q >q <
[1+X]q >. Now we exploit the existence of positive numbers p such that the classical estimates 1+qx−px2 ≤
(1 + x)q ≤ 1 + qx are valid for all x ≥ −1. Finer estimates of this form involving arbitrary powers of x
are also available [20]. By virtue of the spectral theorem, this classical estimate survives at the quantum
level and we have Y− ≤ Y ≤ Y+ where Y+ = 1 + qX, Y− = Y+ − pX2, Y = (1 + X)q. It follows that
< Y >∈ [< Y+ > −p < X2 >,< Y+ >]. However, < Y+ >= 1 and < X2 >= [< Q2 > − < Q >2]/ < Q >2
is proportional to the relative fluctuations of Q, which are of order of ~ [11]. It follows that to zeroth-order
in ~ we may replace < Qq > by < Q >q which is computable, as are the error estimates in the way shown
above.
The exact computation of < Q >, < Q2 >, .. is feasible, but it is still quite involved. At this point
it is convenient to use the fact that (see [11]), to zeroth-order in ~, the computation of these expectation
values (more generally, the expectation values of low-order polynomials in the flux operators) for SU(2)
spin-network states coincides with the corresponding calculations for U(1)3 spin networks. On the latter,
the volume operator is even diagonal. Hence we conclude that, as long as we are only interested in the
zeroth-order in ~ contribution, we may evaluate the expectation value of the volume operator for a fictitious
theory in which the non-Abelian group SU(2) is replaced by the Abelian group U(1)3. This dramatically
simplifies all the calculations.
The coherent states developed so far for LQG have all been constructed using the complexifier method
reviewed in [22]. This generalises the coherent-state construction for phase spaces that are cotangent bundles
over a compact group; see [24]4. This construction involves computing the heat-kernel evolution of the delta
distribution (which is the matrix element of the unit operator in the Schro¨dinger (position) representation)
with respect to a generalized Laplace operator, called the ‘complexifier’, followed by a certain analytic
continuation.
Now the unit operator in LQG can be written as a resolution of unity in terms of SNWF’s and, although
the heat kernel is a damping operator, since the SNWF are not countable (the LQG Hilbert space is not
separable), the resulting expression is not normalisable. However, it does give a well-defined distribution
(in the algebraic dual of the finite linear span of SNWF’s) which can be conveniently written as a sum
over cut–off states labelled by finite graphs. These states, called “shadows” in [24], are normalisable, and
can be used to perform semiclassical calculations. Of course, one expects that the good semiclassical states
will only be those cut–off states that are labelled by graphs which are sufficiently fine with respect to the
classical three-metric to be approximated.
Thus the input in the semiclassical calculations consists in the choice of a complexifier and the choice of
a graph. One may wonder why the complexifier has to be chosen a priori rather than being dictated by the
dynamics of the theory: that is, why do the coherent states remain coherent under quantum time evolution?
For example, for the harmonic oscillator, the complexifier is just the Laplacian on the real line.
The reason is two-fold. On the one hand, one could perform a constraint quantisation so that we
are working at the level of the kinematical Hilbert space on which the quantum constraints have not yet
been imposed. In this situation, all that is needed is to ensure that the volume operator, which is not
gauge invariant (and thus does not preserve the physical Hilbert space), has a good classical limit on the
kinematical Hilbert space. We would certainly not trust a constraint quantization for which even that was
not true.
On the other hand, one could also work at the level of the physical Hilbert space, as outlined in [6].
Then, one would expect that the time evolution of any reasonable choice of complexifier coherent states
with respect to the physical Hamiltonian should remain coherent (and peaked on the classical trajectory)
for sufficiently short time intervals. Note that for interacting theories, even the simple example of the
anharmonic oscillator, globally stable coherent states have yet to be found.
The choice of the complexifier will be guided by practical considerations: namely (i) it is diagonal on
SNWF’s; and (ii) it is a damping operator that renders normalisable the heat-kernel evolution of the delta
4See also [25] for related ideas valid for Abelian gauge theories such as Maxwell theory or linearised gravity.
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distribution restricted to a graph. Moreover, it should be gauge invariant under the SU(2) gauge group. As
for the choice of graph, for practical reasons one will use graphs that are topologically regular, that is, have
a constant valence for each vertex. Indeed, the semiclassical calculations performed in [20, 21] were done
using graphs of cubic topology, with good results.
The existing literature on such coherent states for LQG can be divided into two classes, depending on
a certain structure that defines them. The first are gauge-covariant flux coherent states, which depend
on collections of surfaces and path systems inside them [11]. The second are area coherent states, which
also depend on collections of surfaces but involve area operators rather than flux operators [22]. In our
companion paper [23] we have reviewed and generalised both constructions. In its most studied incarnations,
the collection of surfaces involved in [11] is defined by a polyhedronal partition of the spatial manifold, while
the collection used in [22] uses a plaquette of foliations of the spatial manifold.
The main objective of this series of two papers is to analyse the semiclassical properties of the volume
operator with respect to both classes of coherent state. In [23] we employed the states of [11]. In this paper
we employ the states of [22]. This exhausts all known coherent states for LQG. The result of our analysis
is that, if we use the states [11], the correct semiclassical limit is attained with these states for n = 6 only.
If instead we use the states [22], the correct semiclassical limit is attained only for: 1) artificial rescaling
of the coherent state label; and 2) particular embeddings of the 4-valent and 6-valent graphs with respect
to the set of surfaces on which the complexifier depends. However, the combinations of Euler angles for
which such embeddings are attained have measure zero in SO(3), and are therefore negligible. Thus the
area complexifier coherent states are not the correct tools with which to analyse the semiclassical properties
of the volume operator.
If one wants to obtain embedding independence, a possible strategy is to sample over graphs (Dirichlet-
Voronoi sampling [44]) as outlined in [11]. What this strategy amounts to is that, instead of singling out
one particular coherent state ψγ,m—as defined in terms of a single graph γ—one considers an ensemble of
coherent states constructed by averaging the one-dimensional projections Pˆγ,m onto the states ψγ,m over a
subset Γm of the set of all allowed graphs. In other words, one considers a mixed state (with an associated
density matrix) rather than a single coherent state. In such a way, if the subset Γm is big enough, it can be
shown ([11]) that it is possible to eliminate the embedding dependence (the ‘staircase problem’5).
It is straightforward to deduce that the area complexifier coherent states cannot be used to construct
embedding-independent, mixed coherent states because of condition 2) above. We thus claim that area
complexifier coherent states should be ruled out as semiclassical states altogether if one wants to attain
embedding independence. Instead one should use the flux coherent states, as was done in [11]. For such
states we will show that the correct semiclassical limit is attained only for n = 6 . In other words, up to
now, there are no semiclassical states known other than those with cubic-graph topology!
Thus the implication of our result for LQG is that the semiclassical sector of the theory is spanned
by SNWF that are based on cubic graphs. This has some bearing for spin-foam models [27] which are
supposed to be—but, so far, have not been proved to be—the path-integral formulation of LQG. Spin
foams are certain state-sum models that are based on simplicial triangulations of four manifolds whose dual
graphs are therefore 5-valent. The intersection of this graph with a boundary three-manifold is 4-valent, and
therefore we see that spin-foam models, based on simplicial triangulations, correspond to boundary Hilbert
spaces spanned by spin-network states based on 4-valent graphs only6. However, we have proved that the
5Roughly the staircase problem can be stated as follows. Consider an area operator AˆS for a surface S. If we compute the
expectation value for AˆS with respect to a coherent state ψγ,m, such that the surface S intersects transversely one and only one
edge e of γ, then the expectation value of the area operator coincides with the classical value A(m). However, if the surface S
lies transversally to the edges, then we do not obtain the correct classical limit.
6 As an aside, whether this boundary Hilbert space of spin foams really can be interpreted as the 4-valent sector of LQG is
a subject of current debate, even with the recent improvements [28] in the Barrett–Crane model [29]. There are two problems:
first, the boundary connection predicted by spin foams does not coincide with the LQG connection [30]. Secondly, the 4-
valent sector of the LQG Hilbert space is not a superselection sector for the holonomy flux algebra of LQG. In fact, the LQG
representation is known not only to be cyclic but even irreducible [31]. Therefore the 4-valent sector is not invariant under the
LQG algebra.
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correct semiclassical states for analysing the semiclassical properties of the volume operator are the gauge
covariant flux states. For such states, only those of cubic topology give the correct semiclassical value of the
volume operator.
Even if the mismatches between the 4-valent sector of LQG and the boundary Hilbert space of spin
foams could be surmounted, the result of our analysis seems to be that the boundary Hilbert space of current
spin-foam models does not contain any semiclassical states! This apparently contradicts recent findings that
the graviton propagator derived from spin-foam models is correct [32]. However, it is notable that these
latter results only show that the propagator has the correct fall-off behaviour: the correct tensorial structure
has not yet been verified.
One straightforward way of possibly repairing this situation is to generalise spin-foam models to allow
for arbitrary—in particular, cubic—triangulations, as suggested in [33, 34].
In the present paper we will perform detailed calculations of the expectation value of the volume operator
for the 4-, 6-, and 8-valent graphs using the area coherent states reviewed in [23]. The main difference
between the flux coherent states and the area coherent states is that the former depend on a discrete set of
flux operators while the latter depend on a continuous family of area operators. In particular, the surfaces
on which the area operators depend fill all of space. Hence the question arises whether the area coherent
states depend less severely on the relative orientation of the chosen cut-off graph with respect to the system
of surfaces. Specifically, it would be interesting to know if the calculations of the expectation values are
insensitive to Euclidean motions of the graph (translations and rotations) when the spatial metric to be
approximated is the Euclidean one.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we calculate the expectation value for a general
graph. The expectation value depends on the edge metric, already encountered in [23], which is close to
diagonal when the edge lengths, δ, are much larger than the lengths, l, of the boundaries of the surfaces.
In order to compute the off-diagonal metric entries we stick to the graphs defined in our companion paper
as otherwise we encounter severe ‘bookkeeping’ problems. These graphs are dual to tetrahedronal, cubical
and octahedronal triangulations, all of which derive from a cubulation of the spatial manifold, as discussed
in [23]. One can expand the expectation value into a convergent power series in l/δ. We establish that,
contrary to the results in [23], to zeroth-order in both ~ and l/δ the correct expectation value is obtained
for n = 6 and n = 4, but only for specific embeddings of the graph with respect to the surfaces on which the
area operators depend. However, we show that such embeddings have measure zero in SO(3). Moreover,
by using the coherent states in [11] we also find that the graphs (4-, 6, and 8-valent) are all Euclidean
invariant, up to sets of measure zero in SO(3) and up to linear order in l/δ. Nonetheless, the embeddings
with non-zero measure all fail to give the correct semiclassical value for the volume operator.
This shows that coherent states [11] are not the correct tools for analysing the semiclassical properties
of the volume operators.
In Section 3 we perform an explicit calculation of the expectation value of the volume operator for
4-, 6-, and 8-valent graphs, including the higher-order effects in l/δ. This contribution is only Euclidean-
invariant up to linear order. For each of these valences we first consider a graph constructed in terms of
regular simplicial, cubical and octahedron cell complexes, as done in [23]. After that, we study the effects
of rotations and translations.
In Section 4 we summarise our results and draw appropriate conclusions.
The more technical calculations have been transferred to an appendix in order not to distract from the
line of argument in the main text.
2 Volume Operator Expectation Values for Area Coherent States
In this Section we compute the expectation value of the operator Vˆγ,v for an arbitrary n-valent vertex, v,
for the stack family coherent states using the replacement of SU(2) by U(1)3. This uses the calculational
tools developed in [23], to which we refer for our notation. We may, therefore, replace the SU(2) right-
invariant vector fields by U(1)3 right-invariant vector fields Xj
eI(v)
= ihjI∂/∂h
j
I acting on h
j
I := A
j(eI(v)).
6
The crucial simplification is that these vector fields mutually commute. Their common eigenfunctions are
the spin-network functions which, for U(1)3, take the explicit form
Tγ,n(A) =
∏
e∈E(γ)
3∏
j=1
[Aj(e)]n
e
j (2.1)
We will refer to them as ‘charge network states’ because the nej ∈ Z are integer valued. Using the spectral
theorem we may immediately write down the eigenvalues of Vˆγ,v on Tγ,n as
λγ,n,v = ℓ
3
P
√√√√∣∣∣18
∑
v∈eI∩eJ∩eK
1≤I≤J≤K≤N
ǫijkǫ(eI , eJ , eK)
[
neIi n
eJ
j n
eK
k
]∣∣∣ (2.2)
What follows is subdivided into four parts. We begin by performing the calculation for a general graph.
This leads to the inverse of the edge metric which, for large graphs, is beyond analytical control. In the
second part we restrict the class of graphs, which lets us perform perturbative computations of the inverse
of the edge metric. This gives a good approximation of the actual expectation value. In the third and fourth
parts we consider the dependence of our results on the relative orientation of the graph with respect to the
family of stacks.
2.1 General expectation value of the volume operator
In this Section we drop the graph label and set tjkee′ := δ
jk tlγee′ , t := ℓ
2
P /a
2. This gives a positive, symmetric
bilinear form on vectors n := (nej)e∈E(γ), j=1,2,3 that is defined by t(n, n
′) :=
∑
e,e′,j,k n
e
jn
′e′
k t
jk
ee′ = n
T · t · n′.
We also set ZT · n :=∑e,j Zj(e)nej .
The coherent state associated with an n-valent graph in which more than one edge intersects a given
plaquette S, is as follows:
ψZ,γ =
∑
n
e−
1
2
nT ·t·n eZ
T ·n Tγ,n (2.3)
The norm of the coherent states is given by
||ψZ,γ ||2 =
∑
n
e−n
T ·t·n e2P ·n (2.4)
where
P j(e) = i
∫
e
(Z −A) =: 1
b2
Eej (2.5)
The length parameter, b, that appears here is generally different from the parameter, a, that enters the
classicality parameter t = ℓ2P /a
2, as explained in [23].
The expectation value for the volume operator is
< Vˆv >Z,γ=
〈ψZ,γ ˆVγ,vψZ,γ〉
||ψZ,γ ||2 =
∑
n e
−nT ·t·n e2P ·nλγ,v(n)
||ψZ,γ ||2 (2.6)
where
λγ,v(n) = ℓ
3
P
√∣∣∣ 1
48
∑
e∩e′∩e′′=v
ǫ(e, e′, e′′) det
ee′e′′
(n)
∣∣∣ (2.7)
are the eigenvalues of the volume operator Vˆγ,v. We have introduced the notation
det
ee′e′′
(n) := ǫjkl nejn
e′
k n
e′′
l (2.8)
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The semiclassical limit of the volume operator is obtained from (2.6) in the limit of vanishing t. That
is, it is the zeroth-order in t of the expansion of (2.6) in powers of t. Since (2.6) converges slowly for small
values of t, we will perform a Poisson transform which replaces t by 1t which converges quickly. To this end,
analogous to [20], we introduce the following variables
te := tee, Te :=
√
te, x
e
j := Ten
e
j, y
e
j (x) := x
e
j/Te, C
e
j := P
e
j /Te, w
e
j(n) := n
e
j/Te, A
jk
ee′ := Aee′δ
jk :=
tee′√
tete′
(2.9)
Notice that the diagonal entries of A equal unity. The off-diagonal ones, however, are bounded from above
by unity by the Schwarz inequality applied to the scalar product defined by A and are restricted to the
six-dimensional subspace restricted to vectors with non-zero entries for the e, e′ components only.
Then (2.6) turns into
< Vˆv >Z,γ=
∑
n e
−xT ·A·x e2C·xλγ,v(y(x))∑
n e
−xT ·A·x e2C·x
(2.10)
Applying the Poisson transform to (2.10) we obtain (recall N := |E(γ)|)
< Vˆv >Z,γ=
∑
n
∫
R3N
d3Nx e−2πiw(n)
T ·xe−x
T ·A·x e2C·xλγ,v(y(x))∑
n
∫
R3N
d3Nx e−2πiw(n)T ·xe−xT ·A·x e2C·x
(2.11)
In order to perform the Gaussian integrals in (2.11) we notice that, by construction, A is a positive-
definite, finite-dimensional matrix, so that its square root,
√
A, and its inverse are well defined via the
spectral theorem. Hence we introduce as new integration variables
zej :=
∑
e′,k
(
√
A)ee
′
jk x
e′
k , y
e
j (z) =
1
Te
xej =
1
Te
∑
e′k
(
[
√
A]−1]
)ee′
jk
ze
′
k (2.12)
The Jacobian from the change of variables drops out in the fraction, and (2.11) becomes
< Vˆv >Z,γ=
∑
n
∫
R3N
d3Nz e2(C−2πiw(n))T ·
√
A
−1·ze−zT ·z λγ,v(y(z))∑
n
∫
R3N
d3Nz e2(C−2πiw(n))T ·
√
A
−1·ze−zT ·z
(2.13)
Now one would like to shift z into the complex domain by
√
A
−1
(C− iπw) and then perform the ensuing
Gaussian integral. This is unproblematic for the denominator of (2.11) which is analytic in z; however, the
numerator is not. The careful analysis in [20] shows the existence of branch cuts in C3N of the fourth-root
function involved. In turn, this shows that, in the semiclassical limit, both numerator and denominator are
dominated by the n = 0 term while the remaining terms in the series are of order ~∞ (i.e they decay as
exp(−kn/t), t = ℓ2P /a2 for some kn > 0, limn→∞ kn =∞). See [20] for the details.
The upshot is that to any polynomial order in ~ we may replace (2.13) by
< Vˆv >Z,γ=
∫
R3N
d3Nz e−zT ·z λγ,v(y(z +
√
A
−1
C))∫
R3N
d3Nz e−zT ·z
(2.14)
which is now defined unambiguously because the argument of the fourth root is the square of a real number.
The denominator of (2.14) simply equals
√
π
3N
. Therefore, the only ~-dependence of (2.14) lies in the
numerator in the function λγ,v. We now note that the eigenvalues of the volume operator come with a
factor of ℓ3P , as displayed in (2.7). Pulling it under the square root into the modulus, and noticing that the
modulus is a third-order polynomial in y, we see that
λγ,v
(
y(z +
√
A
−1
C)
)
=
√∣∣∣ 1
48
∑
e∩e′∩e′′=v
ǫ(e, e′, e′′) det
e,e′,e′′
(
ℓ2P y(z +
√
A
−1
C)
)∣∣∣ (2.15)
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where we have
[
ℓ2P y(z +
√
A
−1
)C
]e
j
=
ℓ2P
Te
∑
e′,k
[√
A
−1]ee′
jk
[
z +
√
A
−1
C
]e′
k
=
√
t
Te
∑
e′,k
(
a2
√
t
[√
A
−1]ee′
jk
ze
′
k +
√
t
Te′
[
A−1
]ee′
jk
(a
b
)2
Ee
′
k
)
(2.16)
where (2.5) has been used in the last line.
To extract the leading order in t of (2.14) is now easy. First note that the matrix elements of both A and
Te/
√
t are of order unity. Since a is some macroscopic length scale, the first term that is proportional to z in
(2.16) is therefore of order
√
t, while the second is of zeroth-order in t. Therefore F := λγ,v
(
y(z+
√
A
−1
C)
)
is of the form
F (z
√
t) =
4
√
Q+ P (z
√
t) (2.17)
where P is a certain sixth-order polynomial in z
√
t with no zeroth-order term, while Q is independent of z.
Moreover, Q+P (z
√
t) is non-negative for all z because it is the square of a third-order polynomial in z. In
particular, this holds at z = 0, and therefore Q is also a non-negative number. Then, provided Q > 0, we
can define
f(z
√
t) :=
F (z
√
t)
4
√
Q
=:
4
√
1 +R(z
√
t) (2.18)
where R is a sixth-order polynomial with no zeroth-order term which is bounded from below by −1. Now,
as in [19], we exploit the existence of r > 0 such that
1 +
1
4
R− rR2 ≤ f ≤ 1 + 1
4
R (2.19)
for all R ≥ −1. Inserting this estimate into (2.14) we can bound the integral from above and below because
the Gaussian is positive. The integrals over R and R2 are finite and are at least of order t because odd
powers of z do not contribute to the Gaussian integral.
It follows that to zeroth-order in t we have
< Vˆv >Z,γ=
√∣∣∣ 1
48
∑
e∩e′∩e′′=v
ǫ(e, e′, e′′) det
e,e′,e′′
(Y )
∣∣∣ (2.20)
where
Y ej :=
(a
b
)2∑
e′,k
t
TeTe′
[A−1]ee
′
jk E
e′
k (2.21)
This is as far as we can go with the calculation for a general graph. Notice that the inverse of the edge
metric appears in this expression and, for a general graph, this is beyond analytical control. Therefore we
will now make restrictions on the graph so as to analyse (2.21) further.
2.2 Simplifying assumptions
The assumptions about the class of graphs to be considered are as follows:
1. Coordinate Chart
The graph, the region R and the families of stacks lie in a common coordinate chart X : R3 → σ. This
is not a serious restriction because the general situation may be reduced to this one by appropriately
restricting attention to the various charts of an atlas that covers σ.
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2. Tame Graphs
We assume that the graph is tame with respect to the stacks. By this we mean that for each direction
I, and each stack α, a given edge, e, of the graph enters and leaves that stack at most once. This
means that the graph does not ‘wiggle’ too much on the scale of the plaquettes. Analytically, it means
that lIαγN vanishes whenever |Ne| ≥ 2 for any e, and that, for given e, the number lIαγN is non-vanishing
at most for either Ne = +1 or Ne = −1 but, not both, and independently of α. Finally, it means that
the sets SIαγN are connected.
3. Coarse Graphs
We assume that the graph is much coarser than the plaquettation in the sense that any edge intersects
many different stacks in at least one direction I.
4. Non-Aligned Graphs
We exclude the possibility that distinct edges are ‘too aligned’ with each other in the sense that the
number of stacks that they commonly traverse is much smaller than the number of stacks that they
individually traverse .
Pictorially, the situation therefore typically looks as in figure 1. A consequence of the tameness, coarseness
V
e
2
e
4
e
5
e
6
S
S
S
S
S
t
3
t
4
d
t
2
e
1
t
1
t
6
Figure 1: Example of a tame, course and non-aligned graph
and ‘alignedness’ assumption is that |tγe,e′ | ≪ tγe = tγee, tγe′ = tγe′e′ for all e, e′, as is immediately obvious
from the formulae displayed in our companion paper because the number of stacks with |Ne| = |Ne′ | = 1
will be very much smaller than the number of stacks with |Ne| = 1, Ne′ = 0 or |Ne′ | = 1, Ne = 0. Hence
the edge metric will be almost diagonal. This is important because we need its inverse, which can only
be calculated with good approximation (that is, for large, semiclassically relevant graphs) if it is almost
diagonal. The graphs that we will eventually consider are embeddings of subgraphs dual to tetrahedronal,
cubical or octahedronal triangulations of R3. These correspond to embeddings of regular 4-,6-,8-valent
lattices, which ensures the non-alignedness property.
Thus, without loss of generality, we may choose the stacks and plaquettes as follows. Using the availability
of the chart X : R3 → σ; s → X(s) we consider the foliations F I defined by the leaves LIt := XIt (R2)
where for ǫIJK = 1 we set X
I
t (u
1, u2) := X(sI := t, sJ := u1, sK := u2). The stacks are labelled by
α = (α1, α2) ∈ Z2. The corresponding plaquettes are given by pIαt = {XIt ([α+ u]l); u ∈ [0, 1)2} where l > 0
is a positive number.
Likewise, using the availability of the chart, we take the edges of the graph to be embeddings of straight
lines in R3 (with respect to the Euclidean background metric available there), that is, e(t) = X(se + veδt)
where ve is a vector in R
3 and e(0) = X(se) defines the beginning point of the edge.
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After these preparations, we can now analyse (2.20) and (2.21) further. Recall that
Eej =
∑
α,I
∫
dt Ej(p
αI
t )σ(p
αI
t , e) (2.22)
and
tγee′ =
∑
αI
∫
dt σ(pαIt , e) σ(p
αI
t , e
′) (2.23)
By the assumption about the graphs made above, the signed intersection number takes at most the numbers
±1 and independently of α, so that σ(pαIt , e)2 = σIeσ(pαIt , e) for certain σIe = ±1 which takes the value +1
if the orientation of e agrees with that of the leaves of the foliation, −1 if it disagrees, and 0 if it lies inside
a leaf. If we assume that the electric field Eaj is slowly varying at the scale of the graph (and hence at the
scale of the plaquettes as well) then we may write
Eej ≈
∑
I
tγeeσ
I
eEj(p
I
v) (2.24)
where pIv = p
αI(v)I
tI(v)
and v is the vertex at which e is adjacent and which is under consideration in Vγ,v. It
follows that (2.21) can be written as
Y ej =
(a
b
)2∑
e′,k
t
TeTe′
[
A−1
]ee′
jk
∑
I
tγe′e′σ
I
eEk(p
I
v) =
(a
b
)2∑
e′
√
tγe′e′
tγee
[
A−1
]ee′∑
I
σIeEj(p
I
v) (2.25)
where we have used T 2e = tt
γ
ee.
Now, by construction, A = 1 +B with B off-diagonal and with small entries
Bee′ =
tγee′√
tγeet
γ
e′e′
(2.26)
which are of the order of l/δ since two distinct edges will typically only remain in the same stack for a
parameter length l, while the parameter length of an edge is δ. Now notice that under the assumptions we
have made, we have lγee′ = 0 if e, e
′ are not adjacent. Define Se to be the subset of edges which are adjacent
to e. Then
||Bx||2 =
∑
e
∑
e′,e′′∈Se
xe′Be′eBee′′xe′′
≤ [sup
e,e′
B2ee′]
∑
e
[ ∑
e′∈Se
xe′
]2
≤
( l
δ
)2∑
e
[( ∑
e′∈Se
12
)1/2 ( ∑
e′∈Se
x2e′
)1/2]2
≤
( l
δ
)2
M
∑
e
∑
e′∈Se
x2e′
=
( l
δ
)2
M
∑
e′
x2e′
∑
e
χSe(e
′)
≤
( l
δ
)2
M2 ||x||2 (2.27)
Here, in the second step we estimated the matrix elements of B from above; in the third step we applied the
Schwarz inequality; in the fourth step we estimated |Se| ≤M , where M is the maximal valence of a vertex
in γ; and in the sixth step we exploited the symmetry
χSe(e
′) =
{
1 : e′ ∩ e 6= ∅
0 : e′ ∩ e = ∅ = χS′e(e) (2.28)
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as well as the definition of the norm of x.
It follows that for l/δ < M , B is bounded from above by unity. Therefore, the geometric series A−1 =
1+
∑∞
n=1(−B)n converges in norm. Hence we are able to consider the effects of a non-diagonal edge metric
up to arbitrary order, n, in l/δ. Here we will consider n = 1 only and write A−1 = 1− (A− 1) = 2 · 1−A.
But before considering corrections from the off-diagonal nature of A notice that, to zeroth-order in l/δ,
equation (2.25) becomes simply
Y ej =
(a
b
)2∑
I
σIeEj(p
I
v) (2.29)
Inserting (2.29) into (2.20) we find
< Vˆv >Z,γ ≈
(a
b
)3√∣∣det(E)(v)∣∣
√∣∣∣ 1
48
∑
e∩e′∩e′′=v
ǫ(e, e′, e′′) det
e,e′,e′′
(σ) det(pv)
∣∣∣ (2.30)
where
det(pv) =
1
3!
ǫIJKǫ
abc
∫
[0,1)2
d2u n
αI(v)I
atI (v)
(u)
∫
[0,1)2
d2u n
αJ (v)I
btJ (v)
(u)
∫
[0,1)2
d2u n
αK(v)I
ctK(v)
(u) (2.31)
On recalling that nαIat = ǫabcX
Ib
αt,u1X
Ic
αt,u2 with X
Ia
αt (u) = X
a(sI = t, sJ = α1 + lu1, sK = α2 + lu2) for
ǫIJK = 1, we find
det(pv) ≈ l6
[
det(∂X(s)/∂s)
]
X(s)=v
(2.32)
Hence (2.30) becomes
< Vˆv >Z,γ≈
(al
b
)3√∣∣det(E)(v)∣∣ ∣∣∣[ det(∂X(s)/∂s)]X(s)=v
∣∣∣
√∣∣∣ 1
48
∑
e∩e′∩e′′=v
ǫ(e, e′, e′′) det
e,e′,e′′
(s)
∣∣∣ (2.33)
We can draw an important conclusion from expression (2.33). Namely, the first three factors approximate
the classical volume Vv(E) as determined by E of an embedded cube with parameter volume (al/b)
3. When
we sum (2.33) over the vertices of γ, which have a parameter distance, δ, from each other where l ≪ δ by
assumption, then the volume expectation value only has a chance to approximate the classical volume when
the graph is such that δ = al/b, or δ/l = a/b. This could never have been achieved for b = a and explains
why we had to rescale the labels of the coherent states by (a/b)2 while keeping the classicality parameter at
t = ℓ2P/a
2. See our companion paper for a detailed discussion. There we also explained why one must have
δ/l actually equal to a/b and not just of the same order: While one could use this in order to favour other
valences of the volume operator, the expectation value of other geometrical operators such as area and flux
would be incorrect.
Assuming δ/l = a/b we write (2.33) as
< Vˆv >Z,γ=: Vv(E) Gγ,v (2.34)
thereby introducing the graph geometry factor Gγ,v. It does not carry any information about the phase
space, only about the embedding of the graph relative to the leaves of the three-foliations. From the fact
that (2.34) reproduces the volume of a cube up to a factor, we may already anticipate that the geometry
factor will be close to unity for, at most, a cubic graph. Whether this holds for an arbitrary orientation of
the graph with respect to the stack family will occupy a large part of the analysis which follows.
2.3 Preliminary analysis of the graph geometry factor
We start by investigating the behaviour of the graph geometry factor Gγ,v under diffeomorphisms, ϕ, of σ,
that is, under Gγ,v 7→ Gϕ(γ),ϕ(v) while the linearly-independent families of stacks are left untouched. This
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will answer the question of how much the geometry factor depends on the relative orientation of the graph
with respect to the stacks.
In fact, the orientation factor ǫ(e, e′, e′′) is invariant under diffeomorphisms of the spatial manifold σ.
The signature factor
det
e,e′e′′
(σ) = ǫIJKσ
I
eσ
J
e′σ
K
e′′ (2.35)
is obviously invariant under any diffeomorphism that preserves the foliations F I , i.e. which map leaves onto
leaves, because
σIe =
1
2
∫
e
dxa ǫabc
∫
LIt
dyb ∧ dycδ(x, y) (2.36)
where LIt is any leaf in t which intersects e transversely. Since we consider graphs whose edges are embedded
lines in R3 with the same embedding that defines the stacks, it follows that the geometry factor is invariant
under any embedded global translations in R3.
Next, since global rescaling in R3 preserves the foliations and the topological invariant (2.36), the geom-
etry factor is also invariant under embedded global rescalings of R3. Finally, any embedded global rotations
of R3 that preserves all the orientation factors σIe will leave the geometry factors invariant. Since the ori-
entation factors only take the values +1,−1, 0 (depending on whether an edge agrees, disagrees with the
orientation of the leaves, or lies within a leaf), there will be a vast range of Euler angles for which this con-
dition is satisfied, if the graph is an embedded, regular lattice of constant valence7. Hence, in order to check
whether the geometry factor is rotationally invariant under any rotation we need only worry about those
rotations which lead to changes in the σIe . Likewise, if we rotate a graph which is dual to a polyhedronal
complex, we expect that the expectation value remains invariant as long as the graph remains dual to the
complex.
Fortunately, using the explicit formulae derived for the edges and vertices for n = 4-, 6-, 8-valent graphs
displayed in [23] we can calculate the σIe for each edge e. Intuitively, it is clear, that whenever many of the
σIe change from +1 to −1, we can expect a drastic change of the expectation value. However, one has to take
into account the combined effect of these changes, and this is what makes rotational invariance possible. As
a first step we determine the action of a rotation on the sign factors.
2.4 Explicit calculation of the σIe terms
In what follows we discuss the cases that show a drastic change in the value of dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = ǫIJKσ
I
eσ
J
e′
σk
e′′
caused by a change in the values of σIe . To carry out this calculation we will perform a rotation of each of
the three different types of lattice analysed so far: namely, the 4-, 6- and 8-valent lattices. These rotations
will be parameterised by Euler angles and will be centred at a particular vertex of the lattice, for example
V0. The effects of a rotation will depend on the distance of the vertices from the centre of the rotation.
In fact, the position of each vertex in the lattice after rotation will depend on both the distance from the
centre of the rotation and the Euler angles used in the rotation. Fortunately, the values of the terms σIe will
not depend on the former but only on the latter.
This is easy to see since the value of σIe can be either 1, -1 or 0 depending on whether the edge is
outgoing, ingoing, or lies on the plaquette in the direction I. Thus it will only depend on the angle the edge
makes with the perpendicular to the plaquette in any given direction, i.e. it will depend on the angles the
edge makes with respect to a coordinate system centred at the vertex at which the edge is incident. Clearly,
only the values of the Euler angles of the rotation will affect the angles each edge has with respect to the
vertex at which it is incident. In particular, since the graph we are using is regular, following the rotation,
all edges which were parallel to each other will remain such, and thus will have the same angles with respect
to the vertex at which they are incident. This implies that in order to compute the values of the terms σI ,
we can consider each vertex separately and apply the same rotation to each vertex individually.
7In fact, for a random graph we may also have rotational invariance on large scales.
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On the other hand, the distance from the centre of the rotation affects the position of each vertex with
respect to the plaquette structure, and thereby affects both the values of the terms tee′ and the number of
them that are different from zero. These effects can be easily understood with the aid of the two-dimensional
diagram (Figure 2).
PSfrag replacements
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
′
e
′
e
′
e
′
e
′
e
′
te,e′
te,e′
te,e′
te,e′
Figure 2: Example of translation and rotation
It is clear that, for any two parallel edges, the angle each of them has with respect to the vertex at which
they are incident, is independent of the distance of the edge from the centre of rotation. On the other hand,
the values of the tee′ will depend on both the rotation and the distance of the centre of rotation, since the
position of the rotated vertex with respect to the plaquette depends on both these parameters. Therefore,
we can tentatively assume that two different geometric factors will be involved in the computation of the
volume operator:
i) Gγ,V , which indicates how the terms σ
I are affected by rotation. This geometric factor affects all
orders of approximation of the expectation value of the volume operator.
ii) Cγ,V , which indicates the effect of rotation on the terms tee′ . This term affects only the first- and
higher-order approximations of the expectation value of the volume operator, not the zeroth-order.
In what follows we will analyse the geometric term Gγ,V : i.e., we will analyse the changes in the values
of the σIe due to a rotation applied at each vertex independently. We will do this for the 4-, 6- and 8-valent
graphs separately. The geometric factor Cγ,V will be analysed in subsequent Sections.
As we will not see, our calculations show that for all 4-, 6- and 8-valent graphs, the rotations that
produce drastic change in the values of dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = ǫIJKσ
I
eσ
J
e′
σk
e′′
have measure zero in SO(3) since they
occur for specific Euler angles rather than for a range of them.
Let us start with the 6-valent graph (Figure 3). From the discussion above, we need only consider the
effects of the rotation on one vertex, V0.
In order to compute the change in the values of the individual σIe , we will divide into eight small sub-
cubes the cube formed by the intersection of the plaquettes in the three directions and containing the vertex
we are analysing (V0). It is then easy to see that for each edge e, the corresponding value of σ
I
e depends on
the sub-cube in which it lies. In particular, we have the following table for the values of σIe .
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Figure 3: 6-valent vertex
D
AB
C
G
F
H
E
Figure 4: Division of the cube in 8 sub-cubes
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A B C D E F G H
σxe + - - + + - - +
σye + + - - + + - -
σze + + + + - - - -
From the above table it is clear that when an edge moves from one of the eight cubes to another, the
values of each of the σe changes accordingly. Given any 6-valent vertex, each of the six edges incident at
a vertex will be in one distinct cube. Moreover, since any two edges incident at a vertex can be either
co-planar or perpendicular (in the abstract pull-back space with Euclidean metric), there are only certain
combinations of allowed positions. For instance, for the edges e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6 only the combinations
C1B2D3E4F5H6 , C1D2A3F4G5E6 , A1B2C3H4E5G6 , B1A2D3H4G5F6 (2.37)
are allowed (here the notation Ai means that the edge i lies in the cube A); the combination A1B2C3D4G5F6
is not allowed.
Because of the highly symmetric structure of the 6-valent graph we do not have to analyse all possible
combinations of all the six edges incident at a vertex, since different combinations are related by symmetry
arguments. For example, the combination in which edges e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6 lie in the cubes C1D2A3F4G5E6,
and the combination in which they lie in the cubes F1G2H3C4D5A6, lead to the same value of |dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ)| =
|ǫIJKσIeσJe′σke′′ |, and an equal number of dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) > 0 and dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) < 0, but obtained from different
triplets e, e
′
, e
′′
. In particular, any consistent relabelling of the edges will produce the same overall result
for the determinants of the triplets. These symmetries reduce considerably the number of cases that need
to be analysed.
In what follows, we consider the cases for which the edges e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6 lie in the following combi-
nations of cubes:
C1B2D3E4F5H6 , C1D2A3F4G5E6 , A1B2C3H4E5G6 , B1A2D3H4G5F6 (2.38)
For each of these cases there will be sub-cases according to whether one edge or more lie in a particular
plaquette, or are parallel to a given direction I, J,K. These sub-cases are the following:
1. No edge lies in any plaquette, or is parallel to any of the directions.
In this case we obtain |dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ)| = 4 for all triplets, but four of these triplets will have dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) =
−4 while the remaining four will have dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = 4.
2. Only one edge lies in a particular plaquette (say the J direction) (see Figure 3). This edge and its
co-linear edge will have σJe equal to zero (J being the direction of the plaquette in which the edge lies.)
In this case we obtain dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = −4 for four triplets, and dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = 4 for the remaining four
triplets.8
3. Two edges lie in two different plaquettes such that each of these two edges and their respective co-
linear edges will have σIe equal to zero in the direction of the plaquette in which they lie. In this case,
because of the geometry of the 6-valent lattice, the remaining edges will each be parallel to a given
direction J such that all but the σJe are zero.
In this case we obtain dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = 2 for four triplets while the remaining four will have dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) =
−2. (See Figure 5).
4. Each edge is parallel to a given direction such that all the σIe (for any I, J,K) are equal to zero except
for the one in the direction to which the edge is parallel. In this case we obtain dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = 1 for
four triplets and dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = −1 for the remaining four. (See Figure 6)
8Note that the geometric factor associated to this edge orientation will coincide with the geometric factor as derived from
case 1). In this sense, case 2) can be seen as a limiting case of 1)
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Only sub-cases 3 and 4 might lead to a change of value for the geometric factor Gγ,V . However cases 2, 3
and 4 have measure zero in SO(3).
As a demonstrative calculation on how this is derived we will choose case 3. In particular, we select the
configuration depicted in Figure 5 which can be obtained by a rotation of the original configuration in Figure
V
V
V
V
V
V
1
6
2
4
5
3
Figure 5: Example of configuration with zero measure in SO(3)
6. Let us consider the linearly-independent triples comprised of the edges that connect the barycenter of
V
V
V
V
2
1
5
6
V
4
V
3
Figure 6: Regular 6-valent graph
the cube to the vertices V1, V2 and V3. In the original configuration, the coordinates of these vertices are
(in what follows we will denote the length of an edge, e, by δe = δ)
V1 = (0, 0, δ) , V2 = (δ, 0, 0) , V3 = (0, δ, 0) (2.39)
By applying a general Euler rotation, whose matrix representation is given in (3.2.2), the coordinates of the
rotated vertices become:
V1 = (R13δ,R23δ,R33δ) , V2 = (R11δ,R21δ,R31δ) , V3 = (R12δ,R22δ,R32δ) (2.40)
Our task now is to determine which Euler angles would give rise to the configuration in Figure 5. Since
in such a configuration the edges e01 (the edge joining the barycenter of the cube to vertex V1) and e03 lie
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in the plane x–y, while the edge e01 is parallel to the z-direction, the coordinates of the rotated vertices are
constrained by the following set of equations:
xV1 = R13 = sinψ sin θ < 0 yV1 = R23 = cosψ sin θ = 0 zV1 = R33 = cos θ > 0 (2.41)
xV2 = R11 = cosψ cosφ− cos θ sinφ sinψ < 0 yV2 = R21 − sinψ cosφ− cos θ sinφ cos θ = 0 (2.42)
zV2 = R31 = sin θ sinφ > 0 (2.43)
xV3 = R12 cosψ sinφ+ cos θ cosφ sinψ = 0 yV3 = R22 = − sinψ sin θ + cos θ cosφ cosψ > 0 (2.44)
zV3 = R32 = − sin θ cosφ = 0 (2.45)
By solving this set of equations we find that the Euler angles ψ, φ and θ that give rise to the configuration
in Figure 5 are
i) θ = (n + 1)π2 and ψ = (p+ 1)
π
2 for n=odd, p=even and 0 < θ <
π
2
ii) θ = (n + 1)π2 and ψ = (p+ 1)
π
2 for n=even, p=odd and
3π
2 < θ < 2π
It follows that the arrangement of edges under scrutiny has measure zero in SO(3).
By a similar method it can be shown that whenever an edge lies in a plaquette, or is parallel to a
plaquette, one of the Euler angles will have to be equal to nπ for n odd or even. Therefore, that arrangement
will have measure zero. This is not so for the general arrangement (number 1) delineated above. However,
for any such arrangement, the values for the orientation factor and subsequently the geometric factor Gγ,V
will always be the same and, in zeroth-order, will not lead to any changes of the expectation value of the
volume operator.
Hence, the only cases of interest—i.e. the cases with measure different from zero—will not lead to a
rotational dependence of the expectation value of the volume operator in zeroth-order. This should not
come as a surprise since the geometry of a regular 6-valent graph is such that to each edge there corresponds
a co-linear one. Thus whenever the term σIe for edge e changes from -1 to 1, the term σ
I
e′
of the co-linear
edge undergoes the inverse transformation. As a consequence there will always be the same number of
dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = −4 and dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ) = 4, although the triplets involved will be different in each case. It
follows that the overall value of the geometric factor Gγ,V remains constant.
A similar reasoning holds for the 8-valent graph since here too each edge has a corresponding co-linear
edge. Therefore, there will always be an equal number of σIe = 1 and σ
I
e = −1. This implies that, as in the
case for 6-valent graph, when no edge lies on a plaquette, the value of the expectation value of the volume
operator for each 8-valent vertex will be rotationally invariant. On the other hand, the orientation of edges
in an 8-valent graph in which one or more edges lie in a plaquette, or an edge is parallel to a given direction,
have measure zero in SO(3), as was the case for the 6-valent graph. However, as previously stated, it is
precisely such cases that lead to a change in the value of the geometric factor Gγ,V .
For the 4-valent case the situation is somewhat different since there are no co-planar edges. Those
arrangements of edges with respect to the stacks of plaquettes that cause drastic changes in the values of
the orientation factor are the following:
1. No edge lies in any plaquette. In this case we obtain |dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ)| = 4 for all linearly-independent
triplets.
2. Each edge lies in a given plaquette. This gives |dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ)| = 2 for all linearly-independent triplets.
3. One edge is aligned with a given plaquette, one edge lies in a given plaquette, and the remaining edges
do not lie in—and are not aligned to—any plaquette. In this case we obtain |dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ)| = 1 for two
triplets , |dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ)| = 2 for one triplet, and |dete,e′ ,e′′ (σ)| = 4 for the remaining triplet.
Similar calculations to those for the 6-valent graph then show that the cases 1 and 2 above have measure
zero in SO(3).
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In summary, the discussion above shows that for all 4-, 6- and 8-valent graphs, those orientations of the
edges with respect to the stacks that cause a drastic change in the orientation factor have measure zero in
SO(3). Therefore, up to measure zero in SO(3), the geometric factor Gγ,V for these graphs is rotationally
invariant.
2.4.1 Computation of the geometric factor for 4-, 6- and 8-valent graphs
In this Section we will compute the geometric factor Gγ,v for the 4-, 6- and 8-valent graphs. We recall from
equation (2.33) that the expression for the geometric factor is
Gγ,v : =
√∣∣∣ 1
48
∑
e∩e′∩e′′=v
ǫ(e, e
′
, e
′′
) det
e,e
′
,e
′′
(σ)
∣∣∣ (2.46)
=
√∣∣∣1
8
∑
1≤i≤j≤k≤N
ǫ(ei, ej , ek) det
ei,ej ,ek
(σ)
∣∣∣
where N is the valence of the vertex and detei,ej ,ek(σ) = ǫIJKσ
I
eiσ
J
ejσ
K
ek
. In what follows we will calculate
Gγ,v for the 4-, 6- and 8-valent graphs respectively. In particular (for each valence) we will analyse each of
the cases discussed in the previous Section which lead to different values of orientation factor. Any sub-case
of these cases will lead to the same geometric factor.
4-valent graph: We now compute the geometric factor for the 4-valent vertex for different embeddings
of the graph in the stack of surfaces.
1. The most general situation is one in which none of the edges is aligned to, or lies in, a given plaquette.
Thus, for example, consider the situation in which the edges e1, e2 e3 and e4 are in the octants A, C,
H and F respectively (see Figure 7). Such a combination has a non-zero measure in SO(3).
The values for detei,ej ,ek(σ) relative to this case are given by
det
e1,e2,e3
(σ) = det
e1,e3,e4
(σ) = −4 (2.47)
det
e1,e2,e4
(σ) = det
e2,e3,e4
(σ) = 4
Inserting these values in (2.46) gives
Gγ,v =
√∣∣∣1
8
∑
1≤i≤j≤k≤4
ǫ(ei, ej , ek) det
ei,ej ,ek
(σ)
∣∣∣ (2.48)
=
√∣∣∣1
8
(− 4ǫ(e1, e2, e3)− 4ǫ(e1, e3, e4) + 4ǫ(e1, e2, e4) + 4ǫ(e2, e3, e4))∣∣∣
=
√
1
8
16
2. If instead we consider the case in which each of the edges lies in a plaquette as, for example, is depicted
in Figure 8, then the value for the geometric factor is
Gγ,v =
√∣∣∣1
8
∑
1≤i≤j≤k≤4
ǫ(ei, ej , ek) det
ei,ej ,ek
(σ)
∣∣∣ (2.49)
=
√∣∣∣1
8
(− 2ǫ(e1, e2, e3)− 2ǫ(e1, e3, e4) + 2ǫ(e1, e2, e4) + 2ǫ(e2, e3, e4))∣∣∣
=
√
1
8
8
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Figure 7: General 4-valent vertex
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Figure 8: General 4-valent vertex
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3. For the situation in which one edge lies in a plaquette and another edge is aligned with a plaquette in
another direction (Figure 9), we obtain
Gγ,v =
√∣∣∣1
8
∑
1≤i≤j≤k≤4
ǫ(ei, ej , ek) det
ei,ej ,ek
(σ)
∣∣∣ (2.50)
=
√∣∣∣1
8
(− 1ǫ(e1, e2, e3)− 4ǫ(e1, e3, e4) + 1ǫ(e1, e2, e4) + 2ǫ(e2, e3, e4))∣∣∣
=
√
1
8
8
V
4
V1
V
2
V3
Figure 9: General 4-valent vertex
However, we proved above that the embeddings of the vertex with respect to the stack depicted in cases 2)
and 3) have measure zero in SO(3).
6-valent graph: We now compute the geometric factor for the 6-valent vertex in the cases 1 to 4 described
in the previous Section and which lead to different values of the signature factor.
1. We start with the most general embedding of a 6-valent vertex with respect to the stacks. For
example, consider the case in which the edges e1, e2 e3, e4 e5 and e6 are in the octants A H E B C
and G respectively. We then obtain the following value for the geometric factor:
Gγ,v =
√∣∣∣1
8
∑
1≤i≤j≤k≤4
ǫ(ei, ej , ek) det
ei,ej ,ek
(σ)
∣∣∣ (2.51)
=
√∣∣∣1
8
(
4ǫ(e1, e2, e3) + 4ǫ(e1, e3, e4) + 4ǫ(e1, e4, e5)− 4ǫ(e1, e2, e5)− 4ǫ(e2, e3, e4) + 4ǫ(e2, e5, e6)
−4ǫ(e3, e4, e6)− 4ǫ(e4, e5, e6)
)∣∣∣
=
√
1
8
4× 8
2. For the geometric factor when only one edge and its co-planar edge lie in a plaquette (Figure 3) we
obtain: Gγ,v = 2.
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3. For the case in which two edges and their co-planar edge lie in two different plaquettes in two different
directions, while the remaining edge and its co–planar edge are aligned with the plaquette in the third
direction (Figure 5), we obtain Gγ,v =
√
2.
4. For the case in which all the edges are aligned with the stacks (Figure 6) we obtain Gγ,v = 1, since in
that case |detei,ej ,ek | = 1 for all linearly independent triplets ei, ej, ek.
However, we have proved above that cases 2), 3) and 4) have measure zero in SO(3).
8-valent graph: We now compute the geometric factor for the 8-valent vertex for different embeddings
of the graph with respect to the stack of surfaces.
1. In the most general case, none of the edges lie in, or are aligned to, a given plaquette: for example,
when the edges e1, e2 e3, e4 e5, e6 e7 and e8 are in the octants B, C, A, D, H, E, G and F respectively.
This leads to the following result
Gγ,v =
√∣∣∣1
8
∑
1≤i≤j≤k≤4
ǫ(ei, ej , ek) det
ei,ej ,ek
(σ)
∣∣∣ (2.52)
=
√∣∣∣1
8
(
4ǫ(e1, e2, e3) + 4ǫ(e1, e2, e4)− 4ǫ(e1, e2, e8)− 4ǫ(e1, e2, e7)− 4ǫ(e1, e3, e4) + 4ǫ(e1, e3, e6)
+4ǫ(e1, e3, e8) + 4ǫ(e1, e4, e6)− 4ǫ(e1, e4, e7) + 4ǫ(e1, e6, e7) + 4ǫ(e1, e6, e8)− 4ǫ(e1, e7, e8)
−4ǫ(e2, e3, e4)− 4ǫ(e2, e3, e5) · · ·
)∣∣∣
=
√
1
8
4× 32 (2.53)
2. A more restricted case is when one edge and its co-planar edge are aligned with a plaquette in a given,
different direction, while the remaining three edges and their co-planar edge lie in a given plaquette.
Here we obtain Gγ,V =
√
5.
3. A special case is when each edge lies in a given plaquette: this gives Gγ,V = 2
√
2.
Similarly to the 4- and 6-valent vertex above, arrangement 2) and 3) have measure zero in SO(3).
From the discussion above of the geometric factor we can already deduce that, ignoring off-diagonal
entries of the edge metric A, the expectation value of the volume operator gives the correct semiclassical
value only for combinations of edges that have measure zero in SO(3).
In fact, in zeroth-order in lδ the expectation value of the volume operator is given by
< Vˆv >Z,γ≈
(al
b
)3√∣∣det(E)(v)∣∣ ∣∣∣[det(∂X(s)/∂s)]X(s)=v ∣∣∣
√∣∣∣ 1
48
∑
e∩e′∩e′′=v
ǫ(e, e′, e′′) det
e,e′,e′′
(σ)
∣∣∣ (2.54)
where (alb )
3
√∣∣ det(E)(v)∣∣∣∣[det(∂X(s)/∂s)]X(s)=v ∣∣ approximates the classical volume Vv(E) as determined
by E of an embedded cube with parameter volume (al/b)3. It is straightforward to see that the correct
semiclassical behaviour is attained for Gγ,V = 1.
The fact that the correct semiclassical behaviour of the volume operator is attained only for cases in
which the graph is aligned to the plaquettation (6-valent case), or each edge lies in a given plaquette (the
4-valent case), seems rather puzzling since, both cases, have measure zero in SO(3). This makes one question
the prima facie validity of utilizing the area coherent states to compute the expectation value of the volume
operator. However, it is interesting to note that case 4) of the 6-valent graph is precisely what one gets
when constructing such a graph as the dual of a cubical cell complex.
We will now proceed to compute the higher, lδ -order dependence of the expectation value of the volume
operator for 4-, 6- and 8-valent graphs respectively.
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3 The Higher, lδ-order Dependence of the Expectation Value of the Vol-
ume Operator
In this Section we compute the expectation value of the volume operator for the 4-, 6-, and 8-valent graphs.
The construction of these graphs was discussed in [23] in terms of regular simplicial, cubical and octahedronal
cell complexes respectively.
The following Section is subdivided into four parts. In the first we explain the general method to be
applied in the subsequent Sections. In the second, third and fourth parts we apply this method to our 4-,
6- and 8-valent graphs respectively. Each of these subsections is itself subdivided into three parts: in the
first, the stack family and the cubulation that defines the platonic-body cell complex dual to the graph are
aligned (see [23]); in the second we study the effect of a rotation; and in the third we study the effect of a
translation.
3.1 Initial preparations
As a first step towards computing the expectation value of the volume operator, we must calculate the
values of the quantities tγe and t
γ
ee′
defined in [23], which indicate the number of surfaces, sIαt, that the edge
e intersects, and the number of surfaces, sIαt, which are intersected by both edges e and e
′
. Both these
quantities depend explicitly on how the graph is embedded in the stack family SI (see [23]). In fact, the
conditions for two or more edges to intersect a common surface are the following:
1) Two edges ei and ej intersect the same plaquette, s
z
αt, iff 0 < φi, φj <
π
2 or
π
2 < φi, φj < π
2) Two edges ei and ej intersect the same plaquette, s
x
αt, iff −π2 < θi, θj < π2 or π2 < θi, θj < 3π2
3) Two edges ei and ej intersect the same plaquette, s
y
αt, iff 0 < θi, θj < π or π < θi, θj < 2π
4) If we have equalities in any of the above conditions, such that the angles of each of the two edges
correspond to a different limiting case, we obtain tIeiej = {ti ∈ R|SIt ∩ ek 6= ∅, k = i, j} = ∅.
We can also have situations in which two or more edges intersect a common plaquette in more than one
stack. The conditions for such occurrences are the following:
a) Given condition (1), two edges ei and ej will intersect more than one z-stack iff |θi|+ |θj| < π/2 and
such that nπ4 < θi, θj < (n+ 1)
π
4 , where n = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
b) Given condition (2), two edges ei and ej will intersect more than one x-stack iff condition (1) above is
satisfied and nπ4 < θi, θj < (n+ 1)
π
4 , where n = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
c) Given condition (3), two edges ei and ej will intersect more than one y-stack iff condition (1) above is
satisfied and nπ4 < θi, θj < (n+ 1)
π
4 , where n = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
The conditions above imply that rotating the graph will change the values of the tIeiej and also the
number of the tIeiej that are non-zero.
We will now briefly explain, with the aid of an easy example, the strategy we use to compute the terms
tIeiejq
tIei t
I
ej
that are used in the calculations of the expectation value of the volume operator for the 4-,6- and
8-valent graphs. To this end, consider an edge, e ∈ γ, of a generic graph whose length is given by δ. This
edge will intersect the stacks of plaquettes in each direction a certain number of times. In particular, given
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a length l of a plaquette, each edge will have n intersections with the stacks of any given direction, where
n is identified with the Gauss bracket [ cil ] and ci is proportional to δ, where ci for i ∈ {x, y, z} are the
coordinates of the edge.
For example, in the two-dimensional case of Figure 10, the values of n in any given direction for vertex
V1 (or equivalently the edge e0,1 of length δ), whose coordinates are V1 = (δcos(a), δsin(a)), would be
l 2l
a
l
x
y
PSfrag replacements
V1
Figure 10: Intersections of an edge with the plaquettes in 2-dimensions
nx = [
δcos(a)
l ] and ny = [
δsin(a)
l ].
The values ni, i ∈ {x, y, z}, depend on both the angle a and the ratio lδ . Concomitantly, the expectation
value of the volume operator will also depend on such parameters.
The rotational dependence will be dealt with later. In the present Section we will focus on the lδ
dependence. We need to consider three different sub-cases:
1. δl > 1
2. δl = 1
3. δl < 1
and determine which of the them leads to consistent solutions.
However, to obtain an expansion of
√
A
−1
we need to perform a Taylor series. The condition for applying
such an expansion is that ‖A− 1‖ < 1. From the expression for the (square) matrix A (see (2.26)) it is clear
that the condition above is satisfied iffm(m−1) tee′√
tet′e
< 1 wherem is the dimension of the matrix. As we will
show,
tee′√
tet′e
= C× l′δe where C=constant and l′ < l; thus the condition m(m−1)
tee′√
tet′e
< 1 becomes l << δe,
i.e. we need to choose the parquet to be much finer than the edge length (see Section 2.2). If this requirement
is satisfied, then we can perform a Taylor expansion of
√
A obtaining
√
A = 1+ 12(A−1)+ 18(A−1)2+O(A−1)3.
Actually, we are only interested in first-order terms, and so we shall only consider the approximation√
A ≃ 1+ 12 (A− 1) whose inverse, in first-order, is simply (
√
A)−1 ≃ 1− 12 (A− 1). Since the parquet length
must be much finer than the edge length, in the remainder of the paper we will consider only case (1) and
analyse whether it gives the correct semiclassical limit.
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The first step in the calculation is to determine the range of allowed positions for each vertex, Vi, of the
graph with respect to the plaquette. Since the graphs we consider are regular, determining the position of
one vertex suffices to derive the positions of the remaining vertices in the graph.
As an explanatory example let us consider a regular 4-valent graph γ whose vertex V0 coincides with
the point (0, 0, 0) of the plaquettation and whose vertex V2 (equivalently the edge e0,2) has coordinates
(−δ√
3
, δ√
3
, δ√
3
). It follows that the range of allowed positions of V2 is from (nl, nl, nl) to (nl+l, nl+l, nl+l)
where nx = ny = nz = n = [
δ√
3l
], as depicted in Figure 11.
(nl,nl,nl)
(nl+l, nl+l,nl+l)
V2
PSfrag replacements
ei
ej
Figure 11: Allowed positions of a vertex
It is straight-forward to understand that different positions of V2 will determine different values of teiej for
any two edges ei and ej incident at V2. A detailed analysis shows that the terms teiej differ according to
which of the following conditions is satisfied:
I) |xV2 | > |nl + l2 |
II) |xV2 | < |nl + l2 |
III) |xV2 | = |nl + l2 |
Similar conditions apply for all vertices in γ.
Since the position of V2 will determine the positions of all other vertices, it is possible to establish which
positions of V2 will lead to different values of the terms
teiej√
tei tej
for all edges of all vertices of the graph γ.
Such positions of V2 for a regular 4-valent graph are:
a) |nl| ≤ |xV2 | ≤ |nl + l6 |
b) |nl + l6 | ≤ |xV2 | ≤ |nl + l4 |
c) |nl + l4 | ≤ |xV2 | ≤ |nl + l2 |
d) |nl + l2 | ≤ |xV2 | ≤ |nl + l3 |
e) |nl + l3 | ≤ |xV2 | ≤ |nl + 3l4 |
f) |nl + 3l4 | ≤ |xV2 | ≤ |nl + 2l|
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For each such condition it is possible to derive the respective conditions for both the y- and the z-coordinates
in the three-dimensional case. It turns out that similar relations hold for the 6- and 8-valent graphs as well.
To explicitly compute the terms teiej we must choose one of the above conditions (a → f), each of
which will lead to different values for each teiej . However, the computation procedures are the same. In the
calculations of Sections 3.2 we will choose case (a).
To describe the method for computing the values of teiej , we go back to a very simple example in
two dimensions. We will then give the general outline of how this calculation can be generalised to the
3-dimensional case.
Let us consider Figure 12, where we chose xv1 > nl+
l
2 . For simplicity we are assuming that the vertex
nl nl+l
V
ei e j
a
x
y
PSfrag replacements
tyei
tyej
Figure 12: Example in two dimensions
is symmetric with respect to the axis, i.e., the angles, φ, made by the two edges with respect to the y-axis
are the same.
We now want to compute the values of teiej = t
y
eiej + t
x
eiej + t
y
eiej where for each t
k
eiej , k = {x, y, z} we
have tkeiej = t
k
ei ∩ tkej .
As a first step we compute for each edge, ei, the value of t
y
ei in the y-direction, obtaining
tyej = (nl + l − xv1) cot a and tyei = (xv1 − nl) cot a (3.1)
Since the two edges commonly intersect only one y stack, in order to define the value of tyeiej = t
y
ei ∩ tyej we
need to establish which of the two terms tyei or t
y
ej is the smallest. Thus, for example,
xv1 − nl > nl + l − xv1 iff x > nl +
l
2
(3.2)
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Since we have chosen xv1 > nl+
l
2 it follows that t
y
ei < t
y
ej which implies that t
y
eiej = t
y
ej = (nl+ l−xv1) cot a.
As can be seen from Figure 12, there are no intersections in the x stacks, therefore we obtain
teiej = t
y
eiej + t
x
eiej = t
y
eiej (3.3)
We now want to determine the values for
teiej√
tei tej
where, in this situation, tei = τ
x
ei+τ
y
ei = δ sin a+δ cos a =
tej ; therefore,
teiej√
tei tej
=
(nl+l−xv1) cot a√
(δ sina+δ cos a)2
.
This calculation is very simple since the intersection of the two edges occurs only in one y stack. But it
could well be the case that the angle between two edges is such that they intersect more than one stack in
a given direction. For example, consider Figure 13, always in two dimensions. In this case we would have
V1
Y
X
PSfrag replacements
ty1ei,ej
ty2ei,ej
ej
ei
Figure 13: The second example in two dimensions
tyeiej = t
y1
eiej + t
y2
eiej .
Since in analysing the expectation value for the volume operator we will be considering graphs formed
by regular 4-, 6- and 8-valent lattice, it turns out that the angles θi—the angle formed by the projection on
the edge on the x–y-plane and the x-axis—and the angle, φi, with respect to the z-axis for any edge, are
such that two or more edges can only commonly intersect at most one plaquette in a given direction.
When generalising the procedure described above for calculating the values of
teiej√
tei tej
to the 3-dimensional
case, some extra care is needed. In fact, consider Figure 14. It is clear that the values for tzei can be computed
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Figure 14: Example in three dimensions
with respect to both the x- and the y-coordinates as follows
xtzei = a× cotφ
1
cos θ
= a× Zxei ytzei = c× cotφ
1
sin θ
= c× Zyei (3.4)
where
a =
{
xVj − nxVj l iff the edge points in the negative x direction
nxVj l + l − xVj iff the edge points in the positive x direction
and
c =
{
yVj − nyVj l iff the edge points in the negative y direction
nyVj l + l − yVj iff the edge points in the positive y direction
The term xtzei in these equations represents the value of t
z
ei as computed with respect to the x-coordinate,
while ytzei is the value of t
z
ei as computed with respect to the y-coordinate. The non-uniqueness of the
computation of the values tzei implies that there is an extra difficulty in the three-dimensional case. We will
illustrate this with the aid of an example.
Consider the edge ei in figure 15. The value of t
z
ei can be computed with respect to both the x and
the y coordinate, thus obtaining xtzei or
ytzei respectively. However, it is clear from the diagram that the
intersection of the edge ei with the stack of plaquettes in the z direction containing the vertex Vj is given
by xtzei . On the other hand
ytzei defines the intersection of the edge ei with the stacks of plaquettes in the z
direction containing the vertex plus the stack in the z direction delimited, in the x direction, by the values
nl+ l and nl + al.
This example shows that, given the values xtzei and
ytzei , the intersection of the edge ei with the stacks of
plaquettes in the z direction which contain the vertex Vj is given by the smallest term, i.e., t
z
ei =
x tzei ∩y tzei .
It follows that, given two edges ei and ej , in order to find t
z
ei,ej := t
z
ei ∩ tzej we first need to establish whether
tzei =
x tzei or t
z
ei =
y tzei and similarly for the edge ej . Once the value of the terms t
z
ei and t
z
ej is determined,
we can proceed as for the two-dimensional case and identify tzeiej with the smallest t
z, i.e. tzei,ej := t
z
ei ∩ tzej .
For intersections in the x and y stacks the procedure for computing the values of teiej is essentially the
same. However, the formulae for the values of the individual terms, jtkei , are different. Specifically, for the
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Figure 15: Computation for the terms tzei in 3-dimensions
x-direction we have:
ztxei = d× tanφ cos θ = d× F xei ytxei = c× cot θ = c× T xei (3.5)
where
d =
{
zVj − nzVj l iff the edge points upwards
nzVj l + l − zVj iff the edge points downwards
and c is defined as above. For the y-direction we have
ztyei = d× tanφ sin θ = d× F yei xtyei = a× tan θ = a× T yei (3.6)
where a and d are defined as above.
When computing the values of
teiej√
tei tej
in three dimensions, as for the two-dimensional case we need to
compute the values for tei , which in this case are simply tei = t
x
ei + t
y
ei + t
z
ei = δei cos(90 − φei) cos θei +
δei cos(90 − φei) sin θei + δei cosφi. The explicit values of the terms
teiej√
tei tej
obtained for the 4-, 6-, and
8-valent graph which satisfies condition (a) above, namely |nl| ≤ |xV2 | ≤ |nl+ l6 |, for the 4-valent graph and
an equivalent condition for the 6- and 8-valent graphs are given in the Appendix.
Since for all 4-, 6- and 8-valent graphs we are dealing with symmetric lattices, after a certain number
of vertices the values for the terms
teiej√
tei tej
will repeat, i.e., there will be a periodicity in the values of the
terms
teiej√
tei tej
. Therefore, in computing these values we need only consider those vertices which comprise
the periodicity cell, i.e., those vertices for which the values of the term
teiej√
tei tej
cannot be obtained through
symmetry arguments. As we will see later, this periodicity is different for graphs of different valency.
We now proceed to compute the expectation value of the volume operator for the 4-, 6- and 8-valent
cases, utilising the values of the terms
teiej√
tei tej
given in the Appendix.
3.2 Analysis of the expectation value of the volume operator for a 4-valent graph
In this Section we will compute the expectation value of the volume operator as applied to a 4-valent graph.
We will first take into consideration the non-rotated graph. In establishing rotational and translational
dependence of the expectation value we will perform both a rotation by arbitrary Euler angles and a
translation and, then, recalculate the expectation value. We will see that the contributions that come from
the terms
teiej√
tei tej
, which comprise the off-diagonal elements of the matrix
√
A
−1
, are not trivial, thereby
producing a strong rotational and translational dependence in the expectation value of the volume operator
in higher order in lδ .
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3.2.1 Expectation value of the volume operator for a 4-valent graph
To calculate the expectation value of the volume operator we will consider a 4-valent graph constructed
from the simplicial cell complex as discussed in [23]. We choose the vertex V0 to be V0 = (0, 0, 0), and the
angles φe = cos
−1( 1√
3
) and θe = 45
◦ for all e ∈ γ such that we obtain the configuration depicted in picture
16. The periodicity cell for a 4-valent graph contains four vertices, including V0. The coordinates of the
V
3
V
0
V
2
V
4
V
1
Figure 16: General vertex of a 4-valent graph
remaining three vertices are V2 =
(
δ√
3
, δ√
3
, δ√
3
)
; V8 =
(
δ√
3
, 3 δ√
3
, δ√
3
)
; V13 =
(
0, 2 δ√
3
, 2 δ√
3
)
.
It follows that the edges e0,1, e0,2, e0,3 and e0,4 lie in the octants G, B, E and D respectively. This
implies that the geometric factor for the vertex V0 will be Gγ,V =
√
2. Because of the geometry of a regular
4-valent graph, it turns out that all the vertices comprising the periodicity cell, V2, V8 and V13 will have
Gγ,Vi =
√
2.
The following table gives the values obtained for the terms
teiej√
tei tej
for the 4-valent graph that satisfies
condition (a) as defined in the previous Section, namely |nl| ≤ |xV2 | ≤ |nl + l6 |.
It should be noted that, because of the geometry of the 4-valent graph, the terms T
{x,y}
ei ,F
{x,y}
ei ,Z
{x,y}
ei in
equations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 are all equal to 1 for each edge ei:
V0 six terms
teiej√
tei tej
= 0
V2 six terms
teiej√
tei tej
=
(
δ√
3
− nl) 1
δ
√
3
V8 six terms
teiej√
tei tej
=
(
δ√
3
− nl) 1
δ
√
3
V13 two terms
teiej√
tei tej
=
(
2δ√
3
− 2nl) 1
δ
√
3
Here, δ is the length of the edge e. In order to apply equation (2.20), we first need to determine the values
of the term dete,e′e′′ (
√
A
−1
) for each triplet of linearly-independent edges e, e
′
, e
′′
. Using the fact that, in
first-order approximation, (
√
A)−1 = 1− 12 (A− 1), the explicit expression for (
√
A)−1 for the 4-valent graph
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under consideration is

e0,1 e0,2 e0,11 e0,12 e2,7 e2,5 e2,6 e13,9 e13,8 e13,10 e13,11 e8,13 e8,14 e8,15 e8,5
e0,1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e0,2 0 1 0 0
1
2α −12α −12α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e0,11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e0,12 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e2,7 0 −12α 0 0 1 −12α −12α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e2,5 0 −12α 0 0 −12α 1 −12α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e2,6 0 −12α 0 0 −12α −12α 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e13,9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −12α −12α −12α 0 0 0 0
e13,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −12α 1 −12α −12α 0 0 0 0
e13,10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −12α −12α 1 −12α 0 0 0 0
e13,11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −12α −12α −12α 1 0 0 0 0
e8,13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −α 0
e8,14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −α
e8,15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 1 0
e8,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 1


where α =
teiej√
tei tej
=
(
δ√
3
−nl) 1
δ
√
3
and the terms teiej , tei and tej are computed using the techniques defined
in the previous Section.
Now that we have an expression for the inverse of the matrix
√
A we can compute the expectation value
of the volume operator for each of the four vertices in the periodicity cell and, then, sum their contributions.
We start with the vertex V0. First consider the sub-matrix of the matrix (
√
A)−1 formed by all the edges
incident at V0. This is 

e0,1 e0,2 e0,11 e0,12
e0,1 1 0 0 0
e0,2 0 1 0 0
e0,11 0 0 1 0
e0,12 0 0 0 1


Because of the geometry of the 4-valent graph, at each vertex there are four triplets of linearly-independent
edges. Keeping this in mind and computing the determinant of the matrices formed by each such set of
triplets, we obtain the following expression for the expectation value of the volume operator at V0:
δ3
√
1
8
√
det
(
Eaj (u)
) ∣∣∣16∣∣ det( ∂XaS
∂(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣2∣∣∣ 12 (3.7)
By a similar procedure for vertices V2 and V3 we obtain
δ3
√
1
8
√
det
(
Eaj (u)
) ∣∣∣16(1− 3α2
4
− α
3
4
) ∣∣ det( ∂XaS
∂(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣2∣∣∣ 12 (3.8)
In both cases, the sub-matrix of
√
A
−1
we consider is

1 −12α −12α −12α
−12α 1 −12α −12α
−12α −12α 1 −12α
−12α −12α −12α 1


and then we compute the determinant of all the sub-matrices formed by linearly-independent triplets of
edges.
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For the vertex V4 we obtain
δ3
√
1
8
√
det(Eaj (u)
) ∣∣∣16(1− α2)∣∣∣ det( ∂XaS
∂(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣2∣∣∣ 12 (3.9)
where we have used the sub-matrix 

1 0 −α 0
0 1 0 −α
−α 0 1 0
0 −α 0 1


Summing up these contributions gives
VR = δ
3
√
1
8
4
∣∣∣det( ∂XaS
∂(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣ ∣∣∣(1√|det (Eaj (u))|+√|det (Eaj (u))|(∣∣1− 3α24 − α
3
4
∣∣) 12
+
√
|det (Eaj (u))|(∣∣|1− 3α24 − α
3
4
∣∣) 12 +√|det (Eaj (u))|(∣∣1− α2 ∣∣) 12 (3.10)
To first-order approximation we obtain
VR = δ
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√
2
√
|det (Eaj (u))| ∣∣∣det( ∂XaS∂(s, u1, u2)
) ∣∣∣1− 1
2
(3α2
16
− α
2
4
)
+O(3) (3.11)
It should be noted that, although the term det(Eaj (u)) is vertex dependent, we can safely assume that,
to first-order in l/δ, the values will be the same for each vertex within each periodicity cell that involves
only an order of four vertices. Thus this term can be factored out from the equation. This first-order
approximation will be used throughout the rest of this paper. As mentioned previously this is justified since
we choose lδ << 1. It follows that the terms α
2 ∝ l−xδ , which are much smaller than one (see Section 2.2).
The term proportional to α2 in the equation above represents the l/δ-correction for the expectation value
of the volume operator for a given region R. As in [23], for a general 4-valent graph, even in the zeroth-order
approximation the expectation value for the volume of a given region R does not coincide with the classical
value for the volume of that region. Notably, there is no linear correction in l/δ!
3.2.2 Expectation value of the volume operator for a rotated 4-valent graph
We now analyse how the results of the calculations above depend on how the graph is embedded in R3.
Here we will consider rotational invariance; translational invariance is discussed in the following subsection.
To analyse the rotational dependence of the expectation value of the volume operator, we will perform
an Euler rotation of the graph with respect to some arbitrary Euler angles β, ψ, α and then repeat the
calculation. The transformation matrix is
R =

 cosφ cosψ − sinφ cos θ sinψ cosψ sinφ+ cos θ cosφ sinψ sinψ sin θ− sinψ cosφ− cos θ sinφ cosψ − sinψ sinφ+ cos θ cosφ sinψ cosψ sin θ
sin θ sinφ − sin θ cosφ cos θ


The coordinates of the rotated vertices are then given by V ′i = R · ~Vi
 xV ′iyV ′i
zV ′i

 =

 R11xvi +R12yvi +R13zviR21xvi +R22yvi +R23zvi
R31xvi +R32yvi +R33zvi


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Applying this transformation matrix to the 4-valent graph we obtain the following new coordinates for
the vertices:
V ′2 =
(
(−R11 +R12 +R13) δ√
3
, (−R21 +R22 +R23) δ√
3
, (−R31 +R32 +R33) δ√
3
)
(3.12)
V ′8 =
(
(R11 + 3R12 +R13)
δ√
3
, (R21 + 3R22 +R23)
δ√
3
, (R31 + 3R32 +R33)
δ√
3
)
(3.13)
V ′13 =
(
2(R12 −R13) δ√
3
, 2(R22 −R23) δ√
3
, 2(R32 −R33) δ√
3
)
(3.14)
The new angles between the rotated edges and the x,y,z-axes can now easily be computed using elementary
trigonometry.
As an explanatory example let us consider the edge e0,2. To find the angles this edge has with respect
to the axes we need first to compute the coordinates of the vector ~e0,2 starting at vertex V0 and ending at
vertex V2. In this case, the coordinates of ~e0,2 coincide with the coordinates of the vertex V2:
~e2,0 =
(
(R11 +R12 +R13)
δ√
3
, (R21 +R22 +R23)
δ√
3
, (R31 +R32 +R33)
δ√
3
)
(3.15)
If instead we considered the edge e25 we would get
~e25 = e02 − e05 =
(
− (R11 +R12 +R13) δ√
3
,−(R21 +R22 +R23) δ√
3
,−(R31 +R32 +R33) δ√
3
)
(3.16)
Once we have the coordinates for ~e2,0, the angle, φe2,0 , it forms with respect to the z-coordinate is
φe2,0 = tan
−1
(√x2 + y2
z
)
= tan−1
(√(−R11 +R12 +R13)2 + (−R21 +R22 +R23)2
(−R31 +R32 +R33)
)
(3.17)
The angle, θe2,0 , between the projection of the vector on the x–y plane and the x-axis is given by
θe2,0 = tan
−1
(y
x
)
= tan−1
(−R21 +R22 +R23
−R11 +R12 +R13
)
(3.18)
In the same way we can obtain the angles for all the edges in our graph in terms of the elements of the
transformation matrix. Thus the orientation of each of the edges of the graph will depend on the matrix
elements of the transformation matrix, i.e., on the Euler angles that parameterise the rotation.
In order to determine the rotational dependence of the expectation value of the volume operator, we
have performed a case study in which the expectation values were computed for all possible orientations
of the graphs that have non-zero measure in SO(3). Such possible orientations were described in Section
2.4. To aid calculational simplicity, these sub-cases are defined in terms of possible ranges of values for the
angles θ and φ for each edge in the graph, rather than on possible values for the Euler angles.
In order to keep our results as general as possible, we performed our subdivisions so as to cover all
possible situations. This is less tedious than it might seem since we are dealing with regular lattices and,
therefore, once the angles for the edges of one vertex are fixed, we immediately know the orientation of the
edges of all other vertices.
Let us choose V ′0 as our reference vertex with respect to which the possible orientations of the edges are
defined. The edges incident at V ′0 are e0,1 , e0,2 , e0,3 , e0,4. In defining the orientation we use the convention
that both 0 < φ < 2π and 0 < θ < 2π increases anti-clockwise.
Once the rotational matrix has been applied, whatever the values of the Euler angles might be, we will
end up in a situation in which two edges ei, ej point upwards, i.e., −π2 < φei , φej < π2 , and the remaining two
edges point downwards, i.e. π2 < φek , φel <
3π
2 . This is a consequence of the geometry of the 4-valent graph.
We will call two edges pointing in the same up, or down, direction an ‘up’, or ‘down’, couple respectively.
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Since we are considering only those edge orientation with measure non-zero in SO(3), the angles of the edges
ei, ej of each up/down couple will satisfy the following conditions: |θei | = |90+ θej | and |φei | = |φej − 54.75|
Given a particular choice of up and down couple we have to specify in which octant (see Figure 4)
each edge lies. This is required since different octants induce different values for the geometric factor Gγ,V .
The angles θei and φei required for an edge ei to lie in each of the octants are listed in Table 1 where,
again, we use the convention that 0 < φei < 2π and 0 < θei < 2π, with both angles increasing in an
anticlockwise direction. However, because of the geometry of a 4-valent graph, the allowed angle-ranges
A B C D
φei
3pi
2
< φei < 2pi 0 < φei <
pi
2
0 < φei <
pi
2
3pi
2
< φei < 2pi
θei 0 < θei <
pi
2
pi
2
< θei < pi pi < θei <
3pi
2
3pi
2
< θei < 2pi
E F G H
φei pi < φei <
3pi
2
pi
2
< φei < pi
pi
2
< φei < pi pi < φei <
3pi
2
θei 0 < θei <
pi
2
pi
2
< θei < pi pi < θei <
3pi
2
3pi
2
< θei < 2pi
Table 1: Angle-ranges for each octant
have to be restricted to those listed in Table 2.
A B C D
φei
3pi
2
< φei < 2pi − sin
−1( 1
3
sin−1( 1
3
< φei <
pi
2
sin−1( 1
3
< φei <
pi
2
3pi
2
< φei < 2pi − sin
−1( 1
3
θei 0 < θei <
pi
2
pi
2
< θei < pi pi < θei <
3pi
2
3pi
2
< θei < 2pi
E F G H
φei pi + sin
−1( 1
3
) < φei <
3pi
2
pi
2
< φei < pi − sin
−1( 1
3
) pi
2
< φei < pi − sin
−1( 1
3
) pi + sin−1( 1
3
< φei <
3pi
2
θei 0 < θei <
pi
2
pi
2
< θei < pi pi < θei <
3pi
2
3pi
2
< θei < 2pi
Table 2: 4-valent graph angle-ranges for each octant
Our calculations show that for all possible sub-cases of angle arrangements defined in Table 2, the
expectation value for the volume operator is rotational invariant only at the zeroth-order9, while higher-
order terms are rotationally dependent. Therefore, in what follows, we will not compute the expectation
value for the volume operator as computed for each possible orientation of the graph. Instead we will choose
a particular sub-case of Table 2 and compute the expectation value for such a sub-case. Specifically we will
choose the case in which the arrangement of edges, incident at the vertex V0, after a rotation, is given by
the following ranges:
0 < θe0,2 <
π
2
3π
2
< φe0,2 < 2π − sin−1
1
3
π < θe0,4 <
3π
2
sin−1(
1
3
) < φe0,4 <
π
2
π
2
< θe0,1 < π
3π
2
< φe0,1 < π − sin−1(
1
3
)
3π
2
< θe0,3 < 2π π + sin
−1(
1
3
) < φe0,3 <
3π
2
(3.19)
This implies that the edges e0,2, e0,3, e0,4 and e0,1 lie in the octants A, H, C and F . From the geometry of
the 4-valent lattice, the angles of the edges incident at all the other vertices follow.
There is a vast range of Euler angles for which the case above is obtained but, for the sake of brevity,
we will not list them here. What is important, though, is that such case has a non-zero measure in SO(3).
9This is a consequence of the fact that the geometric factors Gγ,Vi for each of the sub-cases in Table 2 will be the same (see
Section 2.4.1)
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It should be noted that different combinations of angles within the angle ranges in (3.19) lead to dif-
ferent outcomes for the expectation value of the volume operator, since they lead to different values of the
terms
teiej√
tei tej
. However, in zeroth-order, the expectation value of the volume operator will be the same
irrespectively of which angles satisfying (3.19) we decide to utilise. In fact, the rotational dependence of the
expectation value of the volume operator, in the zeroth-order in lδ , is determined solely by the geometric
factors Gγ,Vi . For the case which we are analysing (3.19), the values of Gγ,Vi will be the same irrespectively
of which sub-case of (3.19) we analyse. On the other hand, the dependence of the expectation value of the
volume operator on higher orders of lδ is determined by the terms
teiej√
tei tej
and, therefore, will depend on the
sub-cases we analyse.
This discussion shows that for higher orders in lδ the expectation value of the volume operator is rota-
tional dependent since, as stated above, for differing angle-ranges that lead to the same geometric factors,
the values of the terms
teiej√
tei tej
will differ.
We will now compute the expectation value of the volume operator for the periodicity cell in the 4-valent
graph for the case in which the angles of the edges incident at vertex V0 satisfy condition (3.19). The first
step in order to compute the expectation value of the volume operator is to define the matrix
√
A
−1
, whose
off-diagonal entries are the terms
teiej√
tei tej
. This matrix is given in Table A.1.1 in the Appendix. Although
different combinations of angles satisfying condition (3.19) will lead to different values of the terms
teiej√
tei tej
,
however, any such combination will lead to the same non-zero entries of the matrix
√
A
−1
. This means that
the pairs of edges commonly intersecting a plaquette in a given direction will coincide for any combination
of angles satisfying conditions (3.19), even though the number tei,ej of plaquettes they commonly intersect
will differ in each case. Therefore in computing the matrix
√
A
−1
we will not determine the precise value of
the individual entries, but we will leave them as general as possible. Their precise values can be computed
once a specific combination of angles satisfying (3.19) is chosen.
Given the matrix
√
A
−1
we are then able to apply formula (2.33) for computing the expectation value of
the volume operator. As in the aligned case, we first compute the expectation value of the volume operator
for each of the four vertices, and then sum their contributions. In what follows, the term
tei,ej√
tei tej
is denoted
by αei,ej =
tei,ej√
tei tej
. An explicit form for these terms can be found in Section 11.1 of the Appendix.
The expectation value for the volume operator for the entire periodicity cell, up to first-order in lδ is:
VR =δ
3
√
1
8
∣∣∣ det( ∂XaS
∂(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣(4√|det(Eaj (u))|
+ 4
√
|1 + 1
2
(−α2e8,10,e8,11 − α2e8,10,e8,12 − α2e8,10,e8,5 − α2e8,11,e8,12 − α2e8,11,e8,5 − α2e8,12,e8,5)|
√
|det(Eaj (u))|
+ 4
√
|1 + 1
2
(−α2e13,18,e13,15 − α2e13,19,e13,15 − α2e13,19,e13,18 − α2e13,3,e13,15 − α2e13,3,e13,18 − α2e13,3,e13,19)|
√
|det(Eaj (u))|
+ 4
√
|1 + 1
2
(−α2e2,0,e2,5 − α2e2,0,e2,6 − α2e2,0,e2,7 − α2e2,5,e2,6 − α2e2,5,e2,7 − α2e2,6,e2,7)|
√
|det(Eaj (u))| )+O(3)
(3.20)
By performing a Taylor expansion for each of the roots present in the above formula, we can factor out the
term
√
|det (Eaj (u))| since, in the first-order approximation that we are considering, they turn out to be
the same for each vertex. Such an approximation is justified by the analysis performed in Section (2.2). We
then obtain
VR =δ
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√
2
√
|det (Eaj (u))|(1 + 14(−α2e8,10,e8,11 − α2e8,10,e8,12 − α2e8,10,e8,5 − α2e8,11,e8,12 − α2e8,11,e8,5 − α2e8,12,e8,5−
− α2e13,18,e13,15 − α2e13,19,e13,15 − α2e13,19,e13,18 − α2e13,3,e13,15 − α2e13,3,e13,18 − α2e13,3,e13,19− (3.21)
α2e2,0,e2,5 − α2e2,0,e2,6 − α2e2,0,e2,7 − α2e2,5,e2,6 − α2e2,5,e2,7 − α2e2,6,e2,7)
)
(3.22)
= δ3
√
|det (Eaj (u))|2√2
(
1 +
1
4
(−
n
2
(n−1)∑
i,j=1;j 6=
α2ji
) ∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣) (3.23)
The term 12 (−
∑n
2
(n−1)
i,j=1;j 6=α
2
ji) represents l/δ-corrections. Each term αi,j is proportional to C
l′
δ for l
′ < l; C
is a constant that depends on the Euler angles we chose. On the other hand the geometric factors Gγ,Vi
for cases (3.19) coincide with the geometric factors as computed for any of the sub-cases in Table 2, i.e.,
Gγ,Vi = 2
√
2. This implies that although for such cases the expectation value of the volume operator is
rotational invariant in zeroth-order, nonetheless, it does not reproduce the correct semiclassical limit.
For those embeddings whose measure is zero in SO(3), the geometric factor turns out to be different
and, in zeroth-order in l/δ, leads to a different value of the expectation value of the volume operator as
computed for 4-valent graphs.
3.2.3 Expectation value of the volume operator for a translated 4-valent graph
In this Section we will analyse whether the expectation value of the volume operator for the 4-valent graph
is translational invariant with respect to the plaquette.
To perform this analysis we consider our original aligned graph and translate it by an arbitrary vector
~p = (ǫx, ǫy, ǫz). The new coordinates for the vertices are:
V
′′
0 = (ǫx, ǫy, ǫz) with ǫx > ǫy > ǫz (3.24)
V
′′
2 =
(
− δ√
3
+ ǫx, ǫy +
δ√
3
, ǫz +
δ√
3
)
(3.25)
V
′′
8 =
( δ√
3
+ ǫx, ǫy + 3
δ√
3
, ǫz +
δ√
3
)
(3.26)
V
′′
13 =
(
ǫx, ǫy + 2
δ√
3
, ǫz − 2 δ√
3
)
(3.27)
Similarly to the analysis for rotational invariance, the computation of the expectation value of the volume
operator can be divided into different sub-cases, each of which would lead to different outcomes.
The first division is given by the choice of the signs and the relations between ǫx, ǫy and ǫz, i.e., whether
they are positive or negative and whether one coordinate is bigger or equal to another. Each of these cases
can be ultimately subdivided into sub-cases depending on the relation between the ratio b = δ√
3
and the
coordinates of the translational vector.
To carry out our calculations we choose the following:
1) b > ǫx > ǫy > ǫz > 0
2) |V ik | − |V jk | > nikl − njkl for all |V ik | > |V jk |
Altogether, such conditions will allow to determine both the sign of the coordinates for each of the vertices
of the translated graph and also the magnitude relation between the coordinates of each vertex.
However, it will transpire that our result is independent of which case we decide to use to perform the
calculations. In fact, as we will see, in zeroth-order, the expectation value of the volume operator for a
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4-valent graph is translation invariant up to combinations of measure zero in SO(3). However, for higher
orders of approximation this will no longer be true.
As a first step in our calculations we need to specify the allowed positions for each of the translated
vertices. Due to the highly symmetrical structure of the 4-valent graph, in order to determine the allowed
positions of each vertex, it suffices to find the allowed positions of one reference vertex. We choose such a
reference vertex to be V0, whose new coordinates are V0 = (ǫx, ǫy, ǫz).
The number of stacks intersected by the vector that represents vertex V0 in the x, y and z-directions
are, respectively, n = [ ǫxl ], m = [
ǫy
l ] and p = [
ǫz
l ] (where [] indicates the Gauss bracket). It follows that
the allowed positions for vertex V0 are given by the following ranges of each coordinate: nl < ǫx < nl + l,
ml < ǫy < ml + l and pl < ǫx < pl + l.
It turns out that to carry out the calculations for the expectation value of the volume operator we have
to restrict the value-range of the coordinates ǫx, ǫy and ǫz. We choose nl < ǫx < nl +
l
6 , ml < ǫz < ml +
l
6
and pl < ǫz < pl +
l
6
We will now compute the expectation value of the volume operator of the periodicity lattice of the
4-valent graph. We will not give the details of all the calculations involved since they are quite lengthy.
However, the method utilised is the same as for the non-translated case, namely, for each of the four vertices
comprising the periodicity cell we consider the sub-matrix of
√
A
−1
labelled by the four edges intersecting
at the vertex. For each of these sub-matrices, call them M , we compute the determinant of the four 3× 3
sub-matrices of M defined by the triplets of linearly-independent edges. We then sum up the contributions
coming from each of the vertices. Similarly as for the aligned 4-valent graph we have
T {x,y}ei = F
{x,y}
ei = Z
{x,y}
ei = 1 ∀ei ∈ γ (3.28)
The expression for the matrix
√
A
−1
is

1 −C02
−B0
2
−C0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0−C0
2 1
−C0
2
−B0
2
−A2
2
−C2
2
−A2
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0−B0
2
−C0
2 1
−C0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0−C0
2
−B0
2
−C0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −A22 0 0 1
−A2
2
−C2
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −C22 0 0
−A2
2 1
−A2
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −A22 0 0
−C2
2
−A2
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −A132
−C13
2
−A13
2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −A132 1
−A13
2
−C13
2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −C132
−A13
2 1
−A13
2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −A132
−C13
2
−A13
2 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −A82
−C8
2
−C8
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −A82 1
−C8
2
−C8
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −C82
−C8
2 1
−A8
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −C82
−C8
2
−A8
2 1


where Ai = (xVi − nil) 1δ√3 , Bi = (yVi −mil)
1
δ
√
3
, Ci = (zVi − pil) 1δ√3 .
Applying the method described above we compute the expectation value for the volume operator for one
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periodicity cell to be
VR =
√
1
8
δ3|det
( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣2× (3.29)(√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
√
|4−B20 − 2C20 −B0C20 |+
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
√
|4− 2A22 −A22C2 − C22 |+
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
√
|4− 2A213 −A213C13 − C213|+
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
√
|4−A28 − 2C28 −A8C28 |
)
(3.30)
In first-order approximation we then obtain
VR =2
√
1
8
δ3
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
(
4− 1
8
(
B20 + 2C
2
0 +B0C
2
0 + 2A
2
2 +A
2
2C2 + C
2
2 + 2A
2
13 +A
2
13C13 +C
2
13+
A28 + 2C
2
8 +A8C
2
8
))
+O(4)
)∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣
=2
√
2δ3
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
(
1− 1
32
(
B20 + 2C
2
0 + 2A
2
2 + C
2
2 + 2A
2
13 + C
2
13 +A
2
8 + 2C
2
8
)
+O(3)
)∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣
(3.31)
where in the last equation we have only considered first-order contributions obtained by the usual Taylor
series of the square root (see Section 2.2). Thus, we were able to factor out the term
√
det(Eaj (u)). As it is
evident, the corrections of second order in l/δ are not translationally invariant.
3.3 Analysis of the expectation value of the volume operator for 6-valent graphs
In this Section we will calculate the expectation value of the volume operator for a 6-valent graph. First
we consider the non-rotated graph, then we will analyse the rotational and translational dependence of the
expectation value by performing a rotation of the graph, followed by a translation of the graph. We will
then recalculate the expectation value.
3.3.1 Expectation value of the volume operator for a general 6-valent graph
Similarly as for the 4-valent graph, we will analyse the case for which δl > 0; the motivation for such a
choice was given in Section 2.2. For computational simplicity we will position the graph so that the (0, 0, 0)
coordinates of the graph coincide with the (0, 0, 0) coordinates of the plaquette. We also need to align the
graph in such a way that each vertex is symmetrical with respect to the axis. Therefore we will choose, for
each vertex Vk, the value φek,i = 45 for all edges ek,i incident at Vk and θek,i = 45 for four edges, while the
remaining two will have θek,i = 0. This edge orientation corresponds to the limiting case (2) described in
Section 2.4.1.
As for the diamond lattice, we choose the vertex V2 as our reference vertex with respect to which we
determine the allowed positions of all the remaining vertices of the graph. We also choose the allowed values
of the x-coordinate of V2 to be nl < xV2 < nl +
l
6 , where, in this case, n = [
δ
√
2
2l ]. Using the same method
used in Section 3.1 we can compute all the terms
teiej√
tei tej
for the periodicity cell of the 6-valent graph that
contains nine vertices. Given the geometry of the 6-valent graph we have the following values for the term
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in equations (3.4)–(3.6)
Z{x,y}ei =
{
2√
2
iff θei 6= 0
1 iff θei = 0
T {x,y}ei =
{√
2
2 iff θei 6= 0
1 iff θei = 0
F xei =
{
1 iff θei 6= 0
∞ iff θei = 0
F xei = 1 ∀ei ∈ γ (3.32)
The coordinates of the vertices of the periodicity cell are
V0 = (0, 0, 0)
V2 =
(
δ
√
2
2
, 0, δ
√
2
2
)
V3 =
(
(δ
√
2
2
− (δ1
2
,−δ1
2
, 2δ
√
2
2
)
V4 =
(
2δ
√
2
2
,−2δ1
2
, 2δ
√
2
2
)
V5 =
(
0,−2δ1
2
, 0
)
V13 =
(
δ
√
2
2
,−2δ1
2
, δ
√
2
2
)
V18 =
(
2δ
√
2
2
+ δ
1
2
,−1δ1
2
, δ
√
2
2
)
V15 =
(
δ
√
2
2
− δ,−2δ1
2
, 3δ
√
2
2
)
V14 =
(
δ
√
2
2
+ δ
1
2
,−3δ1
2
, 0
)
The values for the terms
teiej√
tei tej
are given in the section A.2.1 of the appendix
The value for the expectation value of the volume operator for one periodicity cell consisting of nine
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vertices is computed to be
VR =
1
8
δ3
∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣2
(√
8
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− α
2
2
− 23(α
′)2
4
− α(α
′)2
4
− 3α(α
′)2
4
√
2
2
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
8− 5(A
′
3)
2
2
− (A
′
3)
2A3
4
− 5A
2
3
2
−
√
2A23 −
A
′
3A3α
′
2
− (α′)2 − (A
′
3)
2β
4
− (A
′
3)
2β
2
√
2
− 3β
2
2
−
√
2β2 − 3A
′
3A3β
′
2
−
√
2A
′
3A3β
′ − α
′ββ′
2
− α
′ββ′
2
√
2
− 7(β
′)2
2
− A3(β
′)2
2
√
2
|
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 12β2 − 8
√
2β2|
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8− 2α2 − 9(α′)2 − 2
√
2α(α
′
)2 − 12β2 − 8
√
2β2 − 12α′ββ′ − 9
√
2α
′
ββ
′ − 12(β′)2 − 4α(β′)2|
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8− 7α
2
4
− 7(α
′
)2
2
− 13α(α
′
)2
8
√
2
− 2αβ − 2
√
2αβ − (α
′
)2β
2
− 3(α
′
)2β
2
√
2
− 6β2 − 5αα
′
β
′
2
√
2
− 2α′ββ′ − 4(β′)2|
×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 3(A
′
18)
2
2
− α2/2 − A
′
18αα
′
2
√
2
− 3(α
′)2
4
− 3β2 − 2
√
2β2 −A′18ββ′ −
3A
′
18ββ
′
2
√
2
− α
′ββ′
2
−
−3α
′ββ′
4
√
2
− 3(β′)2 − α(β
′)2
2
|
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 3(A′15)2 −
(A
′
15)
2A15√
2
− 2A215 −
3A
′
15A15α
′
√
2
− 9(α′)2
−9A15(α
′)2
4
√
2
− 3(A
′
15)
2β
2
− (A
′
15)
2β√
2
− 3
√
2A15β − 9(α
′)2β
2
− 10β2 − 4
√
2β2 − A
′
15A15β
′
√
2
− 3α′ββ′ − 3
√
2α′ββ′
−2(β′)2|
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 2(A′14)2 −A214 −
3(A
′
14)
2β
4
− 3(A
′
14)
2β
2
√
2
− 3
√
2A14β
−18β2 − 9
√
2β2 − 3A
′
14A14β
′
√
2
− 9A
′
14ββ
′
2
− 9(β′)2|
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
)
(3.33)
Expanding the square root (see the analysis in Section 2.2) and considering first-order terms we obtain
VR = 2δ
3
√
|det (Eaj (u))| ∣∣∣det( δXaSδ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣
(
9 +
1
2
× 1
8
(− 2(A′14)2 − 3(A′15)2 − 3(A
′
18)
2
2
− 5(A
′
3)
2
2
−A214
− 2A215 −
5A23
2
−
√
2A23 −
19α2
4
− 29(α′ )2 − 3
√
2A14β − 3
√
2A15β − 2αβ − 2
√
2αβ − 125β
2
2
− 32
√
2β2 − 67(β
′
)2
2
)
)
(3.34)
Contrary to [23] we find that, to zeroth-order in l/δ, the expectation value of the volume operator for a
6-valent graph does not have the correct semiclassical limit. On the other hand, if the graph is aligned to
the orientation of the plaquette we do obtain the correct semiclassical value. However, this embedding has
measure zero in SO(3).
3.3.2 Expectation value of the volume operator for a rotated 6-valent graph
We will now analyse the expectation value of the volume operator for a rotated 6-valent graph. As for the
4-valent graph, different choices of Euler angles in the rotation give different values of teiej . Therefore, we
will once again have to define sub-cases which are defined according to the possible ranges of values for the
angles φei and θei for each edge ei. Because of the geometry of the 6-valent lattice, we know that for any
edge, e, of a given vertex there exists a co-linear edge, e′, which intersects the same vertex. This implies that,
given two co-linear edges e and e′, we can define the angles of e (respectively e′) in terms of e′ (respectively
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e) as follows: φe = 180
◦ − φe′ and θe = 180◦ − θe′ . Such relations reduce the number of cases that need to
be analysed.
We choose the vertex V ′0 as our reference vertex. The relations for the angles of the edges incident at V
′
0
are:
φe0,7 = 180
◦ − φe0,2
φe0,1 = 180
◦ − φe0,17
φe0,6 = 180
◦ − φe0,8
θe0,8 = 180
◦ − θe0,6
θe0,17 = 180
◦ − θe0,1
θe0,2 = 180
◦ − θe0,7 (3.35)
These relations imply that the allowed values of the angles of the edges at a given vertex fall into one of the
following groups:
1. A given triplet of edges points upwards, i.e., their angle φ lies between −π2 and π2 , and the triplet
formed by their co-linear edges points downwards, i.e., their angle φ lies between π2 and
3π
2 . This
situation arises when none of the edges is aligned with one of the x, y, z-coordinates. However we
have two distinct sub-cases which satisfy this arrangement of edges
a. No edge lies in any plaquette.
b. Only one edge and its co-planar lie in a given plaquette (Figure 3).
2. A given couple of edges points upwards i.e., their angle φ lies between −π2 and π2 , and their co-linear
edges point downwards i.e., their angle φ lies between π2 and
3π
2 . This situation arises when one edge
(and subsequently its collinear edge) is aligned with one of the coordinates axis and, subsequently, the
remaining two edges and their co-linear lie in two different plaquettes in the same direction (Figure 5)
3. Only one edge points upwards, i.e., its angle φ lies between −π2 and π2 , and the co-linear edge points
downwards i.e., its angle φ lies between π2 and
3π
2 . This situation arises when all of the edges are
aligned with the coordinate axis (Figure 6).
A discussion of each of these cases and the respective value for the geometric factor was carried out in
Section 2.4.1. There it was shown that only case 1a above has non-zero measure in SO(3), therefore we will
restrict our analysis to such a case.
It is straight forward to see that case 1a can be divided into further sub-cases according to the values of
the θ-angles and the relations between the φ-angles of each of the up/down couples. In what follows, we will
not give the results for all possible choices. Instead, we will choose a particular sub-case and perform the
calculations for the expectation value of the volume operator with respect to this sub-case. As we will see,
these calculations show that, up to embeddings of measure zero in SO(3), the semiclassical behavior of the
volume operator, in zeroth-order, does not depend on how the graph is rotated: a fortiori, it is independent
of the particular case we analysed.
In order to carry out a proper comparison between the semiclassical behavior of the volume operator
as applied to graphs of different valence, we will apply the same Euler transformations (i.e., with the same
Euler angles) to each of the graphs we consider. Since we have not specified the values of the Euler angles,
the only way to do this is to assume that after a rotation, those edges which had the same angles used in
both the aligned 4-valent and 6-valent case will end up in the same octant. For example, consider Figures
17 and 18 which depict both 6-valent and 4-valent vertices respectively. From such pictures it is easy to
see that the edges e0,2 and e0,3 of the 4-valent graph have the same θ- and φ-angles as the edges, e0,8, and,
e0,1, of the 6-valent graph. Therefore, in the rotated case we will assume that e0,8, and, e0,1 lie in the same
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octants as e0,2 and e0,3 respectively. It follows that the angle-ranges for the edges incident at vertex V0 for
a 6-valent graph are:
3π
2
< θe0,2 <
7π
4
3π
2
< φe0,2 < 2π
π
4
< θe0,8 <
π
2
0 < φe0,8 <
π
2
3π
4
< θe0,17 < π 0 < φe0,17 <
π
2
π
2
< θe0,7 <
3π
4
π
2
< φe0,7 < π
π
2
< θe0,6 <
3π
4
π < φe0,6 <
3π
2
7π
4
< θe0,1 < 2π π < φe0,1 <
3π
2
(3.36)
Such conditions of the angles implies that the edges e0,1, e0,2, e0,6, e0,7, e0,7 and e0,17 lie in the octants H,
D, G, F , A and B respectively.
Since we are considering a regular 6-valent lattice, the above ranges of angles induce a relation on all the
other angle-ranges of the edges for each vertex in the graph. The coordinates of the rotated vertices are:
V
0
V
2
V
1
V
V
V
V
8
17
7
6
Figure 17: 6-valent vertex
V
3
V
0
V
2
V
4
V
1
Figure 18: 4-valent vertex
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V ′0 =
(
0, 0, 0
)
V ′2 =
(
(R11 +R13)
δ
√
2
2
, (R21 +R23)
δ
√
2
2
, (R31 + 2R33)
δ
√
2
2
)
V ′3 =
(
(R11(
√
2− 1
2
)− R12
2
+R13
√
2)δ, (R21(
√
2− 1
2
)− R22
2
+R23
√
2)δ, (R31(
√
2− 1
2
)− R32
2
+R33
√
2)δ
)
V ′4 =
(
(
√
2R11 −R12 +
√
2R13)δ, (
√
2R21 −R22 +
√
2R23)δ, (
√
2R31 −R32 +
√
2R33)δ
)
V ′5 =
(
−R12δ,R22δ,R32δ
)
V ′13 =
(
(−
√
2
2
R11 −R12 +
√
2
2
R13)δ, (−
√
2
2
R21 −R22 +
√
2
2
R23)δ, (−
√
2
2
R31 −R32 +
√
2
2
R33)δ
)
V ′18 =
(
((
√
2 +
1
2
)R11 − 1
2
R12 +
√
2
2
R13)δ, ((
√
2 +
1
2
)R21 − 1
2
R22 +
√
2
2
R23)δ, ((
√
2 +
1
2
)R31 − 1
2
R32 +
√
2
2
R33)δ
)
V ′15 =
(
((
√
2
2
− 1)R11 −R12 + 3
√
2
2
R13)δ, ((
√
2
2
− 1)R21 −R22 + 3
√
2
2
R23)δ, ((
√
2
2
− 1)R31 −R32 + 3
√
2
2
R33)δ
)
V ′14 =
(
(
√
2 + 1
2
R11 − 3
2
R12)δ, (
√
2 + 1
2
R21 − 3
2
R22)δ, (
√
2 + 1
2
R31 − 3
2
R32)δ
)
(3.37)
Similarly, as was done for the 4-valent case, different choices of combination of angles satisfying conditions
(3.36) above will lead to different values for the terms
tei,ej√
tei tej
. However, the couples of edges commonly
intersecting a given stack will coincide for any such combination. This implies that the matrix
√
A
−1
will
have the same entries for any sub-case of (3.36) but their specific values will be different.
Moreover, the geometric factor Gγ,V of any sub-case of (3.36) will coincide. It follows that any com-
bination of angles that satisfies conditions (3.36) will lead to the same value in zeroth-order in lδ of the
expectation value for the volume operator. Therefore, as was done for the 4-valent case, in order to compute
the expectation value for the volume operator, we will not specify a particular sub-case of (3.36), but leave
the result as general as possible.
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Given conditions 3.36 the expectation value of the volume for the periodicity cell is
VR = δ
3
√
1
8
∣∣∣ det
(
δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣2
{
2
√
2×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8 + 1
2
(
− ρ263,83 − ρ263,23 − ρ2113,63 − ρ2113,83 − ρ2113,133 − ρ2113,23 − ρ2173,63 − ρ2173,83 − ρ2173,133 − ρ2173,23
−ρ2133,83 − ρ2133,23
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8 + 1
2
(
− ρ21413,2113 − ρ2913,1413 − ρ2313,2113 − ρ2313,913 − ρ2413,913 − ρ2413,2113 − ρ2413,313 − ρ2413,1413 − ρ2513,913
−ρ2513,2113 − ρ2513,313 − ρ2513,1413
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8 + 1
2
(
− ρ202,102 − ρ202,112 − ρ202,32 − ρ202,92 − ρ2112,32 − ρ2122,102 − ρ2122,112 − ρ2122,32 − ρ2122,92 − ρ292,102
−ρ2112,102 − ρ292,32
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8 + 1
2
(
− ρ21212,412 − ρ21212,f12 − ρ2912,1212 − ρ2912,412 − ρ2912,e12 − ρ2912,f12 − ρ2d12,1212 − ρ2d12,412 − ρ2d12,e12
−ρ2d12,f12 − ρ2e12,412 − ρ2e12,f12
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8 + 1
2
(
− 2ρ2
c
′
1
5,315
− ρ2
d
′
1
5,315
− ρ2
d
′
1
5,c15
− ρ2
d
′
1
5,e
′
1
5
− ρ2
d
′
1
5,f
′
1
5
− ρ2
e
′
1
5,c
′
1
5
− ρ2
f
′
1
5,315
− ρ2
f
′
1
5,e
′
1
5
− ρ2
a
′
1
5,315
− ρ2
a
′
1
5,c
′
1
5
−ρ2
a
′
1
5,e
′
1
5
− ρ2
a
′
1
5,f
′
1
5
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8 + 1
2
(
− ρ2134,184 − ρ2134,c4 − ρ2164,134 − ρ2164,184 − ρ2164,b4 − ρ2b4,184 − ρ2b4,c4 − ρ2a4,134 − ρ2a4,184 − ρ2a4,b4 − ρ2a4,c4
−ρ2c4,164
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8 + 1
2
(
− ρ21314,a14 − ρ21314,h14 − ρ21314,l14 − ρ2h14,a14 − ρ2j14,a14 − ρ2j14,h14 − ρ2j14,l14 − ρ2k14,1314 − ρ2k14,h14 − ρ2k14,j14
−ρ2k14,l14 − ρ2l14,a14
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8 + 1
2
(
− ρ2175,65 − ρ2175,135 − ρ2175,r5 − ρ2135,65 − ρ2p5,175 − ρ2p5,65 − ρ2p5,q5 − ρ2p5,r5 − ρ2q5,65 − ρ2q5,135
−ρ2q5,r5 − ρ2r5,135
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
}
(3.38)
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Expanding the square roots (see Section 2.2) and considering just first-order terms we obtain
VR = δ
3
√
|det (Eaj (u))| 2
(
9 +
1
2
× 1
16
(
− ρ263,83 − ρ263,23 − ρ2113,63 − ρ2113,83 − ρ2113,133 − ρ2113,23 − ρ2173,63 − ρ2173,83−
− ρ2173,133 − ρ2173,23 − ρ2133,83 − ρ2133,23 − ρ21413,2113 − ρ2913,1413 − ρ2313,2113 − ρ2313,913 − ρ2413,913 − ρ2413,2113 − ρ2413,313
− ρ2413,1413 − ρ2513,913 − ρ2513,2113 − ρ2513,313 − ρ2513,1413 − ρ202,102 − ρ202,112 − ρ202,32 − ρ202,92 − ρ2112,32 − ρ2122,102
− ρ2122,112 − ρ2122,32 − ρ2122,92 − ρ292,102 − ρ2112,102 − ρ292,32 − ρ21212,412 − ρ21212,f12 − ρ2912,1212 − ρ2912,412 − ρ2912,e12
− ρ2912,f12 − ρ2d12,1212 − ρ2d12,412 − ρ2d12,e12 − ρ2d12,f12 − ρ2e12,412 − ρ2e12,f12 − 2ρ2c′
1
5,315
− ρ2
d
′
1
5,315
− ρ2
d
′
1
5,c15
− ρ2
d
′
1
5,e
′
1
5
− ρ2
d
′
1
5,f
′
1
5
− ρ2
e
′
1
5,c
′
1
5
− ρ2
f
′
1
5,315
− ρ2
f
′
1
5,e
′
1
5
− ρ2
a
′
1
5,315
− ρ2
a
′
1
5,c
′
1
5
− ρ2
a
′
1
5,e
′
1
5
− ρ2
a
′
1
5,f
′
1
5
− ρ2134,184 − ρ2134,c4 − ρ2164,134
− ρ2164,184 − ρ2164,b4 − ρ2b4,184 − ρ2b4,c4 − ρ2a4,134 − ρ2a4,184 − ρ2a4,b4 − ρ2a4,c4 − ρ2c4,164 − ρ21314,a14 − ρ21314,h14 − ρ21314,l14
− ρ2h14,a14 − ρ2j14,a14 − ρ2j14,h14 − ρ2j14,l14 − ρ2k14,1314 − ρ2k14,h14 − ρ2k14,j14 − ρ2k14,l14 − ρ2l14,a14 − ρ2175,65 − ρ2175,135
− ρ2175,r5 − ρ2135,65 − ρ2p5,175 − ρ2p5,65 − ρ2p5,q5 − ρ2p5,r5 − ρ2q5,65 − ρ2q5,135 − ρ2q5,r5 − ρ2r5,135
)) ∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣
= 2δ3
√
|det (Eaj (u))|
(
9 +
1
2
(
− 1
16
n
2
(n−1)∑
i,j=1;j 6=i
ρ2jk,ik
)) ∣∣∣ det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣ (3.39)
Here ρli,ki represent the off-diagonal entries of the matrix
√
A
−1
(see Section A.2.2) which denote the value
of the term
√
tei,l,ei,k
tei,l tei,k
for the edges ei,l and ei,k incident at the vertex Vi.
The term proportional to ρ2jk,ik represents the higher-order corrections to the expectation value of the
volume operator. Each term ρik,jk is proportional to C× l
′
δ for l
′ < l where C is a constant that depends on the
Euler angles we choose. It follows that only the zeroth-order of the expectation value of the volume operator
for the 6-valent graph is rotationally invariant, up to embeddings with measure zero in SO(3). However,
only embeddings which have measure zero in SO(3) (when the edges are aligned to the plaquettes) give the
correct semiclassical limit.
3.3.3 Expectation value of the volume operator for a translated 6-valent graph
In this Section we will calculate the expectation value of the volume operator for a translated 6-valent graph.
To make the comparison as accurate as possible, we translate the 6-valent graph by a vector with more or
less the same properties as the vector with respect to which we translated the 4-valent graph, namely:
1) δ2 ≥ ǫx ≥ ǫy ≥ ǫz ≥ 0
2) δ
√
2
2 < ǫi + ǫj
3) δ
√
2
2 − δ12 < ǫz
4) |V ik | − |V jk | > nikl − njkl for all |V ik | > |V jk |
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The coordinates of the translated vertices are
V
′′
0 = (ǫx, ǫy, ǫz) (3.40)
V
′′
2 =
(δ√2
2
+ ǫx, ǫy,
δ
√
2
2
+ ǫz
)
(3.41)
V
′′
3 =
(
ǫx +
δ
√
2
2
− δ
2
, ǫy − δ
2
, δ
√
2 + ǫz
)
(3.42)
V
′′
4 =
(
δ
√
2 + ǫx, ǫy − δ, δ
√
2 + ǫz
)
(3.43)
V
′′
5 =
(
ǫx, ǫy − δ, ǫz
)
(3.44)
V
′′
13 =
(δ√2
2
+ ǫx, ǫy − δ, δ
√
2
2
+ ǫz
)
(3.45)
V
′′
18 =
(
δ
√
2 +
δ
2
+ ǫx, ǫy − δ
2
, ǫz +
δ
√
2
2
)
(3.46)
V
′′
15 =
(δ√2
2
− δ2
2
+ ǫx, ǫy − δ, 3δ
√
2
2
+ ǫz
)
(3.47)
V
′′
14 =
(δ√2
2
+
δ
2
+ ǫx, ǫy − 3δ
2
, ǫz
)
(3.48)
Similarly as for the aligned case we have
Z{x,y}ei =
{
2√
2
iff θei 6= 0
1 iff θei = 0
T {x,y}ei =
{√
2
2 iff θei 6= 0
1 iff θei = 0
F xei =
{
1 iff θei 6= 0
∞ iff θei = 0
F xei = 1 ∀ei ∈ γ (3.49)
The expression for the matrix
√
A
−1
is given in Table A.2.3 in the Appendix.
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Given the conditions above we obtain the following value for the expectation value of the volume operator
as applied to the periodicity cell:
VR =
√
4
8
δ3
(√
|8− 3(A
′
0)
2
2
− 5B
2
0
2
−
√
2B20 −A′0B0B′0 −
A
′
0B0B
′
0√
2
− 2(B′0)2 −B0C0 −
A
′
0B
′
0C0
4
− 3C
2
0
4
− A
′
0C0C
′
0
2
√
2
−B
′
0C0C
′
0
4
− B
′
0C0C
′
0
4
√
2
− 3(C
′
0)
2
2
− B0(C
′
0)
2
4
− 3B0(C
′
0)
2
4
√
2
− C0(C
′
0)
2
8
√
2
)| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8− 3(A
′
2)
2
2
− 7(B
′
2)
2
2
−A′2B′2B2 −
3A
′
2B
′
2B2
2
√
2
− 3B22 − 2
√
2B22 −
3B
′
2B2C
′
2
4
− 5B
′
2B2C
′
2
4
√
2
− (C ′2)2 −
(B
′
2)
2C2
4
−(B
′
2)
2C2
2
√
2
− A
′
2C
′
2C2
2
√
2
− C22/2| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 3(A
′
3)
2
2
−A23 −
5(B
′
3)
2
2
− A3(B
′
3)
2
√
2
− B
′
3B3
2
− 3A
′
3B
′
3B3
4
−A
′
3B
′
3B3√
2
− 3B23 − 2
√
2B23 −
A
′
3B
2
3
4
− A
′
3B
2
3
2
√
2
− A
′
3A3C
′
3
2
− B
′
3B3C
′
3
2
− 3B
′
3B3C
′
3
4
√
2
− 3(C
′
3)
2
4
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|8− 3(A
′
4)
2
2
− A
2
4
2
− 3(B′4)2 −
A4(B
′
4)
2
√
2
−A′4B′4B4 −
3A
′
4B
′
4B4
2
√
2
− 3B24 − 2
√
2B24 −
B
′
4B4C
′
4
2
− 3B
′
4B4C
′
4
4
√
2
−3(C
′
4)
2
4
− A
′
4C
′
4C4
2
√
2
− C
2
4
4
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 3(A′5)2 −
(A
′
5)
2A5√
2
−A25 −
(A
′
5)
2B5
2
− (A
′
5)
2B5
2
√
2
−
√
2A5B5
−3B
2
5
2
− 13(C
′
5)
2
8
− A
′
5(C
′
5)
2
4
√
2
− A5(C
′
5)
2
2
√
2
− B5(C
′
5)
2
4
− B5(C
′
5)
2
4
√
2
− (A
′
5)
2C5
4
√
2
−B5C5 − 3A
′
5C
′
5C5
4
√
2
− (C
′
5)
2C5
8
√
2
− 5C
2
5
8
|
×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 3(A
′
13)
2
2
− 11(B
′
13)
2
4
−A′13B′13B13 −
A
′
13B
′
13B13√
2
− 3B213 − 2
√
2B213 −
B
′
13B13C
′
13
2
−3B
′
13B13C
′
13
4
√
2
− 3(C
′
13)
2
4
− (B
′
13)
2C13
2
− A
′
13C
′
13C13
2
√
2
− C
2
13
2
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 5(A
′
18)
2
4
− A
2
18
4
− 3(B′18)2
−A′18B′18B18 −
3A
′
18B
′
18B18
2
√
2
− 3B218 − 2
√
2B218 −
B
′
18B18C
′
18
2
− 3B
′
18B18C
′
18
4
√
2
− 3(C
′
18)
2
4
− (B
′
18)
2C18
2
− A
′
18C
′
18C18
4
√
2
−A18C
′
18C18
4
√
2
− C
2
18
2
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 3(A′15)2 −
(A
′
15)
2A15√
2
− 2A215 −
A
′
15A15B
′
15
2
√
2
− B
′
15)
2
2
− 3(A
′
15)
2B15
4
−(A
′
15)
2B15
2
√
2
−
√
2A15B15 − 2B215 −
√
2B215 −
A
′
15A15C15√
2
− B
′
15B15C15
4
− B
′
15B15C15
2
√
2
− C215 −
A15C
2
15
4
√
2
− B15C
2
15
8
|
×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|8− 3(A
′
14)
2
2
− 2(B′14)2 −A′14B′14B14 −
A
′
14B
′
14B14√
2
− 5B
2
14
2
−
√
2B214 −
3(C
′
14)
2
2
−B14(C
′
14)
2
4
− 3B14(C
′
14)
2
4
√
2
− A
′
14B
′
14C14
4
−B14C14 − A
′
14C
′
14C14
2
√
2
− B
′
14C
′
14C14
4
− B
′
14C
′
14C14
4
√
2
− (C
′
14)
2C14
8
√
2
− 3C
2
14
4
|
×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
)∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣ (3.50)
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Expanding the square root and considering only first-order contributions (see Section 2.2) we obtain
VR =δ
3
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣2
(
9 +
1
16
(
− 3(A
′
0)
2
2
− 5B
2
0
2
−
√
2B20 − 2(B
′
0)
2 −B0C0 − 3C
2
0
4
− 3(C
′
0)
2
2
− 3(A
′
2)
2
2
− 7(B
′
2)
2
2
− 3B22 − 2
√
2B22 − (C
′
2)
2 − C
2
2
2
− 3(A
′
3)
2
2
−A23 −
5(B
′
3)
2
2
− B
′
3B3
2
− 3B23 − 2
√
2B23 −
3(C
′
3)
2
4
− 3(A
′
4)
2
2
− A
2
4
2
− 3(B′4)2 − 3B24 − 2
√
2B24 −
3(C
′
4)
2
4
− C
2
4
4
− 3(A′5)2
−A25 −
√
2A5B5 − 3B
2
5
2
− 13(C
′
5)
2
8
−B5C5 − 5C
2
5
8
− 3(A
′
13)
2
2
− 11(B
′
13)
2
4
− 3B213 − 2
√
2B213 −
3(C
′
13)
2
4
− C
2
13
2
− 5(A
′
18)
2
4
− A
2
18
4
− 3(B′18)2 − 3B218 − 2
√
2B218 −
3(C
′
18)
2
4
− C
2
18
2
− 3(A′15)2 − 2A215 −
B
′
15)
2
2
−
√
2A15B15 − 2B215 −
√
2B215 − C215 −
B15C
2
15
8
− 3(A
′
14)
2
2
− 2(B′14)2 −
5B214
2
−
√
2B214 −
3(C
′
14)
2
2
−B14C14 − 3C
2
14
4
) )
(3.51)
where the terms
A′i =
|xVi | − ni
δ(
√√
2 + 1)
Ai =
(|xVi | − nil)
δe(1 +
√
2
2
B′i =
(|yVi | −mil)
δ(
√√
2 + 1)
Bi =
(|yVi | −mil)
δe(1 +
√
2
2
C ′i =
(|zVi | − pil)
δ(
√√
2 + 1)
Ci =
(|zVi | − pil)
δe(1 +
√
2
2
(3.52)
are the off-diagonal matrix elements of
√
A
−1
(see Section A.2.3). The quantities xVi , yVi , zVi represent are
the x, y, z-coordinates of the vertex Vi respectively.
In the last line of the equation above we have performed a Taylor expansion and factored out the term√
det
(
Eaj (u)
)
, since we can assume that, although it is vertex dependent, the values of this term to first-
order will be the same for each vertex. Due to the appearance of the terms (3.52), which are proportional
to the Euler angles, equation (3.50) is translational invariant (up to embeddings of measure zero in SO(3)),
only at zeroth-order.
3.4 Analysis of the expectation value of the volume operator for 8-valent graphs
In this Section we will calculate the expectation value of the volume operator for an 8-valent graph. As in
the case of 4- and 6-valent graphs, we first consider the non-rotated graph. We then analyse the rotational
and translational dependence of the expectation value by performing a rotation and then a translation of
the graph; we then repeat the calculation. It transpires that, even for the 8-valent graph, the off-diagonal
elements of the matrix have non-trivial contributions that cause the expectation value of the volume operator
to be translationally and rotationally dependent, for higher orders than the zeroth-one.
3.4.1 Expectation value of the volume operator for a general 8-valent graph
As in the previous cases, we take the (0, 0, 0) point of the lattice to coincide with the (0, 0, 0) point of
the plaquette, and each vertex to be symmetric with respect to the axis. The coordinates of the vertices
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comprising the periodicity cell are the following:
V1 =
(−δ√
3
,
−δ√
3
,
δ√
3
)
(3.53)
V9 =
(
0,
−2δ√
3
, 0
)
(3.54)
V12 =
(
0,
−2δ√
3
,
2δ√
3
)
(3.55)
V4 =
(−δ√
3
,
−δ√
3
,
3δ√
3
)
(3.56)
For the 8-valent lattice we choose V1 as our reference vertex. The allowed value for its x-coordinate is
nl < |xV2 | < nl+ l4 , where n = [ δ√3l ]. Similarly to the cases of 4- and 6-valent graphs, the allowed positions
of the remaining vertices in the periodicity cell can be computed from the allowed positions of V1. Because
of the geometry of the 8-valent graph we obtain
T {x,y}ei = F
{x,y}
ei = Z
{x,y}
ei = 1 ∀ei ∈ γ (3.57)
This results in the following values for the terms
teiej√
tei tej
as computed for the above five vertices.
V0 all
teiej√
tei tej
= 0
V1 14 terms equal to β; 12 terms equal to 2β
V9 8 terms equal to 2β
V12 8 terms equal to 4β; 4 terms equal to 2β
Ve 1 term equal to 6β; 9 terms equal to 2β; 12 terms equal to β; 2 terms equal to 4β
Here β := ( δ√
3
− nl) 1√
3δ
and it is proportional to the off-diagonal entries of the matrix
√
A
−1
whose values
are given in Section A.3.1 in the Appendix.
The expectation value of the volume operator is:
VR =
√
1
8
δ3|det( δX
a
S
δ(s, u1, u2)
)|2
(√
32
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|+
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
| ×
√
|32 − 60β2 − 28β3|
+
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
| ×
√
|32− 16β2|+
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
| ×
√
|32− 144b2 − 64β3|
+
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
√
|32 − 104β2 − 32β3|
)
(3.58)
By approximating to first-order (see Section 2.2) we obtain
VR =4δ
3
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)
∣∣∣
(
5 +
1
2
× 1
32
(
324β2
))
(3.59)
In this case, the deviation from the classical value of the volume of a region, R, is of the order four, even to
zeroth-order in l/δ.
3.4.2 Expectation value of the volume operator for a rotated 8-valent graph
We will now analyse the expectation value of the volume operator for a rotated 8-valent graph. In order
to make the comparison with the 4- and 6-valent graphs as accurate as possible, we will rotate the 8-valent
graph by the same amount the other valence graphs were rotated. It follows that the angles of the edges
incident at V0 will satisfy the following conditions:
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1) 0 < θ0,2, θe0,8 <
π
2 ,
3π
2 < θ0,3, θ0,7 < 2π
π
2 < θ0,1, θ0,6 < π and π < θ0,4, θ0,5 <
5π
4 .
2) 3π2 < φe0,2 , φe0,3 < 2π − sin−1 13 , π + sin−1(13 ) < φe0,7 , φe0,8 < 3π2 ,3π2 < φe0,6 , φe0,5 < π − sin−1(13) and
sin−1(13 ) < φe0,4 , φe0,1 <
π
2
The angles for the co-linear edges are defined through the formula θe = 180
◦ − θecollinear and φe =
180◦ − φecollinear respectively. It follows that the edges e0,1, e0,2, e0,3, e0,4, e0,5, e0,6, e0,7 and e0,8 lie in the
octants B, A, D, C, G, F , H and E respectively. The coordinates of the rotated vertices are
V ′1 =
(
(−R11 −R12 +R13) δ√
3
, (−R21 −R22 +R23) δ√
3
, (−R31 −R32 +R33) δ√
3
)
(3.60)
V ′9 =
(
− 2R12 δ√
3
,−2R22 δ√
3
,−2R32 δ√
3
)
(3.61)
V ′12 =
(
(−R12 + 2R13) δ√
3
, (−R22 + 2R23) δ√
3
, (−2R32 + 2R33) δ√
3
)
(3.62)
V ′e =
(
(−R11 −R12 + 3R13) δ√
3
, (−R21 −R22 + 3R23) δ√
3
, (−R31 −R32 + 3R33) δ√
3
)
(3.63)
As was done for the 4- and 6-valent graphs, in order to carry out the calculations for the expectation value
of the volume operator we would have to specify a particular combinations of angles satisfying conditions 1)
and 2) above. However, all combinations satisfying 1) and 2) above lead to the same value, in zeroth-order
in lδ , of the expectation value of the volume operator. Rotational dependence will only appear for higher
orders in lδ . Moreover any sub-case of 1) and 2) will lead to the same couples of edges commonly intersecting
surfaces sIα,t in a given stack. Therefore, to leave the result as general as possible, we will not specify a
particular sub-case of 1) and 2) but simply derive a general expression for the expectation value of the
volume operator given conditions 1)and 2).
The expectation value of the volume operator for a periodicity region, R, is then computed as
δ3
√
|det (Eaj (u))| 4
(
5 +
1
2
(
− 1
32
n
2
(n−1)∑
i,j=1;j 6=i
α2ji
) ∣∣∣ det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣) (3.64)
where the terms αij are the off-diagonal entries of the matrix
√
A
−1
(See Section A.3.2 in the Appendix)
Evidently, the higher-order corrections are angle dependent, while the zeroth-ones are not. Therefore,
as for the 4- and 6-valent case, the expectation value of the volume operator for the 8-valent graph is
rotational invariant, in zeroth-order up to measure zero in SO(3). However, it does not reproduce the
correct semiclassical limit.
3.4.3 Expectation value of the volume operator for a translated 8-valent graph
We now consider the translated 8-valent graph. As for the 4- and 6-valent graphs we choose the following
conditions on the components of the translation vector:
1) b > ǫx > ǫy > ǫz > 0
2) |V ik | − |V jk | > nikl − njkl for all |V ik | > |V jk |
Similarly as for the aligned 8-valent graph we have
T {x,y}ei = F
{x,y}
ei = Z
{x,y}
ei = 1 ∀ei ∈ γ (3.65)
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The coordinates of the translated vertices are
V
′
0 = (ǫx, ǫy, ǫz) (3.66)
V
′
1 =
(
− δ√
3
+ ǫx,− δ√
3
+ ǫy,
δ√
3
+ ǫz
)
(3.67)
V
′
9 =
(
ǫx,−2 δ√
3
+ ǫy,
δ√
3
+ ǫz
)
(3.68)
V
′
12 =
(
ǫx,− δ√
3
+ ǫy, 2
δ√
3
+ ǫz
)
(3.69)
V
′
e =
(
− δ√
3
+ ǫx,− δ√
3
+ ǫy, 3
δ√
3
+ ǫz
)
(3.70)
The expression for the matrix
√
A
−1
is given in Section A.3.3 in the Appendix.
The value obtained for the volume of a region R is:
VR =
√
1
8
δ3
∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣×{√
|4
(
32− 4A20 − 12B20 − 2A0B20 −
45C20
2
− 2A0C20 − 6B0C20 −
5C20D0
2
− 3D20 −
B0D20
2
− C20E
−B0D0E0
2
− E20 −B20F0 − C20F0 − F 20
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|4
(
32− 16A21 − 2A31 − 24B21 − 8A1B21 −B21D1 −D21 −A21E1 −B21E1 − E21 − 3B21F1−
−A1D1F1
2
− 3F 21 −
A1F 21
2
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|4
(
32− 24B29 − 4B29C9 − 8C29 − 6B29D9 −
9D29
2
− C9D
2
9
2
− C29E9 −
3E29
2
− C9E
2
9
2
−B29F9−
−C9D9F9
2
− F 29
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|4
(
32− 24A212 − 6A212B12 − 12B212 − 2A212C12 − 2B212C12 − 4C212 −A212D12 −B212D12 −D212 −A212E12 − E212
−3A212F12 −
B12E12F12
2
− 3F 212 −
B12F 212
2
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
+
√
|4
(
32− 29A
2
e
2
− 43B
2
e
2
− 6AeB2e − 2A2eCe − 2C2e −B2eDe −D2e − 2A2eEe −B2eEe −
3E2e
2
− 3B2eFe−
AeDeFe
2
− 3F 2e −
AeF 2e
2
)
| ×
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
}
(3.71)
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Considering only contributions of first-order in lδ (see Section 2.2) we obtain
VR = 4δ
3
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣×
{√
1 +
1
32
(
− 4A20 − 12B20 −
45C20
2
− 3D20 − E20 − F 20
)
+
√
1 +
1
32
(
− 16A21 − 24B21 −D21 −−E21 − 3F 21
)
+
√
1 +
1
32
(
− 24B29 − 8C29 −
9D29
2
− 3E
2
9
2
− F 29
)
+
√
1
1
32
(
− 24A212 − 12B212 − 4C212 −D212 −E212 − 3F 212
)
+
√
1 +
1
32
(
− 29A
2
e
2
− 43B
2
e
2
− 2C2e −D2e −
3E2e
2
− 3F 2e
)}
= 4δ3
√
|det
(
Eaj (u)
)
|
∣∣∣det( δXaS
δ(s, u1, u2)
)∣∣∣×
{
5 +
1
2
× 1
32
(
− 4A20 − 12B20 −
45C20
2
− 3D20 − E20 − F 20
− 16A21 − 24B21 −D21 −−E21 − 3F 21 − 24B29 − 8C29 −
9D29
2
− 3E
2
9
2
− F 29
)
− 24A212 − 12B212 − 4C212 −D212 − E212 − 3F 212 −
29A2e
2
− 43B
2
e
2
− 2C2e −D2e −
3E2e
2
− 3F 2e
)}
(3.72)
where Ai, Bi, Ci Di, Ei and Fi are the matrix elements of
√
A
−1
as defined in Section A.3.3 of the
Appendix. Again, translational invariance holds only at zeroth-order up to measure zero in SO(3). However,
it does not reproduce the correct semiclassical limit.
4 Summary and Conclusions
We have shown that if we use semiclassical states derived from the area complexifier, then we do not obtain
the correct semiclassical value of the volume, operator unless we perform an artificial re-scaling of the
coherent state label and we restrict our calculation to the following special cases:
1) The edges of the graph are aligned with the orientation of the plaquettes (6-valent graph).
2) Two or more edges lie in a given plaquette (4-valent graph).
3) One edge is aligned with a given plaquette while a second edge lies in a given plaque (4-valent graph).
However, such combination of edges have measure zero in SO(3). For embeddings whose measure in SO(3)
is non-trivial we do not obtain the correct semiclassical behavior for the volume operator for any valence of
the graph.
This result suggests strongly that the area complexifier coherent states are not the correct states with
which to analyse semiclassical properties in LQG. Moreover, as previously mentioned, if embedding inde-
pendence (staircase problem) is to be eliminated, area complexifier coherent states should be ruled out as
semiclassical states altogether.
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A Edge metric calculations
A.1 Edge metric components for the 4-valent graph
In this Section we list the values for each of the terms
teiej√
tei tej
which comprise the matrix
√
A
−1
that appears
in the computation of the expectation value of the volume operator. The method for computing such terms
was described in Section 3.1 with the aid of a two-dimensional example. It is worth recalling that the term
teiej = t
x
eiej + t
y
eiej + t
z
eiej represents the total number of plaquettes in each direction that are intersected by
both the edges ei and ej. On the other hand, the terms tei = t
x
ei + t
y
ei + t
z
ei and tej = t
x
ej + t
y
ej + t
z
ej represent
are the total number of plaquettes in each direction intersected by the edges ei and ej respectively.
A.1.1 Rotated 4-valent graph
In this Section we will list the values of all the terms,
teiej√
tei tej
, that appear in the matrix
√
A
−1
for the
rotated 4-valent graph. This is a 15× 15 matrix labelled by the edges belonging to four vertices, as for the
aligned case. At this point, we recall the meaning of the following symbols
Zxei = |
1
cos θei
cotφei | Zyei = |
1
sin θei
cot φei |
F xei = | cot θei | F yei = | tan θei |
T xei = | tan φei cos θei | T yei = | tan φei sin θei |
tei = t
x
ei + t
y
ei + t
z
ei = δ sinφei cos θei + δ sinφei sin θei + δ cosφei = αeiδ (A.1)
which represent the angular dependence of the terms xtz, ytz, ytx, xty, ztx and zty respectively (see Section
3.1).
The arrangement of angles for which we choose to perform our calculations will be such that the edges
incident at vertex V0—e0,1, e0,2, e0,3 and e0,4—lie in the octants F , A, H and C respectively. However, as
mentioned in previous Sections, in order to compute the specific value for the terms tei,ej , we would need
to choose a particular value for each of the edge’s angles. Nonetheless, we will refrain from doing so here,
since we would like to leave our result as general as possible. What we will do, instead, is to write the terms
tei,ej as functions depending on the angles of the edges and on the position of the vertex at which they are
commonly incident. Specifically, we recall from Section 3.1 that the number of plaquettes a given edge ei
intersects in direction z is given by
tzei :=
x tzei ∩y tzei := Γzei (A.2)
where
xtzei =
{
(xVj − nxVj l)Zxei iff the edge points in the negative x-direction
(nxVj l + l − xVj )Zxei iff the edge points in the positive x-direction
and
ytzei =
{
(xVj − nxVj l)Z
y
ei iff the edge points in the negative z-direction
(nxVj l + l − xVj)Z
y
ei iff the edge points in the positive z-direction
Similarly, for intersections in the x- and y-direction we have the following:
txei :=
z txei ∩y txei := Γxei (A.3)
where
ytxei =
{
(yVj − nyVj l)F xei iff the edge points in the negative y-direction
(nyVj l + l − yVj)F xei iff the edge points in the positive y-direction
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ztxei =
{
(zVj − nzVj l)T xei iff the edge points in the negative z-direction
(nzVj l + l − zVj )T xei iff the edge points in the positive z-direction
and
tyei :=
z tyei ∩x tyei := Γyei (A.4)
where
xtyei =
{
(xVj − nxVj l)F
y
ei iff the edge points in the negative y-direction
(nxVj l + l − xVj )F
y
ei iff the edge points in the positive y-direction
ztyei =
{
(zVj − nzVj l)T
y
ei iff the edge points in the negative z-direction
(nzVj l + l − zVj )T
y
ei iff the edge points in the positive z- direction
From the above formulae it is straightforward to deduce that the precise value for the terms itkej will differ
according to which angles we choose for each edge. However, which couple of edges commonly intersect
surfaces in a given direction only depends on the octant in which the edges lie. Since we do not want to
restrict our calculations to any specific angle, we will simply define the terms tei,ej as follows
tei,ej := Γ
z
ei ∩ Γzej + Γxei ∩ Γxej + Γyei ∩ Γyej := Ξei ∩ Ξei (A.5)
and
αei,ej :=
teiej√
teitej
:=
Ξei ∩ Ξei√
teitej
(A.6)
To simplify the notation, we denote the edge, ei, going from vertex Vk to vertex Vj as ek,j. We can then
write the terms above in the following simplified way: αek,i,ek,j = αki,li .
Given the above, the non-zero entries of the upper-half entries of
√
A
−1
for the rotated 4-valent graph
are listed below.
(
√
A)−15,2 = −12α72,02 (
√
A)−16,2 = −12α62,02 (
√
A)−17,2 = −12α52,02
(
√
A)−16,5 = −12α62,72 (
√
A)−17,5 = −12α52,72 (
√
A)−17,6 = −12α52,62
(
√
A)−19,8 = −12α58,128 (
√
A)−110,8 = −12α118,128 (
√
A)−111,8 = −12α108,128
(
√
A)−110,9 = −12α118,58 (
√
A)−111,9 = −12α108,58 (
√
A)−111,10 = −12α108,118
(
√
A)−113,12 = −12α1513,313 (
√
A)−114,12 = −12α1813,313 (
√
A)−115,12 = −12α1913,313
(
√
A)−114,13 = −12α1813,1513 (
√
A)−115,13 = −12α1913,1513 (
√
A)−115,14 = −12α1913,1813
Here (
√
A)−1i,j indicates the i-th column and the j-th row entry of the matrix (
√
A)−1.
A.1.2 Translated 4-valent graph
In this Section we give the matrix entries of
√
A
−1
obtained after translating the 4-valent graph. As for the
aligned and rotated graphs discussed above, there are four vertices in the periodicity cell. The values for
the terms teiej = t
x
eiej + t
y
eiej + t
z
eiej as obtained for each vertex are given below. The (Gauss brackets) terms
ni = [
V xi
l ], mi = [
V yi
l ] and pi = [
V zi
l ] represent the number of stacks which each edge ei intersects in the x-,
y- and z-direction respectively (see Section 3.1).
1) V
′′
0 = (ǫx, ǫy, ǫz) with ǫx > ǫy > ǫz
(V
′′
0 )
z (V
′′
0 )
x (V
′′
0 )
y
tze0,1e0,3 = t
z
e0,2e0,4 = (ǫy −m0l) txe0,3e0,4 = txe0,1e0,2 = (ǫz − p0l) = tye0,3e0,2 = tye0,1e0,4 = (ǫz − p0l)
2) V
′′
2 = (− δe√3 + ǫx, ǫy +
δe√
3
, ǫz +
δe√
3
)
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(V
′′
2 )
z (V
′′
2 )
x (V
′′
2 )
y
tze2,6e2,5 = t
z
e2,0e2,7 = (|ǫx − δe√3 | − n2l) txe2,0e2,5 = txe2,7e2,6 = (
δe√
3
+ ǫz − p2l) tye2,0e2,6 = tye2,5e2,7 = (|ǫx − δe√3 | − n2l)
3) V
′′
8 = (
δe√
3
+ ǫx, ǫy + 3
δe√
3
, ǫz +
δe√
3
)
(V
′′
8 )
z (V
′′
8 )
x (V
′′
8 )
y
tze8,10e8,11 = t
z
e8,5e8,12 = (ǫx +
δe√
3
−m8l) txe8,5e8,10 = txe8,12e8,11 = (ǫz + δe√3 − p8l) t
y
e8,11e8,5 = t
y
e8,10e8,12 = (
δe√
3
+ ǫz − p8l)
5) V
′′
13 = (ǫx, ǫy + 2
δe√
3
, ǫz − 2 δe√3)
(V
′′
13)
z (V
′′
13)
x (V
′′
13)
y
tze13,3e13,15 = t
z
e13,19e13,18 = (ǫx − n13l) txe13,19e13,15 = txe13,18e13,3 = (|ǫz − 2 δe√3 | − p13l) t
y
e13,15e13,18 = t
y
e13,19e13,3 =
= (ǫx − n13l)
The upper-half entries of the matrix
√
A
−1
are listed in the following table. It should be noted that the
lower indices refer to the matrix entries, while the upper ones indicate the edges that we are considering.
Therefore (
√
A
−1
)10,202,1 denotes the matrix entry at row 1 column 2, which is the term
te0,1,e0,2√
te0,1 te0,2
correspond-
ing to the edges e0,1 and e0,2, which join vertex V0 to V1 and V0 to V2 respectively.
(
√
A
−1
)10,202,1 = −12C0 (
√
A
−1
)10,303,1 = −12B0 (
√
A
−1
)10,404,1 = −12C0
(
√
A
−1
)20,303,2 = −12C0 (
√
A
−1
)20,404,2 = −12B0 (
√
A
−1
)02,725,2 = −12A2
(
√
A
−1
)02,526,2 = −12C2 (
√
A
−1
)02,627,2 = −12A2 (
√
A
−1
)30,404,3 = −12C0
(
√
A
−1
)72,526,5 = −12A2 (
√
A
−1
)72,627,5 = −12C2 (
√
A
−1
)52,627,6 = −12B2
(
√
A
−1
)1913,18139,8 = −12A13 (
√
A
−1
)1913,151310,8 = −12C13 (
√
A
−1
)1913,31311,8 = −12A13
(
√
A
−1
)1813,151310,9 = −12A13 (
√
A
−1
)1813,31311,9 = −12C13 (
√
A
−1
)1513,31311,10 = −12A13
(
√
A
−1
)108,11813,12 = −12A8 (
√
A
−1
)108,12814,12 = −12C8 (
√
A
−1
)108,5815,12 = −12C8
(
√
A
−1
)118,12814,13 = −12C8 (
√
A
−1
)118,5815,13 = −12C8 (
√
A
−1
)128,5815,14 = −12A8
where Ai = (|xVi | − nil) 1δ√3 , Bi = (|yVi | −mil)
1
δ
√
3
, Ci = (|zVi | − pil) 1δ√3 .
In all the above formulae, the term 1
δe
√
3
comes from the fact that tei = t
x
ei+ t
y
ei+ t
z
ei = δe
√
3 for all edges
ei
A.2 Edge metric components for the 6-valent graph
In this Section we give the values of the terms
tei,j ei,j√
tei,j tei,j
that represent the entries of the matrix
√
A
−1
for
the 6-valent graph. We do this for all non-rotated, rotated and translated cases respectively.
A.2.1 Aligned 6-valent graph
For the 6-valent graph, the periodicity cell contains nine vertices. Thus the matrix
√
A
−1
is a 46×46 matrix.
We will now give the values for the terms
tek,i,ek,j√
tek,i tek,j
which we denote as Γik,jk . We will also use the
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following short-hand notations
α :=
√
2
2 − nl
δ(1 +
√
2
2 )
α
′
:=
√
2
2 − nl
δ
√√
2 + 1
β :=
1
2 − n
′′
l
δ(1 +
√
2
2
) β
′
:=
1
2 − n
′′
l
δ
√√
2 + 1
Ak :=
|V xk | − n
′
l
δ(1 +
√
2
2 )
A
′
k :=
|V xk | − n
′
l
δ
√√
2 + 1
(A.7)
1) V0 all terms Γik,jk = 0
2) V2
Γ02,112 = −α
′
2 Γ02,32 = −α
′
2 Γ02,102 = −α
′
2
Γ02,92 = − α
′
√
2
Γ112,122 = − α
′
√
2
Γ112,102 = −α
√
2
4
Γ122,32 = − α
′
√
2
Γ122,102 = −α
′√
2
4 Γ122,92 = −α
′√
2
4
Γ32,92 = −α
√
2
4
3) V3
Γ23,173 = −A
′
3
2 Γ23,133 = −β( 1√2 +
1
2) Γ23,193 = −A32
Γ23,163 = −β2 Γ173,133 = −
A
′
3
2 Γ173,193 = −
A
′
3
2
Γ173,153 = −β
′
Γ133,153 = −A32 Γ163,133 = −α
′√
2
2
Γ193,153 = −A3( 1√2 −
1
2) Γ193,163 = − β
′
√
2
Γ163,153 = −A
′
3√
2
4) V4
Γa4,184 = −β( 2√2 + 1) Γa4,134 = −α
′
Γa4,c4 = −α
√
2
2
Γa4,b4 = −α
′√
2
2 Γ184,134 = −β
′
2√
2
Γ184,b4 = −β
′
Γ184,164 = −α
√
2
2 Γ134,c4 = −α
′
Γ134,164 = −β
′
Γb4,c4 = −α
′
2√
2
Γ164,c4 = −β( 2√2 + 1) Γb4,164 = −
β
′
2√
2
5) V5
Γr5,175 = −β( 2√2 + 1) Γ65,q5 = −β(
2√
2
+ 1)
6) V13
Γ513,913 = −α
′
2 Γ513,313 = −α
′
2 Γ513,2113 = −α
′
2
Γ513,1413 = −α
′
2 Γ413,913 = −
√
2α
′
4 Γ413,313 = −2β
′
√
2
Γ413,2113 = − α
′
√
2
Γ413,1413 = −α
′√
2
4 Γ313,913 = −α
√
2
4
Γ913,1413 = − 2β√2 −
α
√
2
4 Γ313,2113 = −β − α√2 Γ2113,1413 = −
α
√
2
4
7) V18
Γ418,918 = −α
′
2 Γ418,1218 = −β( 1√2 +
1
2) Γ418,d18 = −
A
′
18√
2
Γ418,e18 = −
√
2α
4 Γ1218,918 = −β
′
2 Γf18,918 = − β
′
√
2
Γe18,918 = −A
′
18
2 Γ1218,f18 = −α
√
2
4 Γd18,1218 = − β
′
√
2
Γd18,f18 = −β
′
2 Γe18,f18 = −β( 1√2 −
1
2) Γe18,d18 = −α
′√
2
4
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8) V15
Γ315,d
′
15
= −A152 Γ315,c′15 = −
3α
′√
2
4 Γ315,f
′
15
= −A
′
15√
2
Γ
315,a
′
15
= −A15√
2
− β Γ
e
′
15
,d
′
15
= −β( 2√
2
+ 1) Γ
e
′
15
,c
′
15
= −A
′
15
2
Γe′
15
,f
′
15
= −3α
′
2 Γe′
15
,a
′
15
= −A152 Γc′
15
,d
′
15
= −A
′
15
2
Γ
f
′
15
,d
′
15
= −β′ Γ
c
′
15
,a
′
15
= −3α
′√
2
4 Γa′
15
,f
′
15
= −A
′
15√
2
9) V14
Γ1314,a14 = −3β
′
√
2
Γh14,a14 = −A
′
14√
2
Γ1314,h14 = −A14√2 −
3β√
2
Γj14,l14 = −β( 3√2 +
3
2) Γj14,k14 = −
A
′
14
2 Γl14,k14 = −
A
′
14
2
The upper-diagonal entries of the matrix
√
A
−1
are listed below. Similarly, as for the 4-valent case, the
lower indices represent the matrix entries while the top indices indicate the edges we are considering.
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(
√
A
−1
)02,1127,2 = −α
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)02,329,2 = −α
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)02,10210,2 = −α
′
2
(
√
A
−1
)02,9211,2 = − α
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)122,1228,7 = − α
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)112,10210,7 = −α
√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)122,329,8 = − α
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)122,10210,8 = −α
′√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)122,9211,8 = −α
′√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)32,9211,9 = −α
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)23,17312,9 = −A
′
3
2 (
√
A
−1
)23,13313,9 = −β( 1√2 +
1
2)
(
√
A
−1
)23,19314,9 = −A32 (
√
A
−1
)23,16316,9 = −β
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)173,13313,12 = −A
′
3
2
(
√
A
−1
)173,19314,12 = −A
′
3
2 (
√
A
−1
)173,15315,12 = −β
′
(
√
A
133,153
)−115,13 = −A
′
3
2
(
√
A
−1
)133,16316,13 = −α
′√
2
2 (
√
A
−1
)313,41317,13 = −2β
′
√
2
ρ (
√
A
−1
)313,51318,13 = −α
′
2
(
√
A
−1
)313,91320,13 = −α
√
2
2 (
√
A
−1
)313,211321,13 = −α
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)193,15315,14 = −A3(12 + 1√2)
(
√
A
−1
)193,16316,14 = − β
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)153,16317,15 = −A
′
3√
2
(
√
A
−1
)
315,d
′
15
38,15 = −A152
(
√
A
−1
)
315,c
′
15
39,15 = −3α
′√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)
315,f
′
15
40,15 = −A15√2 − βρ (
√
A
−1
)a4,18418,17 = − 2β√2 − β
(
√
A
−1
)a4,13419,17 = −α
′
(
√
A
−1
)a4,c420,17 = −α
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)a4,b421,17 = −α
′√
2
2
(
√
A
−1
)184,13419,18 = −β
′
2√
2
(
√
A
−1
)184,b421,18 = −β
′
(
√
A
−1
)184,16422,18 = −α
√
2
2
(
√
A
−1
)418,91832,18 = −α
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)418,121833,18 = −β( 1√2 +
1
2) (
√
A
−1
)418,d1835,18 = −A
′
18√
2
(
√
A
−1
)418,e1836,18 = −α
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)134,c420,19 = −α
′
(
√
A
−1
)134,16422,19 = −β
′
(
√
A
−1
)413,141329,19 = −α
′√
2
4 ρ (
√
A
−1
)413,91330,19 = −α
′√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)413,211331,19 = − α
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)c4,b421,20 = −2α
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)c4,16422,20 = −β( 2√2 + 1) (
√
A
−1
)b4,16422,21 = −2β
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)r15,171523,24 = −β(
√
2 + 1) (
√
A
−1
)513,141329,25 = −α
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)513,91330,25 = −α
′
2
(
√
A
−1
)513,211331,25 = −α
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)q5,6528,27 = −β(
√
2 + 1) (
√
A
−1
)1413,91330,29 = − 2β√2 −
√
2α
4
(
√
A
−1
)1413,211331,29 = −α
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)1314,a1443,29 = −2β
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)1314,h1446,29 = −A14√2 −
3β
2
(
√
A
−1
)918,121833,32 = −β
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)918,f1834,32 = −β
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)918,e1836,33 = −A
′
18
2 ρ
(
√
A
−1
)1218,f1835,34 = −α
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)1218,d1836,34 = − β
′
√
2
(
√
A
−1
)f18,d1836,35 = −β
′
2
(
√
A
−1
)f18,e1837,35 = −β( 1√2 +
1
2) (
√
A
−1
)d18,e1837,36 = −α
′√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)
e
′
15
,d
′
15
39,38 = −β(
√
2 + 1)
(
√
A
−1
)
e
′
15
,c
′
15
40,38 = −A
′
15
2 (
√
A
−1
)
e
′
15
,f
′
15
41,39 = −3α
′
2 (
√
A
−1
)
e
′
15
,a
′
15
42,39 = −A152
(
√
A
−1
)
d
′
15
,c
′
15
41,40 = −A
′
15
2 ρ (
√
A
−1
)
d
′
15
,f
′
15
42,40 = −β
′
(
√
A
−1
)
c
′
15
,a
′
15
43,41 = −3α
′√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)
f
′
15
,a
′
15
43,42 = −A
′
15√
2
(
√
A
−1
)k14,l1445,43 = −A
′
14
2 (
√
A
−1
)k14,j1446,43 = −A
′
14
2
(
√
A
−1
)a14,h1447,44 = −A
′
14√
2
(
√
A
−1
)l14,j1446,45 = −3β( 1√2 +
1
2)
A.2.2 Rotated 6-valent graph
In this Section we give the values of all the terms
teiej√
tei tej
that appear in the matrix
√
A
−1
for the rotated
6-valent graph. In order to carry out the calculations we will rotate the graph such that the edges incident
at vertex V0: e0,1, e0,2, e0,6, e0,7, e0,8 and e0,17 lie in the octants H, D, G, F , A and B respectively. As
for the aligned graph, we consider the periodicity cell composed of nine vertices. Therefore
√
A
−1
will be a
46× 46 matrix.
In what follows the terms ρik,jk represent the values for
tek,iek,j√
tek,i tek,j
and are defined as for the 4-valent
case (see A.1.1)
Given the above, the upper-half elements of the matrix
√
A
−1
are:
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(
√
A)−120,2 = −12ρ02,92 (
√
A)−122,2 = −12ρ02,112 (
√
A)−124,2 = −12ρ02,32
(
√
A)−125,2 = −12ρ02,102 (
√
A)−18,7 = −12ρa4,184 (
√
A)−19,7 = −12ρa4,134
(
√
A)−110,7 = −12ρa4,c4 (
√
A)−111,7 = −12ρa4,b4 (
√
A)−19,8 = −12ρ134,184
(
√
A)−111,8 = −12ρb4,184 (
√
A)−112,8 = −12ρ164,184 (
√
A)−121,8 = −12ρ918,418
(
√
A)−135,8 = −12ρd18,418 (
√
A)−136,8 = −12ρ418,e18 (
√
A)−110,9 = −12ρc4,134
(
√
A)−112,9 = −12ρ164,134 (
√
A)−119,9 = −12ρ413,913 (
√
A)−127,9 = −12ρ313,413
(
√
A)−131,9 = −12ρ413,2113 (
√
A)−132,9 = −12ρ413,1413 (
√
A)−133,9 = −12ρ418,1218
(
√
A)−111,10 = −12ρb4,c4 (
√
A)−112,10 = −12ρc4,164 (
√
A)−112,11 = −12ρb4,184
(
√
A)−114,13 = −12ρr5,175 (
√
A)−115,13 = −12ρr5,135 (
√
A)−116,13 = −12ρr5,p5
(
√
A)−117,13 = −12ρr5,q5 (
√
A)−115,14 = −12ρ135,175 (
√
A)−116,14 = −12ρp5,175
(
√
A)−118,14 = −12ρ65,175 (
√
A)−117,15 = −12ρq5,135 (
√
A)−118,15 = −12ρ65,135
(
√
A)−119,15 = −12ρ913,55 (
√
A)−127,15 = −12ρ313,513 (
√
A)−131,15 = −12ρ2113,513
(
√
A)−132,15 = −12ρ1413,513 (
√
A)−117,16 = −12ρq5,p5 (
√
A)−118,16 = −12ρ65,p5
(
√
A)−118,17 = −12ρ65,95 (
√
A)−127,19 = −12ρ313,913 (
√
A)−132,19 = −12ρ1413,913
(
√
A)−126,20 = −12ρ122,92 (
√
A)−127,20 = −12ρ32,92 (
√
A)−128,20 = −12ρ102,92
(
√
A)−133,21 = −12ρ1218,918 (
√
A)−134,21 = −12ρf18,918 (
√
A)−136,21 = −12ρe18,918
(
√
A)−123,22 = −12ρ122,112 (
√
A)−124,22 = −12ρ32,112 (
√
A)−125,22 = −12ρ102,112
(
√
A)−124,23 = −12ρ32,122 (
√
A)−125,23 = −12ρ102,122 (
√
A)−126,24 = −12ρ173,23
(
√
A)−127,24 = −12ρ133,23 (
√
A)−128,24 = −12ρ193,23 (
√
A)−130,24 = −12ρ163,23
(
√
A)−127,26 = −12ρ133,173 (
√
A)−128,26 = −12ρ193,173 (
√
A)−129,26 = −12ρ153,173
(
√
A)−129,27 = −12ρ153,133 (
√
A)−130,27 = −12ρ163,133 (
√
A)−131,27 = −12ρ2113,313
(
√
A)−129,28 = −12ρ153,193 (
√
A)−130,28 = −12ρ163,193 (
√
A)−130,29 = −12ρ163,153
(
√
A)−138,29 = −12ρd′
15
,315
(
√
A)−139,29 = −12ρc′
15
,315
(
√
A)−140,29 = −12ρf ′
15
,315
(
√
A)−141,29 = −12ρa′
15
,315
(
√
A)−132,31 = −12ρ1413,2113 (
√
A)−142,32 = −12ρa14,1314
(
√
A)−143,32 = −12ρh14,1314 (
√
A)−145,32 = −12ρk14,1314 (
√
A)−146,32 = −12ρl14,1314
(
√
A)−134,33 = −12ρf18,1218 (
√
A)−135,33 = −12ρd18,1218 (
√
A)−135,34 = −12ρd18,f18
(
√
A)−136,34 = −12ρe18,f18 (
√
A)−136,35 = −12ρe18,d18 (
√
A)−138,37 = −12ρd′
15
,e
′
15
(
√
A)−139,37 = −12ρc′
15
,e
′
15
(
√
A)−140,37 = −12ρf ′
15
,e
′
15
(
√
A)−141,37 = −12ρa′
15
,e
′
15
(
√
A)−139,38 = −12ρc′
15
,d
′
15
(
√
A)−140,38 = −12ρf ′
15
,d
′
15
(
√
A)−141,39 = −12ρa′
15
,c
′
15
(
√
A)−141,40 = −12ρa′
15
,f
′
15
(
√
A)−145,42 = −12ρh14,a14 (
√
A)−146,42 = −12ρj15,a15
(
√
A)−147,42 = −12ρl14,a14 (
√
A)−144,43 = −12ρj14,h14 (
√
A)−145,43 = −12ρj15,k15
(
√
A)−145,44 = −12ρk14,j14 (
√
A)−146,44 = −12ρl14,j14 (
√
A)−146,45 = −12ρl15,k15
A.2.3 Translated 6-valent graph
We will now give the values for the terms teiej = t
x
eiej + t
y
eiej + t
z
eiej as computed for each of the nine vertices
comprising the periodicity cell for the 6-valent graph. The (Gauss brackets) terms ni = [
V xi
l ], mi[
V yi
l ]
and pi = [
V zi
l ] represent the number of stacks which each edge ei intersects in the x-, y- and z-direction
respectively (see Section 3.1).
1) V
′′
0 = (ǫx, ǫy, ǫz) with ǫx > ǫy > ǫz
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(V
′′
)z0 (V
′′
0 )
x (V
′′
0 )
y
tze0,1e0,6 = (ǫy −m0l)Zy6 txe0,1e0,6 = (ǫz − p0l)T x1 tye0,1e0,8 = (ǫz − p0l)T y1
tze0,6e0,7 = (ǫy −m0l)Zy6 txe0,2e0,6 = (ǫz − p0l)T x6 tye0,6e0,17 = (ǫz − p0l)T y6
tze0,1e0,7 = (ǫx − n0l)Zx7 txe0,2e0,1 = (ǫz − p0l)T x1
tze0,2e0,8 = (ǫx − n0l)Zx8 txe0,8e0,7 = (ǫz − p0l)T x7
tze0,2e0,17 = (ǫy −m0l)Zy17 txe0,8e0,17 = (ǫy −m0l)F x17
tze0,8e0,17 = (ǫy −m0l)Zy17 txe0,7e0,17 = (ǫz − p0l)T x7
2) V
′′
2 = (
δe
√
2
2 + ǫx, ǫy,
δe
√
2
2 + ǫz)
(V
′′
2 )
z (V
′′
2 )
x (V
′′
2 )
y
tze2,0e2,10 = (ǫx +
δe
√
2
2 − n2l)Zx0 txe2,12e2,10 = ( δe
√
2
2 + ǫz − p2l)T x10 tye2,10e2,11 = ( δe
√
2
2 + ǫz − p2l)T y10
tze2,9e2,0 = (ǫy −m2l)Zy9 txe2,9e2,12 = (ǫy −m2p)F x9 tye2,9e2,3 = ( δe
√
2
2 + ǫz − p2l)T y9
tze2,9e2,10 = (ǫy −m2l)Zy9 txe2,9e2,10 = (ǫy −m2p)F x9
tze2,11e2,12 = (ǫx +
δe
√
2
2 − n2l)Zx11 txe2,11e2,0 = ( δe
√
2
2 + ǫz − p2l)T x0
tze2,3e2,12 = (ǫy −m2l)Zy3 txe2,11e2,3 = (ǫy −m2l)F x3
tze2,11e2,3 = (ǫx +
δe
√
2
2 − n2l)Zx3 txe2,3e2,0 = (ǫy −m2p)F x3
3) V
′′
3 = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 12), ǫy − δe2 , 2 δe
√
2
2 + ǫz)
(V
′′
3 )
z (V
′′
3 )
x (V
′′
3 )
y
tze3,2e3,13 = (|ǫy − δe2 | −m3l)Zy2 txe3,16e3,2 = (|ǫy + δe2 −m3l|)F x2 tye3,19e3,2 = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 12)− n3l)F x19
tze3,17e3,2 = (|ǫy − δe2 −m3l|)Zy2 txe3,16e3,13 = (ǫz + 2 δe
√
2
2 − p3l)T x13 tye3,15e3,13 = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 12)− n3l)F x15
tze3,17e3,13 = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 12)− n3l)Zx17 txe3,13e3,2 = (|ǫy + δe2 −m3l|)F x2
tze3,16e3,15 = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 12)− n3l)Zx15 txe3,15e3,17 = (ǫz + 2 δe
√
2
2 − p3l)T x17
tze3,16e3,19 = (|ǫy − δe2 −m3l|)Zy19 txe3,15e3,19 = (|ǫy − δe2 −m3l|)F x19
tze3,19e3,15 = (|ǫy − δe2 −m3l|)Zy19 txe3,19e3,17 = (|ǫy − δe2 −m3l|)F x19
4) V
′′
4 = (2
δe
√
2
2 + ǫx, ǫy − 2 δe2 , 2 δe
√
2
2 + ǫz)
(V
′′
4 )
z (V
′′
4 )
x (V
′′
4 )
y
tze4,ae4,18 = (|ǫy − δe| −m4l)Zy18 txe4,ae4,18 = (|ǫy − δe| −m4l)F x18 tye4,16e4,18 = (ǫz + 2 δe
√
2
2 − p4l)T y18
tze4,13e4,a = (ǫx + 2
δe
√
2
2 −m4l)Zx13 txe4,be4,a = (ǫz + 2 δe
√
2
2 − p4l)T xa tye4,ae4,c = (ǫz + 2 δe
√
2
2 − p4l)T ya
tze4,13e4,18 = (|ǫy − δe| −m4l)Zy18 txe4,18e4,b = (|ǫy − δe| −m4l)F x18
tze4,be4,16 = (|ǫy − δe| −m4l)Z
y
16 t
x
e4,16e4,13 = (|ǫy − δe| −m4l)F x16
tze4,ce4,16 = (|ǫy − δe| −m4l)Zy16 txe4,16e4,c = (|ǫy − δe| −m4l)F x16
tze4,ce4,b = (ǫx + 2
δe
√
2
2 − n4l)Zxc txe4,13e4,c = (ǫz + 2 δe
√
2
2 − p4l)T x13
5) V
′′
5 = (ǫx, ǫy − δe, ǫz)
(V
′′
5 )
z (V
′′
5 )
x (V
′′
5 )
y
tze5,qe5,6 = (|ǫy − δe| −m5l)Zy6 txe5,qe5,6 = (ǫz − p5l)T x6 tye5,17e5,6 = (ǫz − p5l)T y6
tze5,qe5,p = (ǫx − n5l)Zxp txe5,qe5,13 = (ǫz − p5l)T xq tye5,re5,q = (ǫz − p5l)T yq
tze5,6e5,p = (ǫx − n5l)Zxp txe5,6e5,13 = (ǫz − p5l)T x6
tze5,13e5,17 = (ǫx − n5l)Zx17 txe5,pe5,17 = (ǫz − p5l)T xp
tze5,re5,17 = (ǫx − n5l)Zxr txe5,re5,17 = (|ǫy − δe| −m5l)F xr
tze5,re5,13 = (ǫx − n5l)Zxr txe5,re5,p = (ǫz − p5l)T xp
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6) V
′′
13 = (ǫx +
δe
√
2
2 , ǫy − δe, ǫz + δe
√
2
2 )
(V
′′
13)
z (V
′′
13)
x (V
′′
13)
y
tze13,14e13,9 = (|ǫy − δe| −m13l)Zy9 txe13,9e13,14 = (|ǫy − δe| −m13l)F x9 tye13,3e13,9 = (ǫz + δe
√
2
2 − p13l)T y9
tze13,5e13,14 = (ǫ−n13l)Z
x
5 t
x
e13,4e13,14 = (ǫz +
δe
√
2
2 − p13l)T x14 tye13,14e13,21 = (ǫz + δe
√
2
2 p13l)T
y
14
tze13,5e13,9 = (|ǫy − δe| −m13l)Zy9 txe13,4e13,9 = (|ǫy − δe| −m13l)F x9
tze13,3e13,4 = (|ǫy − δe| −m13l)Zy3 txe13,3e13,5 = (|ǫy − δe| −m13l)F x3
tze13,3e13,21 = (|ǫy − δe| −m13l)Zy3 txe13,3e13,21 = (|ǫy − δe| −m13l)F x3
tze13,4e13,21 = (ǫx − n13l)Zx21 txe13,5e13,21 = (ǫz + δe
√
2
2 − p13l)T x5
7) V
′′
18 = (ǫx + δe(2
√
2
2 +
1
2 ), ǫy − δe2 , ǫz + δe
√
2
2 )
(V
′′
18)
z (V
′′
18)
x (V
′′
18)
y
tze18,f e18,e = (|ǫy − δe2 | −m18l)Z
y
f t
x
e18,f e18,e
= (|ǫy − δe2 | −m18l)F xf tye18,12e18,f = (ǫz + δe
√
2
2 − p18l)T yf
tze18,ee18,9 = (ǫx + δe(2
√
2
2 +
1
2 − n18l)Zx9 txe18,de18,e = (ǫz + δe
√
2
2 − p18l)T xe tye18,ee18,4 = (ǫz + δe
√
2
2 − p18l)T ye
tze18,f e18,9 = (|ǫy − δe2 | −m18l)Z
y
f t
x
e18,f e18,d
= (|ǫy − δe2 | −m18l)F xf
tze18,12e18,d = (|ǫy − δe2 | −m18l)Z
y
12 t
x
e18,12e18,9 = (|ǫy − δe2 | −m18l)F x12
tze18,12e18,4 = (|ǫy − δe2 | −m18l)Zy12 txe18,12e18,4 = (|ǫy − δe2 | −m18l)F x12
tze18,de18,4 = (ǫx + δe(2
√
2
2 +
1
2 − n18l)Zx4 txe18,9e18,4 = (ǫz + δe
√
2
2 − p18l)T y9
8) V
′′
15 = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 1), ǫy − δe, ǫz + 3 δe
√
2
2 )
(V
′′
15)
z (V
′′
15)
x (V
′′
15)
y
tze15,3e
15,a
′ = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 1)− n15l)Zx3 txe
15,a
′ e15,3 = (ǫy − δe −m15l)F x3 tye15,d′ e15,3 = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 1)− n15l)F y3
tze
15,f
′ e
15,a
′ = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 1)− n15l)Zxa′ txe15,a′ e15,c′ = (ǫz + 3
δe
√
2
2 − p15l)T xa′ t
y
e
15,a
′ e
15,e
′ = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 1)− n15l)F ya′
tze
15,f
′ e15,3 = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 1)− n15l)Zx3 txe15,3e
15,c
′ = (ǫy − δe −m15l)F x3
tze
15,d
′ e
15,c
′ = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 1)− n15l)Zxc′ txe15,d′ e15,f ′ = (ǫy − δe −m15l)F
x
d′
tze
15,d
′ e
15,e
′ = (ǫy − δe −m15l)Zyd′ txe15,d′ e15,e′ = (ǫy − δe −m15l)F
x
d′
tze
15,c
′ e
15,e
′ = (ǫx + δe(
√
2
2 − 1)− n15l)Zxc′ txe15,f ′ e15,e′ = (ǫz + 3
δe
√
2
2 − p15l)T xf ′
9) V
′′
14 = (ǫx + δe(
δe
√
2
2 +
1
2), ǫy − 3 δe2 , ǫz)
(V
′′
14)
z (V
′′
14)
x (V
′′
14)
y
tze14,je9,l = (|ǫy − 3
√
2
2 | −m14l)Zyl txe14,je14,l = (ǫz − p14l)T xl t
y
e14,13e14,l = (ǫz − p14l)T yl
tze14,ke14,j = (ǫx + δe(
δe
√
2
2 +
1
2)− n14l)Zxk txe14,ae14,j = (ǫz − p14l)T xj tye14,he14,j = (ǫz − p14l)T yj
tze14,ke14,l = (|ǫy − 3
√
2
2 | −m14l)Zyl txe14,le14,a = (ǫz − p14l)T xl
tze14,ae14,13 = (|ǫy − 3
√
2
2 | −m14l)Zy13 txe14,13e14,k = (ǫz − p14l)T xk
tze14,he14,13 = (|ǫy − 3
√
2
2 | −m14l)Zy13 txe14,13e14,h = (|ǫy − 3 δe2 | −m14l)F x13
tze14,he14,a = (ǫx + δe(
δe
√
2
2 +
1
2)− n14l)Zxh txe14,ke14,h = (ǫz − p14l)T xk
We now need to define the off-diagonal elements of the matrix
√
A
−1
given by
tei,ej√
tei tej
. The terms tei =
tzei + t
x
ei + t
y
ei represent the total number of stacks intersected by the edge ei in the z-, x- and y-direction
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respectively. Therefore we obtain
tei = δ(sin(φei) cos(θei) + sin(φei) sin(θei) + sin(φei)) =
{
δe(1 +
√
2
2 ) for all edges ei such that θei 6= 0
δ(
√
2 + 1) for those edges such that θei = 0
(A.8)
Throughout we will use the following short-hand notation
A′i =
|xVi | − ni
δ(
√√
2 + 1)
Ai =
(|xVi | − nil)
δe(1 +
√
2
2
B′i =
(|yVi | −mil)
δ(
√√
2 + 1)
Bi =
(|yVi | −mil)
δe(1 +
√
2
2
C ′i =
(|zVi | − pil)
δ(
√√
2 + 1)
Ci =
(|zVi | − pil)
δe(1 +
√
2
2
Here, ek,i denotes the edge starting at vertex Vi and ending at vertex Vj
We will now give the values of the upper-diagonal entries of the matrix
√
A
−1
.
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(
√
A
−1
)10,202,1 =
−C′
0
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)10,803,1 =
−C0
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)10,605,1 = −C0
√
2
4 − B0√2
(
√
A
−1
)10,706,1 =
−A′
0
2 (
√
A
−1
)20,303,2 =
−A′
0√
2
(
√
A
−1
)20,404,2 =
−B′
0√
2
(
√
A
−1
)20,505,2 =
−C′
0
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)02,1027,2 =
A
′
2
2 (
√
A
−1
)02,928,2 =
−B′
2√
2
(
√
A
−1
)02,329,2 =
−B′
2√
2
(
√
A
−1
)02,11211,2 =
−C′
2
2 (
√
A
−1
)80,1704,3 =
−B0
2 (1 +
2√
2
)
(
√
A
−1
)80,706,3 =
−C′
0
2 (
√
A
−1
)170,605,4 =
−C0
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)170,706,4 =
−C′
0
2
(
√
A
−1
)60,707,5 =
−B′
0√
2
(
√
A
−1
)102,928,7 =
−B2
2 (1 +
2√
2
) (
√
A
−1
)102,12210,7 =
−C′
2
√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)102,11211,7 =
−C2
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)92,329,8 =
−C2
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)92,12210,8 =
−B′
2
2
(
√
A
−1
)32,12210,9 =
−B′
2√
2
(
√
A
−1
)32,11211,9 =
−B2
2 (1 +
2√
2
) (
√
A
−1
)23,16313,9 =
−B3
2
(
√
A
−1
)23,19314,9 =
−A3
2 (
√
A
−1
)23,17315,9 =
−B3√
2
(
√
A
−1
)23,13316,9 =
−B3
2 (
2√
2
+ 1)
(
√
A
−1
)122,11211,10 =
−A′
2√
2
(
√
A
−1
)153,16313,12 =
−A3√
2
(
√
A
−1
)153,19314,12 =
−B3
2 (
2√
2
+ 1)
(
√
A
−1
)153,17315,12 =
−C3
2 (
√
A
−1
)153,13316,12 =
−A3
2 (
√
A
−1
)315,d1538,12 =
−A15
2
(
√
A
−1
)315,c1539,12 =
−C′
15
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)315,f1540,12 =
−A′
15√
2
(
√
A
−1
)315,a1541,12 = −B152 − A15√2
(
√
A
−1
)163,19314,13 =
−B3√
2
(
√
A
−1
)163,13316,13 =
−C3
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)193,17315,14 =
−B3
2
(
√
A
−1
)173,13316,15 =
−A3
2 (
√
A
−1
)313,41319,16 =
−B′
13√
2
(
√
A
−1
)313,51327,16 =
−B′
13
2
(
√
A
−1
)313,91329,16 =
−C13
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)313,211331,16 =
−B13
2 (
2√
2
+ 1) (
√
A
−1
)a4,18418,17 =
−B4
2 (
2√
2
+ 1)
(
√
A
−1
)a4,13419,17 =
−A′
4
2 (
√
A
−1
)a4,c420,17 =
−C4
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)a4,b421,17 =
−C′
4
√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)184,13419,18 =
−B′
4√
2
(
√
A
−1
)184,b421,18 =
−B′
4
2 (
√
A
−1
)184,16422,18 =
−A4
2
(
√
A
−1
)418,e1832,18 =
−C18
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)418,121833,18 =
−B18
2 (
2√
2
+ 1) (
√
A
−1
)418,91835,18 =
−C′
18
2
(
√
A
−1
)418,d1836,18 =
−A′
4√
2
(
√
A
−1
)134,c420,19 =
−C′
4
2 (
√
A
−1
)134,16422,19 =
−B′
4
4
(
√
A
−1
)413,91329,19 =
−B′
13
2 (
√
A
−1
)413,141330,19 =
−C′
13
√
2
2 (
√
A
−1
)413,211331,19 =
−B13
2 (
2√
2
+ 1)
(
√
A
−1
)c4,b421,20 =
−A′
4√
2
(
√
A
−1
)c4,16422,20 =
−B4
2 (
2√
2
+ 1) (
√
A
−1
)b4,16422,21 =
−B′
4√
2
(
√
A
−1
)65,p524,23 =
−A′
5
2 (
√
A
−1
)65,q525,23 = −B52 − C5
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)65,17526,23 =
−C5
√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)65,13527,23 =
−C′
5
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)p5,q525,24 =
−A′
5
2 (
√
A
−1
)p5,17526,24 =
−C′
5
2
(
√
A
−1
)p5,r528,24 =
−C′
5
2 (
√
A
−1
)q5,13527,25 =
−C′
5
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)q5,r528,25 =
−C5
√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)175,13527,26 =
−A′
5√
2
(
√
A
−1
)175,r528,26 = −A5√2 −
B5
2 (
√
A
−1
)135,r528,27 =
−A′
5√
2
(
√
A
−1
)513,91329,27 =
−B′
13√
2
(
√
A
−1
)513,141330,27 =
−C′
13
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)513,211331,27 =
−C′
13
2
(
√
A
−1
)913,141330,29 =
−B13
2 (
2√
2
+ 1) (
√
A
−1
)1413,211331,30 =
−C13
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)1314,k1442,30 =
−C′
14
2
(
√
A
−1
)1314,a1443,30 =
−B′
14√
2
(
√
A
−1
)1314,l1444,30 =
−C14
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)1314,l1446,30 =
−B14
2 (
2√
2
+ 1)
(
√
A
−1
)e18,f1834,32 =
−B18
2 (
2√
2
+ 1) (
√
A
−1
)e18,91835,32 =
−A′
18
2 (
√
A
−1
)e18,d1836,32 =
−C′
18
√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)1218,f1834,33 =
−C18
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)1218,91835,33 =
−B′
18
2 (
√
A
−1
)1218,d1836,33 =
−B′
18√
2
(
√
A
−1
)f18,91835,34 =
−B′
18√
2
(
√
A
−1
)f18,d1836,34 =
−B′
18
2 (
√
A
−1
)
e
′
15
,d
′
15
38,37 =
−B15
2 (
2√
2
+ 1)
(
√
A
−1
)
e
′
15
,c
′
15
39,37 =
−A′
15
2 (
√
A
−1
)
e
′
15
,f
′
15
40,37 =
−C′
15
2 (
√
A
−1
)
e
′
15
,a
′
15
41,37 =
−A15
2
(
√
A
−1
)
d
′
15
,c
′
15
39,38 =
−A′
15
2 (
√
A
−1
)
d
′
15
,f
′
15
40,38 =
−B′
15
2 (
√
A
−1
)
c
′
15
,a
′
15
41,39 =
−C′
15
√
2
2
(
√
A
−1
)
f
′
15
,a
′
15
41,40 =
−A′
15√
2
(
√
A
−1
)k14,l1444,42 =
−B′
14√
2
(
√
A
−1
)k14,j1445,42 =
−A′
14
2
(
√
A
−1
)k14,h1446,42 =
−C′
14
2 (
√
A
−1
)a14,l1444,43 =
−C′
14
√
2
4 (
√
A
−1
)a14,j1445,43 =
−C′
14
√
2
4
(
√
A
−1
)a14,h1446,43 =
−A′
14√
2
(
√
A
−1
)l14,j1445,44 = −C14
√
2
4 − B14√2 (
√
A
−1
)j14,h1446,45 =
−C14
√
2
4
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A.3 Edge-metric components for the 8-valent graph
In this Section we give the values for the terms
tei,jei,j√
tei,j tei,j
for the 8-valent graph as computed for aligned,
rotated, and translated graphs respectively.
A.3.1 Aligned 8-valent graph
For the case of an 8-valent graph, the periodicity cell contains five vertices, therefore
√
A
−1
is a 36 × 36
matrix. Below we give the non-zero upper-diagonal elements of the matrix
√
A
−1
. The lower indices refer
to the matrix elements while, the upper indices, indicate which edges we are taking into consideration.
(
√
A
−1
)01,13110,1 = −β (
√
A
−1
)01,12111,1 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)01,11112,1 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)01,9113,1 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)01,15114,1 = −β (
√
A
−1
)01,10115,1 = −12β
(
√
A
−1
)141,13110,9 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)141,12111,9 = −β (
√
A
−1
)141,11112,9 = −12β
(
√
A
−1
)141,9113,9 = −β (
√
A
−1
)141,15114,9 = −β (
√
A
−1
)141,10115,9 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)131,12111,10 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)131,11112,10 = −β (
√
A
−1
)131,15114,10 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)131,10115,10 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)121,11112,11 = −12β (
√
A)−113,11 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)121,9114,11 = −β (
√
A
−1
)101,9116,11 = −β (
√
A
−1
)112,m1223,11 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)112,a1224,11 = −2β (
√
A
−1
)112,e1228,11 = −2β (
√
A
−1
)111,9113,12 = −12β
(
√
A
−1
)111,15114,12 = −β (
√
A
−1
)91,15114,13 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)91,10115,13 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)19,a916,13 = −β (
√
A
−1
)151,10115,14 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)49,b918,17 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)59,c920,19 = −β (
√
A
−1
)69,d922,21 = −β (
√
A
−1
)m12,a1224,23 = −2β
(
√
A
−1
)m12,e1228,23 = −2β (
√
A
−1
)a12,e1228,24 = −β (
√
A
−1
)b12,41226,25 = −2β
(
√
A
−1
)b12,h1227,25 = −β (
√
A
−1
)b12,k1229,25 = −2β (
√
A
−1
)412,h1227,26 = −2β
(
√
A
−1
)412,k1229,26 = −β (
√
A
−1
)h12,k1229,27 = −2β (
√
A
−1
)11e,12e31,30 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)11e,14e32,30 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)11e,pe33,30 = −2β (
√
A
−1
)11e,qe34,30 = −12β
(
√
A
−1
)11e,ge36,30 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)13e,14e32,31 = −β (
√
A
−1
)13e,pe33,31 = −12β
(
√
A
−1
)13e,qe34,31 = −β (
√
A
−1
)13e,re35,31 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)14e,qe34,32 = −12β
(
√
A
−1
)14e,re35,32 = −2β (
√
A
−1
)14e,ge36,32 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)pe,qe34,33 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)pe,re35,33 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)pe,ge36,33 = −β (
√
A
−1
)qe,re35,34 = −β
(
√
A
−1
)qe,ge36,34 = −12β (
√
A
−1
)re,ge36,35 = −β
where β =
( δ√
3
−nl)
δ
√
3
.
A.3.2 Rotated 8-Valent graph
In this Section we give the values of all the terms
tek,iek,j√
tek,i tek,j
that appear in the matrix
√
A
−1
for the rotated
8-valent graph. As in the aligned case, the matrix
√
A
−1
is a 36× 36 matrix labelled by the edges of the five
vertices that comprise the periodicity cell. The following short-hand notation is used: µki,kj =
tek,iek,j√
tek,i tek,j
which is defined in a similar manner as that done for the 4, and 6-valent graphs.
The elements of the upper-half of the matrix
√
A
−1
are:
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(
√
A)−111,1 = −12µ121,01 (
√
A)−112,1 = −12µ111,01 (
√
A)−110,1 = −12µ131,01
(
√
A)−113,1 = −12µ91,01 (
√
A)−115,1 = −12µ101,01 (
√
A)−115,1 = −12µ151,01
(
√
A)−112,11 = −12µ111,121 (
√
A)−110,9 = −12µ131,141 (
√
A)−111,9 = −12µ141,121
(
√
A)−113,11 = −12µ91,121 (
√
A)−115,11 = −12µ101,121 (
√
A)−127,11 = −12µ412,112
(
√
A)−124,11 = −12µa12,112 (
√
A)−125,11 = −12µb12,112 (
√
A)−128,11 = −12µe12,112
(
√
A)−127,11 = −12µh12,112 (
√
A)−123,11 = −12µm12,112 (
√
A)−112,10 = −12µ131,111
(
√
A)−19,12 = −12µ141,111 (
√
A)−113,12 = −12µ91,111 (
√
A)−114,12 = −12µ151,111
(
√
A)−136,32 = −12µ14e,ge (
√
A)−110,9 = −12µ141,131 (
√
A)−115,10 = −12µ101,131
(
√
A)−114,10 = −12µ151,131 (
√
A)−113,9 = −12µ91,141 (
√
A)−115,9 = −12µ101,141
(
√
A)−114,9 = −12µ151,141 (
√
A)−115,13 = −12µ101,91 (
√
A)−114,15 = −12µ151,91
(
√
A)−117,13 = −12µ49,19 (
√
A)−116,13 = −12µa9,19 (
√
A)−118,13 = −12µb9,19
(
√
A)−121,13 = −12µ69,19 (
√
A)−119,13 = −12µ59,19 (
√
A)−122,13 = −12µd9,19
(
√
A)−115,14 = −12µ151,101 (
√
A)−117,16 = −12µa9,49 (
√
A)−118,17 = −12µb9,49
(
√
A)−121,17 = −12µ69,49 (
√
A)−119,17 = −12µ59,49 (
√
A)−120,17 = −12µc9,49
(
√
A)−118,16 = −12µb9,a9 (
√
A)−121,16 = −12µ69,a9 (
√
A)−122,16 = −12µd9,a9
(
√
A)−120,16 = −12µc9,a9 (
√
A)−119,18 = −12µ59,b9 (
√
A)−122,18 = −12µd9,b9
(
√
A)−120,18 = −12µc9,b9 (
√
A)−121,19 = −12µ59,69 (
√
A)−122,21 = −12µd9,69
(
√
A)−121,22 = −12µc9,69 (
√
A)−122,19 = −12µd9,59 (
√
A)−120,19 = −12µc9,59
(
√
A)−122,20 = −12µc9,d9 (
√
A)−132,31 = −12µ13e,14e (
√
A)−130,28 = −12µ12e,11e
(
√
A)−133,30 = −12µpe,11e (
√
A)−134,30 = −12µqe,11e (
√
A)−136,30 = −12µge,11e
(
√
A)−132,30 = −12µ14e,11e (
√
A)−131,30 = −12µ13e,11e (
√
A)−126,24 = −12µa12,412
(
√
A)−126,25 = −12µb12,412 (
√
A)−128,26 = −12µe12,412 (
√
A)−127,26 = −12µh12,412
(
√
A)−129,26 = −12µk12,412 (
√
A)−125,24 = −12µb12,a12 (
√
A)−128,24 = −12µe12,a12
(
√
A)−129,33 = −12µm12,a12 (
√
A)−129,24 = −12µk12,a12 (
√
A)−127,25 = −12µh12,b12
(
√
A)−125,23 = −12µm12,b12 (
√
A)−129,25 = −12µb12,k12 (
√
A)−128,27 = −12µh12,e12
(
√
A)−128,23 = −12µm12,e12 (
√
A)−129,28 = −12µk12,e12 (
√
A)−135,28 = −12µre,12e
(
√
A)−133,28 = −12µpe,12e (
√
A)−136,23 = −12µge,12e (
√
A)−132,28 = −12µ14e,12e
(
√
A)−131,28 = −12µ13e,12e (
√
A)−127,23 = −12µm12,h12 (
√
A)−129,27 = −12µk12,h12
(
√
A)−129,23 = −12µk12,m12 (
√
A)−135,33 = −12µpe,re (
√
A)−135,34 = −12µqe,re
(
√
A)−136,35 = −12µge,re (
√
A)−135,32 = −12µ14e,re (
√
A)−135,31 = −12µ13e,re
(
√
A)−134,33 = −12µqe,pe (
√
A)−136,33 = −12µge,pe (
√
A)−133,31 = −12µ13e,pe
(
√
A)−136,33 = −12µge,qe (
√
A)−134,32 = −12µ14e,qe (
√
A)−134,31 = −12µ13e,qe
A.3.3 Translated 8-valent graph
In this Section we will first give the values of all the terms teiej = t
x
eiej + t
y
eiej + t
z
eiej as computed for all the
five vertices comprising the periodicity cell for the 8-valent graph. We then give the values for the terms
tei,kej,k√
tei,k tej,k
that appear in the matrix
√
A
−1
. As for the aligned case, the matrix
√
A
−1
is a 36 × 36 matrix
labelled by the edges of the five vertices that comprise the periodicity cell.
The values for teiej are listed below. The (Gauss brackets) terms ni = [
V xi
l ], mi[
V yi
l ] and pi = [
V zi
l ] are
the number of stacks that each edge ei intersects in the x-, y- and z-direction respectively (see Section 3.1)
1) V
′′
0 = (ǫx, ǫy, ǫz)
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(V
′′
0 )
z (V
′′
0 )
x (V
′′
0 )
y
tze0,5e0,6 = t
z
e0,5e0,7 = t
x
e0,5e0,7 = t
x
e0,5e0,4 t
y
e0,5e0,6 = t
y
e0,5e0,4 =
tze0,8e0,6 = t
z
e0,5e0,8 = t
x
e0,5e0,3 = t
x
e0,4e0,7 t
y
e0,4e0,6 = te0,5e0,1 =
tze0,3e0,1 = t
z
e0,7e0,6 t
x
e0,7e0,3 = t
x
e0,6e0,8 t
y
e0,6e0,1 = t
y
e0,8e0,7 =
tze0,4e0,3 = t
z
e0,4e0,2 = t
x
e0,6e0,1 = t
x
e0,6e0,2 t
y
e0,8e0,3 = t
y
e0,8e0,2 =
tze0,2e0,1 = t
z
e0,1e0,4 = (ǫy −m0l) txe0,8e0,1 = txe0,8e0,2 = (ǫz − p0l) tye0,7e0,3 = tye0,7e0,2 = (ǫz − p0l)
tze0,3e0,2 = t
z
e0,7e0,8 = (ǫx − n0l) txe0,1e0,2 = txe0,4e0,3 = (ǫy −m0l) tye0,2e0,3 = tye0,4e0,1 = (ǫx − n0l)
2) V
′′
1 = (ǫx − δe
√
2
2 , ǫy − δe
√
2
2 , ǫz +
δe
√
2
2 )
(V
′′
1 )
z (V
′′
1 )
x (V
′′
1 )
y
tze1,11e1,13 = t
z
e1,9e1,0 = t
x
e1,9e1,0 = t
x
e1,14e1,13 t
y
e1,9e1,10 = t
y
e1,9e1,12 =
tze1,15e1,10 = t
z
e1,9e1,15 = t
x
e1,9e1,11 = t
x
e1,12e1,0 t
y
e1,12e1,10 = te1,9e1,14 =
tze1,11e1,14 = t
z
e1,0e1,10 t
x
e1,0e1,11 = t
x
e1,10e1,15 t
y
e1,12e1,14 = t
y
e1,15e1,0 =
tze1,12e1,11 = t
z
e1,12e1,13 = t
x
e1,12e1,11 = t
x
e1,10e1,13 t
y
e1,15e1,11 = t
y
e1,13e1,11 =
tze1,13e1,14 = t
z
e1,0e1,15 = (|ǫy − δ√3 | −m1l) txe1,15e1,14 = txe1,15e1,13 = (|ǫy −
δ√
3
| −m1l) tye1,0e1,11 = tye1,0e1,13 =
tze1,9e1,10 = t
z
e1,14e1,12 = (|ǫx − δ√3 | − n1l) txe1,9e1,12 = txe1,10e1,14 = (|ǫx −
δ√
3
| − n1l) = (|ǫx − δ√3 | − n1l)
tye1,15e1,13 = t
y
e1,10e1,14 =
= (ǫz +
δ√
3
−m1l)
3) V
′′
9 = (ǫx, ǫy − 2 δe
√
2
2 , ǫz +
δe
√
2
2 )
(V
′′
9 )
z (V
′′
9 )
x (V
′′
9 )
y
tze9,4e9,1 = t
z
e9,ce9,5 = t
x
e9,ce9,5 = t
x
e9,ae9,1 t
y
e9,ce9,d = t
y
e9,ce9,b =
tze9,6e9,d = t
z
e9,ce9,6 = t
x
e9,ce9,4 = t
x
e9,be9,5
tye9,be9,d = te9,ce9,a =
tze9,4e9,a = t
z
e9,5e9,d
txe9,5e9,4 = t
x
e9,de9,6
tye9,be9,a = t
y
e9,6e9,5 =
tze9,be9,4 = t
z
e9,be9,1
= txe9,be9,4 = t
x
e9,de9,1
tye9,6e9,4 = t
y
e9,6e9,1 =
tze9,1e9,a = t
z
e9,5e9,6 = (|ǫy − 2 δ√3 | −m9l) txe9,6e9,a = txe9,6e9,1 = (|ǫy − 2
δ√
3
| −m9l) tye9,5e9,4 = tye9,5e9,1 = (ǫz − p9l)
tze9,ce9,d = t
z
e9,ae9,b
= (ǫx − n9l) txe9,ce9,b = txe9,de9,a = (ǫz − p9l) t
y
e9,de9,a = t
y
e9,1e9,4 = (ǫx − n9l)
4) V
′′
12 = (ǫx, ǫy − δe
√
2
2 , ǫz + 2
δe
√
2
2 )
(V
′′
12)
z (V
′′
12)
x (V
′′
12)
y
tze12,be12,a = t
z
e12,4e12,1 = t
x
e12,be12,4
= txe12,me12,e t
y
e12,be12,a = t
y
e12,ee12,h =
tze12,1e12,a = t
z
e12,be12,1
= txe12,be12,h = t
x
e12,ke12,4
tye12,ke12,a = t
y
e12,be12,m =
tze12,he12,m = t
z
e12,4e12,a t
x
e12,4e12,h
= txe12,ae12,1 t
y
e12,ae12,m = t
y
e12,1e12,4 =
tze12,he12,e = t
z
e12,ke12,e
= txe12,ke12,h = t
x
e12,ae12,e t
y
e12,1e12,h = t
y
e12,1e12,e =
tze12,ee12,m = t
z
e12,me12,k
= (ǫx − n12l) txe12,1e12,m = txe12,1e12,e = (|ǫy − 2 δ√3 | −m12l) t
y
e12,ke12,m = t
y
e12,4e12,e =
tze12,ke12,h = t
z
e12,be12,4
= (|ǫy − 2 δ√3 | −m12l) txe12,be12,k = txe12,ae12,m = (ǫz + 2
δ√
3
− p12l) = (ǫx − n12l)
tye12,be12,k = t
y
e12,4e12,h =
(ǫz + 2
δ√
3
− p12l)
5) V
′′
e = (ǫx − δe
√
2
2 , ǫy − δe
√
2
2 , ǫz + 3
δe
√
2
2 )
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(V
′′
e )
z (V
′′
e )
x (V
′′
e )
y
tzee,pee,q = t
z
ee,12ee,11 = t
x
ee,12ee,11 = t
x
ee,ree,q t
y
ee,12ee,14 = t
y
ee,12ee,g =
tzee,13ee,14 = t
z
ee,12ee,13 = t
x
ee,12ee,p = t
x
ee,gee,11 t
y
ee,gee,14 = tee,12ee,r =
tzee,pee,r = t
z
ee,11ee,14 t
x
ee,11ee,p = t
x
ee,14ee,13 t
y
ee,gee,r = t
y
ee,13ee,11 =
tzee,gee,p = t
z
ee,gee,q = t
x
ee,gee,p = t
x
ee,14ee,q t
y
ee,13ee,p = t
y
ee,qee,p =
tzee,qee,r = t
z
ee,11ee,13 = (|ǫy − δ√3 | −mel) txee,13ee,r = txee,13ee,q = (|ǫy −
δ√
3
| −mel) tyee,11ee,p = tyee,11ee,q =
tzee,12ee,14 = t
z
ee,ree,g = (|ǫx − δ√3 | − nel) txee,12ee,g = txee,14ee,r = (ǫz + 3
δ√
3
− pel) = (|ǫx − δ√3 | − nel)
tyee,13ee,q = t
y
ee,14ee,r =
= (ǫz + 3
δ√
3
− pel)
The values for the upper-half of the matrix
√
A
−1
are given in the following table. As for the 4- and 6-
valent graphs, the lower indices represent the matrix entries while the upper indices indicate the edges under
consideration.
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(
√
A
−1
)50,602,1 = −12D0 (
√
A
−1
)50,703,1 = −12D0 (
√
A
−1
)50,804,1 = −12B0
(
√
A
−1
)50,405,1 = −C0 (
√
A
−1
)50,306,1 = −12C0 (
√
A
−1
)50,108,1 = −12C0
(
√
A
−1
)60,703,2 = −12B0 (
√
A
−1
)60,804,2 = −12D0 (
√
A
−1
)60,405,2 = −12C0
(
√
A
−1
)60,207,2 = −12C0 (
√
A
−1
)60,108,2 = −2C0 (
√
A
−1
)70,804,3 = −12E0
(
√
A
−1
)70,405,3 = −12C0 (
√
A
−1
)70,306,3 = −C0 (
√
A
−1
)70,207,3 = −C0
(
√
A
−1
)80,306,4 = −12C0 (
√
A
−1
)80,207,4 = −C0 (
√
A
−1
)80,108,4 = −12C0
(
√
A
−1
)40,306,5 = −B0 (
√
A
−1
)40,207,5 = −12B0 (
√
A
−1
)40,108,5 = −12F0
(
√
A
−1
)30,207,6 = −A0 (
√
A
−1
)30,108,6 = −12B0 (
√
A
−1
)20,108,7 = −B0
(
√
A
−1
)01,919,8 = −B1 (
√
A
−1
)01,10110,8 = −12B1 (
√
A
−1
)01,15111,8 = −F1
(
√
A
−1
)01,12113,8 = −12B1 (
√
A
−1
)01,11114,8 = −12F1 (
√
A
−1
)01,13115,8 = −12A1
(
√
A
−1
)91,10110,9 = −A1 (
√
A
−1
)91,15111,9 = −12B1 (
√
A
−1
)91,14112,9 = −12A1
(
√
A
−1
)91,12113,9 = −A1 (
√
A
−1
)91,11114,9 = −12B1 (
√
A
−1
)19,d916,9 = −12B9
(
√
A
−1
)19,5918,9 = −12C9 (
√
A
−1
)19,6919,9 = −12D9 (
√
A
−1
)19,4919,9 = −12F9
(
√
A
−1
)19,b920,9 = −12B9 (
√
A
−1
)19,a921,9 = −B9 (
√
A
−1
)101,15111,10 = −B1
(
√
A
−1
)101,14112,10 = −12E1 (
√
A
−1
)101,12113,10 = −12A1 (
√
A
−1
)101,13115,10 = −12B1
(
√
A
−1
)151,14112,11 = −12B1 (
√
A
−1
)151,11114,11 = −12A1 (
√
A
−1
)151,13115,11 = −12D1
(
√
A
−1
)141,12113,12 = −A1 (
√
A
−1
)141,11114,12 = −12B1 (
√
A
−1
)141,13115,12 = −B1
(
√
A
−1
)121,11114,13 = −B1 (
√
A
−1
)121,13115,13 = −12B1 (
√
A
−1
)112,a1223,13 = −12F12
(
√
A
−1
)112,b1224,13 = −12A12 (
√
A
−1
)112,41225,13 = −A12 (
√
A
−1
)112,m1226,13 = −12B12
(
√
A
−1
)112,h1228,13 = −12A12 (
√
A
−1
)112,e1229,13 = −12F12 (
√
A
−1
)111,13115,14 = −12F1
(
√
A
−1
)d9,c915,16 = −12E9 (
√
A
−1
)d9,5918,16 = −12B9 (
√
A
−1
)d9,6919,16 = −B9
(
√
A
−1
)d9,b921,16 = −12C9 (
√
A
−1
)d9,a922,16 = −12E9 (
√
A
−1
)c9,5918,17 = −B9
(
√
A
−1
)c9,6919,17 = −12B9 (
√
A
−1
)c9,4920,17 = −12B9 (
√
A
−1
)c9,b921,17 = −C9
(
√
A
−1
)c9,a922,17 = −12C9 (
√
A
−1
)59,6919,18 = −12D9 (
√
A
−1
)59,4920,18 = −12D9
(
√
A
−1
)59,b921,18 = −12B9 (
√
A
−1
)69,4920,19 = −12C9 (
√
A
−1
)69,a922,19 = −12B9
(
√
A
−1
)49,b921,20 = −B9 (
√
A
−1
)49,a922,20 = −12B9 (
√
A
−1
)b9,a922,21 = −12E9
(
√
A
−1
)a12,b1224,23 = −A12 (
√
A
−1
)a12,41225,23 = −12A12 (
√
A
−1
)a12,m1226,23 = −12E12
(
√
A
−1
)a12,k1227,23 = −12A12 (
√
A
−1
)a12,e1229,23 = −12B12 (
√
A
−1
)b12,141225,24 = −B12
(
√
A
−1
)b12,m1226,24 = −12A12 (
√
A
−1
)b12,k1227,24 = −C12 (
√
A
−1
)b12,h1228,24 = −12B12
(
√
A
−1
)1412,k1227,25 = −12B12 (
√
A
−1
)1412,h1228,25 = −12D12 (
√
A
−1
)1412,e1229,25 = −12A12
(
√
A
−1
)m12,k1227,26 = −A12 (
√
A
−1
)m12,h1228,26 = −12A12 (
√
A
−1
)m12,e1229,26 = −12F12
(
√
A
−1
)k12,h1228,27 = −B12 (
√
A
−1
)k12,e1229,27 = −12A12 (
√
A
−1
)h12,e1229,28 = −A12
(
√
A
−1
)12e,11e30,29 = −Be (
√
A
−1
)12e,14e31,29 = −Ae (
√
A
−1
)12e,13e32,29 = −12Be
(
√
A
−1
)12e,ge33,29 = −12Ee (
√
A
−1
)12e,pe34,29 = −12Be (
√
A
−1
)12e,re36,29 = −12Ae
(
√
A
−1
)11e,14e31,30 = −12Be (
√
A
−1
)11e,13e32,30 = −12Fe (
√
A
−1
)11e,ge33,30 = −12Be
(
√
A
−1
)11e,pe34,30 = −12Fe (
√
A
−1
)11e,qe35,30 = −12Ae (
√
A
−1
)14e,13e32,31 = −Be
(
√
A
−1
)14e,ge33,31 = −12Ae (
√
A
−1
)14e,qe35,31 = −12Be (
√
A
−1
)14e,re36,31 = −Ce
(
√
A
−1
)13e,pe34,32 = −12Ae (
√
A
−1
)13e,qe35,32 = −12De (
√
A
−1
)13e,re36,32 = −12Be
(
√
A
−1
)ge,pe34,33 = −Be (
√
A
−1
)ge,qe35,33 = −12Be (
√
A
−1
)ge,re36,33 = −Ae
(
√
A
−1
)pe,qe35,34 = −12Fe (
√
A
−1
)pe,re36,34 = −12Be (
√
A
−1
)qe,re36,35 = −Be
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where Ai = (xVi−nil) 1δ√3 , Bi = (yVi−mil)
1
δ
√
3
, Ci = (zVi−pil) 1δ√3 , Di = Bi+Ci, Ei = Ai+Ci, Fi = Bi+Ai,
and the quantities xVi , yVi , zVi are the x-, y-, z-coordinates of the vertex Vi. In all the above formulae the
term 1
δe
√
3
comes from the fact that tei = t
x
ei + t
y
ei + t
z
ei = δe
√
3 for all edges ei.
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